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PREFACE.

Several narratives have been published of

General Grordon's career in China : how, by

his mihtary genius, he subdued the hordes of

insurgents who had risen against the Impe-

rial rule, under the title of Tai-pings, after

devastating the provinces with fire and

sword ; how he took command of a Native

Disciplined Force, called by the Chinese

" The Ever-victorious Army," at a time

when it was not victorious over the enemy,

in consequence of the incapacity of its leaders;

how he reorganized the force, and by his

superior generalship in the first action re-

covered the prestige of the troops ; how he

speedily followed up this victory by successful

engagements against the rebels in the pro-
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vince of Kiang-soo, tte central seat of the

rebeUion, and after a campaign of fifteen

months completely crushed it out, thereby

restoring the country to comparative peace

;

how from his humane disposition he bargained

with the Imperial Grovernor for the lives of

the leading rebels when they surrendered,

and how they were treacherously beheaded,

Gordon being offered a solatium in money to

retain his services, which he refused with

scornful indignation. These and other mili-

tary exploits during his marvellous career

in China have been treated more or less

accurately, according as the writers derived

their information from reliable sources, but

without any personal knowledge of Greneral

Grordon or his actions in the baittle-field.

Hence the numerous desultory accounts of

" Chinese Grordon " are chiefly compiled from

secondary information, frequently embelHshed

by language, however laudatory, more akin

to fiction than fact—a style the reverse to

that of the heroic Grordon, which was always

brief and plain. These characteristics are
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especially seen in his private journal of the

Tai-ping campaign, written by himself, which

forms the text of the subject-matter in this

unpretending volume, and now published in

book form, with amplifications and illustra-

tions, for the first time. It was presented to

the author by Gordon, in his capacity as

editor of the North China Herald, published

at Shanghai, where he was resident at the

time, for the purpose of furnishing in the

columns of that journal an accurate account

of the numerous engagements undertaken

before the rebellion was stamped out.

Since then the author has treasured this

document as the souvenir of a brave soldier,

possessing gentle and humane accomplish-

ments, in whom he perceived the germ of a

great general—a prediction which has been

fulfilled beyond precedent. This opinion was

not merely entertained in private, but ex-

pressed in print, when commenting on the

successful progress of the campaign under

his generalship. These accounts, when they

reached England, were received by the
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public and the press in terms not flattering

to Qordon. Most of the newspapers quoted

the intelligence without making inimical com-

ments, but some went so far as to style him

a " mercenary soldier in the Chinese service,

grasping at high pay and plunder.' ' Though

.
he did not resent the imputations by replying

when the author pointed out the paragraphs,

even in debates on China in Parliament, yet

he seemed annoyed, and was pleased at their

refutation by an experienced editor. "When

the close of the campaign came, after the

decapitation of the Tai-ping chiefs at Soo-

chow, the suicide of Hung-siu-tsuen, the

originator of the rebellion at Nan-king, and

Grordon had rejected the blood-money of

10,000 taels, the newspaper critics in England

ceased to publish aspersions on his character.

However, there was a class of religious

enthusiasts who looked upon the Tai-ping

revolution as the precursor of Christian re-

generation among the heathen Chinese. Some

of the small volumes and pamphlets issued

by these sympathizers, freely commented
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adversely on Gordon's actions as not be-

coming a pious Christian, in stemming the

tide of conversion in that benighted land.

These were too frivolous to be taken notice

of, but a pretentious book appeared in two

octavo volumes, entitled, " Ti Ping Tien

Kwo," embellished with numerous coloured

illustrations, advocating the cause of the

insurgents in their attempts to overthrow

the " Pagan Tartar dynasty," and set up a

" Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace "-—as

the Chinese name denotes. As an example

of its contents, the following foul aspersions

against the reputation of Gordon will con-

trast with the recent lamentations over the

massacred hero of Kartoum:—
" Unfortunately for the reputation of Major

Gordon, since his elevation to the position of

General of Futai Le's Anglo mercenaries, he

had been too much accustomed to intrigue

and encouragement of treachery to have felt

a proper indignation at the Soo-chow affair

;

and it is possible he might have had some

knowledge of the planned perfidy before it
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"was put into execution, and so was not

sufficiently horrified to throw up his 1200

taels (400L) per month. Grordon's behaviour

in the treachery of the Burgevine-Ti-ping

legion is one specimen, and a very strong

one, too, of the conduct referred to. He
induced the Europeans who went over to

him to desert the Ti-ping cause by his pro-

mised of office, bribes, and safe conduct to

Shanghai for such as were tired of fighting.

Some mistaken individuals have ascribed this

proceeding to the humane disposition of the
man who condoned the ruthless massacre of
his paroled prisoners, who assisted as the
principal agent in the vast destruction of life

and desolation of country during the un-
justifiable British hostilities against the Ti-
pings, and who never put himself to the
trouble of saving the lives of those he assisted
to vanquish."
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LoED Tei^ntson's Epitaph on G-enekal

Gordon.

Lord Tennyson has written the following

epitaph for G-eneral Gordon in Westminster

Abbey at the request of Mr. Whittier ;

—

" Wairior of God, man's friend, not here below,

But somewhere dead far in the waste Soudan;

Thou livest in all hearts, for all men know

This earth hath borne no simpler, nobler man."

Samuel Mobsman.

Liverpool, 57, Vandyke St.,

June, 1885.
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R IN CHINA.

y the disciplined Chinese force under General Gordon.



GENEEAL GOEDON'S

EXPLOITS IN CHINA.

CHAPTBE I.

TOPOGEAPHY OF THE COUNTEY TEAVEESED BY

GOEDON AND POEOB DUEINQ HIS CAMPAIGN

AGAINST THE TAI-PINGS.

Befoee commencing the text of Gordon's

diary, "with, comments upon the principal

paragraphs, it is necessary to describe the

topography of the country comprising the

field of his military operations. This, it may
be observed, is the most appropriate course

to pursue, inasmuch as it was by means of

his trigonometrical skill, assisted by an efl&-

cient staff of officers and men, that this

complicated topographical region was firsb
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surveyed and mapped for military purposes.

It is true that the shores along the estuary of

the great Eiver Yang-tsze, and the coast

on the Pacific Ocean, which defines its

boundaries to the north-east and south-east,

had previously been accurately laid down on

the British Admiralty charts ; but regarding

the interior, covering a superficies of land

with a network of canals and irrigation

channels more extensive than that of the

Nile Delta, no approximately correct map of

it was .extant.

Hence in attempting to confront the hordes

of Tai-ping rebels devastating the fertile pro-

vince of Kiang-soo, the British and Chinese

disciplined forces were led into labyrinths of

land and water, where they had great diffi-

culty in extricating themselves from ambus-

cades and junk attacks. Under these

circumstances. Admiral Sir James Hope,

Commander-in-Chief of the Naval Forces,

and Brigadier-General Staveley, in command
of the military, considered it necessary to

have a general accurate survey of the country

around Shanghai and its environs, to be

executed by a company of Royal Engineers

attached to the army.



Gordon arrives at Shanghai.

At this time, about the beginning of 1862,

Charles George Gordon, R.E., held the rank

of major in that distinguished corps, and had

performed arduous and perilous duties during

the campaign of the allied English and French

armies against the Imperialists before their

defeat and the capture of Peking, to the

satisfaction of the general commanding.

Accordingly, when peace was proclaimed,

and the British land and sea forces were dis-

banded at Tien-tsin, a contingent of Indian

troops, a regiment of the line, with a company

of Eoyal Engineers, were quartered at Shang-

hai to aid the Chinese—who had solicited

their assistance—in quelling the Tai-ping

Rebellion, which was then raging around the

foreign settlement to the detriment of trade,

chiefly in the hands of British merchants, and

threatening the safety of the English and

other residents located at that flourishing

emporium in North China.

Emboldened by the success of their onward

movement and defeat of the feeble forces

raised against them by the Imperial Govern-

ment, the Tai-ping insurgents had by this

time conquered and captured the city of

Nanking, which the rebel leader, styling

B 2
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himself "Tien Wang," signifying Heavenly

King, had made his headquarters, and his

horde of followers had overrun the lowlands

in the province of Kiang-soo until they

reached the environs of Shanghai. In order

to protect the settlement from their mur-

derous ravages, the Consular authorities and

Admiral Hope issued a proclamation, that if

they came within a hundred lee, or about thirty

miles, they would be attacked by the British

forces, and driven back. In spite of this

warning, the rebel hordes continued to cross

the prescribed radius, dealing death and

devastation in their progress. Parties of

Indian troops and seamen' from the fleet

were sent to attack, but with little effect, for

want of an accurate map, showing the peculiar

topography of the country.

In this emergency Gordon set to work
with a staff of observers through theodo-

lites, and an experienced company of

Eoyal Engineers, to survey the leading lines

of the tortuous river region. He sooii

ascertained that it formed a vast Delta, from

the accumulated deposits of sediment in situ,

throughout countless ages, brought down by
the mighty Yang-tsze Kiang, from the interior
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of China, along its main channel winding

through rocky regions and alluvial valleys for

a distance of three thousand miles, together

with numerous tributaries and lakes, draining

an area of not less than 700,000 square miles.

The special geographical feature of this Delta

consists in the numerous lakes that intersect

the land; one of which is of considerable

extent, and formed an important part in the

centre of Gordon's military operations.

Eegarding this feature of the country, M.

Elie de Beaumont, in his " Lemons de Geologie

Pratique," remarks that " the different forms

of river deltas appear to be only varieties of

the same fundamental type. The phenomena

which contribute to their formation, and the

process by which even human industry affects

them, have everywhere the greatest similarity

;

and the circumstances that these phenomena

present a series of phases almost as marked

as those of the development of an organized

being, greatly augments the interest of the

study." If we apply these pertinent remarks

to the subject in hand, and compare the

Delta of the Yang-tsze with that ofthe G-anges,

they are fundamentally the same in their

geological formation, but in their geogra-
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pMcal features they differ as mucli as the

Chinese of the pure Mongol race from the

Hindu.

On referring to a map of Asia it will be

seen that the Ganges disembogues into the

Bay of Bengal through numerous mouths

branching from' the main stream, three of

which form considerable subsidiary rivers

;

while the Yang-tsze has only one embouchure

into the Pacific Ocean, but divided into two

great branches by the alluvial island of

Tsung Ming, Notwithstanding this marked

difference in the estuary of the Yang-tsze from

that of the Ganges, the extent of the Delta is

equally as, great on the seaboard, and its area

inland still more so, where the subsidiary

waters of the Great River {Tai Kiang)—as it

is sometimes called by the Chinese—spread

out into a series of lakes or lagoons ; the

Tai Ho, or Great Lake, forming a central

reservoirfor the innumerable smallerchannels,

which intersect the surface of the delta with

a network of canals and ditches. If, there-

fore, we designate the alluvial lands of the

Indian river through which its ana-branches

flow into the sea a Biver-Belta, those of the

chief Chinese stream may be appropriately
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termed a Lahe-Delta, as forming the leading

cliaracteristics of its geographical features.

On ordinary maps of China this lake

feature of the Yang-tsze Delta is not well

defined, as most of them have been projected

on the basis of the old surveys made by the

Jesuit fathers upwards of two centuries ago

;

and the British Admiralty charts, which

delineate the sea and river boundaries accu-

rately, but do not give more than a general

outline of the Delta. This deficiency, so far

as the south-eastern section is concerned,

was made good during the latter years of

the great Tai-ping rebellion, 1862-66, when

Colonel Gordon succeeded to the command of

the disciplined Chinese army, in suppressing

the civil war in China. Under his directions,

Lieutenants Sanford, Lyster, and Maude, of

the Eoyal Engineers; Lieutenants Dalzell

and Bateman, of H.M.'s 31st Regiment,

Assistant Engineers, and a detachment of

Sappers and Miners, surveyed the greater

part of the Delta, frequently exposed to the

fire of the rebels, and other dangers incident

to warfare between semi-barbarous belli-

gerents. The results of that survey, under

exceptional difficulties, were forwarded to the
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late Sir Henry James, Director of the Topo-

graphical Department of the War Office,

Southampton, who had two maps printed by

the zincographic process, one on the scale of

an inch to the mile, and the other five miles

to the inch, and entitled "Military Plan of

the Country around Shanghai." This plan

presents at a glance the characteristic lake

features of the Delta, over a triangular area,

measuring 180 geographical miles along the

right bank of the Yangtsze ; about the same

on its south-western surveyed boundary ; and

122 miles of its frontage to the sea, the whole

superficies approximating to 5400 square

miles.

About the central region of that area the

lake districts are well defined, excepting Seho

Lake, lying to the westward, which was not

entirely surveyed. However, the shores of

the Tai Hu, or Ho, are laid down clearly,

with the rocky island and banks to the east

and west, forming exceptional features in the

general aspect of the Delta, which is that of

a level plain only a few feet above the river

at high floods, and the sea at spring tides.

According to the plan this great lake is, in

round numbers, 150 miles in circuit, some-
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thing in the form of a Phrygian cap of

liberty, and covering an area of about 750

square miles. To the eastward, some fifteen

miles from the mid-shore, stands the famous

city of Soo-chow, where Gordon and his force

finally defeated the rebels. Beyond this a

series of smaller lakes begin, and stretch

onwards towards the south branch of the

estuary, forming the leading channel up the

Yang-tsze, and to its branch stream the Wong
Poo, where the harbour and settlement of

Shanghai are situated. There are twelve

lesser streams converging on the great river,

and intersecting its south-eastern shore.

Looking at this territory from a geological

point of view, we perceive a remarkable ex-

ample of sedimentary deposit, formed by the

turbid waters of the Yang-tsze, chai'ged

with the abrasion of rocks and their detritus,

from 1000 to 2000 miles in the upper gorges

of the river. Evidently at a comparative

recent epoch in the formation of sedimen-

tary strata the mouth, or probably mouths,

of that mighty stream were near Chin-keang,

as shown in the plan, 160 miles from its em-

bouchure at Shanghai; all the intervening

area from these points to Hang-chow, at the
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south, point of the triangle, having been

covered by the sea, with the groups of hills

in its centre region rising as islands, like

those in the Tai Ho Lake, and others ofE the

coast before entering the estuary. As the

current of the river met the flowing tide, the

sediment in situ became deposited, and thus,

in time, formed the vast surrounding plain.

The rapidity of this formation may be esti-

mated from a few facts related in the Chinese

annals of Kiang-soo Province. From these

we learn that in the tenth century of the

Christian era, and during the reign of an

emperor of the Sung Dynasty, Shanghai

first received its name of Hien as a town of

the third order—from shang, signifying high,

and hai or hae, the sea, which means literally

" on the Upper Sea." " The account which

seems most probable, as it is the most natu-

ral, is that there were two regions or rivers,

one designated the Lower Sea, and the other

the Upper Sea; and hence, it is said, the

name was derived. Others say that there

were eighteen branches of the Great Eiver,

among which one was called the Lower Sea,

and another the Upper Sea, and hence the

modern name. We also find the characters
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reversed

—

B^ai Shang, ' Upon the Sea ' (read-

ing from right to left), indicating that the

city or district was situated contiguous to or

upon the sea."

The foregoing quotation was written by
Dr. E. 0. Bridgman, the learned editor of

the Chinese Repository, whose knowledge of

the native language and history of the em-

pire have constituted that rare serial—the

publication of which ceased forty-four years

ago—the most accurate authorityupon almost

everything pertaining to China and the

Chinese. Of the two accounts given as , to

the derivation of Shanghai, we incline to the

last mentioned, " Upon the Sea," as it ac-

cords most with the geological and geogra-

phical changes in the district, where within

the memory of living residents, native and

foreign, the land on what is called the Poo-

tung Peninsula has encroached upon the sea

from one or two miles, and the waters shoal-

ing in proportion, so that several years ago

the Kin-toan Beacon, marking low water,

on the muddy shore, had to be moved sea-

ward several hundred yards to be afloat.

At present Shanghai is seventeen miles dis-

tant, in a straight line from that point, and
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it requires no stretch of theory to infer that

at the period of its ofl&cial nomenclature, in

A.D, 960, the city was walled in, and its

original name of Lan changed to Hai Shang.

Since then, when that became no longer ap-

propriate, from the receding of the sea, the

characters were reversed into Shanghai,

without any specific geographical designation.

In another part of Dr. Bridgman's introduc-

tion to his " Description of Shanghai," as

situated in the ancient province of Kiang-nan,

now divided into Kiang-see and Kiang-soo

provinces, he remarks :
—" Once, no doubt,

the eastern plains of Kiang-nan were partially

if not wholly beneath the surface of the sea,'

but the earth accumulating has by slow de-

grees driven back the waves. The water-

courses are still, however, very numerous,

and some of them deep ; and the currents,

moving with the rising and falling of the

tides, very powerful. Consequently many
of the channels have changed their beds.

The river Woosung is an example of this.

' Twelvecenturies ago, in the time of the Tang
dynasty,' says the Chinese historian, ' the

river of Woosung was twenty lee (broad)

;

in the time of the Lung dynasty it was nine
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lee \ afterwards it gradually lessened down to

five, to three, to one Zee.' " As three lee are

reckoned as equivalent to one English, mile,

this delta branch of the Yang-tsze stream has

dwindled down from seven miles to one-third

of a mile in width during 1250 years.

Let us next revert to the statement

founded upon historical records, that " there

were eighteen great rivers," intersecting the

delta. If we accept this as founded on fact,

it points to a period when the Yang-tsze had

several separate mouths for the outlet of its

vast volume of water into the ocean, similar

to those of the Ganges. On reference to

Gordon's map, this is supported by the tor-

tuous reaches of the river below Chin-keang,

which are probably the old arms of some of

these mouths, that in time have closed up on

the southern bank, and altered the features

of the region between that locahty and the

sea from a riverine delta to a lacustrine delta.

Assuming this to have been the case, there is

evidence to show that this closing up of the

great channels, and forcing the surplus

waters into the main stream, besides innume-

rable small irrigation ducts and ditches, was

materially assisted by the agricultural in-
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dustry of the mhabitants. From time im-

memorial tlie Cliinese located on these low

lands have been in the habit of raising hunds

or embankments, like the dykes formed by

the Dutch in the Netherlands, to reclaim the

deposits of sediment by the river, and protect

the soil when cultivated, from the flooding of

the stream, or the encroachments of the sea.

In this manner, and by the increasing labours

of the most industrious population in China,

numbering at the present time not less than

ten millions, occupying the delta and the

junks afloat in the creeks, they have assisted

nature in contracting the great branch

streams to insignificant channels in width,

but which by their length and multiphcity

render them of the utmost importance as

canals for navigation or ditches for irrigation.

Of those navigable by large junks, the

famous Imperial or Grand Canal furnishes

a water-way to Peking, the northern capital.

It intersects the Yang-tsze Delta, from Hang-

chow Foo, the chief city in Chekiang, situ-

ated at the western extremity of the lakes,

to Ohin-keang on the banks of the Great

Eiver, traversing the country to the eastward

of Tai Ho lake, and passing through the city
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of Soo-cliow, the capital ofKiang-soo province,

a Foo or town of the first rank according to

Chinese geographical nomenclature. In the

environs of that city there are branches from

the Grand Canal, which lead into the great lake

to thewestward,and the group of smallerlakes

to the eastward. These, with the Shang Fang

hills, which overlook the city and its sub-

urban waters, render it one of the most pic-

turesque spots in China. Before the district

was ravaged by the rebels the Chinese spoke

of it in their flowery language :—Above there

is Paradise (or the " Plains of Heaven ")

;

below, are Soo-chow and Hang- chow. This

was specially applicable to the luxurious resi-

dences with gardens in the vicinity of the

lakes, when these cities reached the acme of

their prosperity.

This lake district has been known to the

English and other foreign residents at Shang-

hai since the settlements sprang up around

the waUed town, a liien^ or one of the third

rank ; but few of them had a definite idea

of their position, extent, and number. On
ordinary maps the Tai Ho was laid down,

but its outline was variously deUneated, and

none of them correct, without any of the
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smaller lakes shown. This section of Grordon's

map is, perhaps, the most interesting and

novel portion of it, and we have gleaned

much useful information about their capa-

bilities of navigation not previously known.

The Great Lake, as already stated, is over

160 miles in circumference, with a superficies

approximating to 750 square miles. It is

from 10 to 15 feet deep, with shallower

water here and there, that should be avoided

by vessels drawing 6 to 8 feet, there are

numerous entrance channels from all points

of the compass, for small native boats, but

only one for large junks, or small steamers.

The latter is at the extreme eastern boundary,

where its waters form into a small subsidiary

lake near Woo-kiang. Here the navigation

is intricate, as there is a bar at the entrance,

with a channel leading to it, which should

only be approached at high water. Once in-

side the lake, it presents a most picturesque

prospect, with an extensive liquid horizon,

broken only by the hills on its eastern and

northern shores. The highest range is along

the latter, some of the hills rising to a height

of 800 feet, covered with grass and herbage,

where, in peaceful times, sheep and cattle
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browsed. The islands are highly cultivated,

but infested by pirates, who, it is said, have

never been subdued by the imperial authori-

ties, so that they live an independent, lawless

life, preying on their industrious countrymen

living on the mainland.

The smaller lakes have an average depth

of nine feet, but most of them shoal on the

eastern shores. There has always been con-

siderable traflBic on these lakes, and the sur-

rounding country was in the highest state of

cultivation, with a dense, industrious popula-

tion before Soo-chow fell into the hands of

the Tai-ping Eebels. "When the rebellion was

thoroughly subdued in 1865, those who had

survived its sanguinary ravages returned to

their homes ; so that it has recovered, in a

great measure, its former condition of pros-

perity. The facilities for commerce in this

district by water communication are exten-

sive, for small steamers as well as junks.

During his campaign Gordon navigated the

creeks, canals, and most of the small lakes

in the B.yson steamer, drawing 8 feet water,

with high bulwarks, iron lined, to protect the

crew from the enemy's fire. From Shanghai

he steamed that vessel through intricate
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channels, delineated on his plan to Tai-tsang,

thence to Soo-cho-w, and on through Tai-Ho

Lake to Kin-tang, causing consternation

throughout the country, to the terror of the

Tai-pings. It may be said that the success

of this experiment in using steamboat means

of conveying troops, and surprising an enemy

by its expeditious movements, was the pre-

cursor of his greater campaign in the Soudan

with ironclad and barricaded steamers on

the Nile.

With regard to the innumerable smaller

channels on the Delta, it was impossible for

Gordon and his gallant military surveying

party to do more than indicate their inter-

section at the points where he passed them, in

his linear measurement of the more important

creeks and canals in his line of communication

for mihtary purposes. At an approximate

estimate, the area of all the lakes may be

calculated at 1200 square miles, and deduct-

ing this from the computed superficies of

the southern section of the Yang-tsze Delta,

delineated on Gordon's plan at 5400 square

miles, the remainder is 4200 square miles of

land, intersected by these small channels

used for navigation and irrigation.
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As already stated, the entire net-work of

"water communication is not projected on

Gordon's map, but the intersections are;

consequently we can arrive at some estimate

of tteir extent. These are more numerous

in some districts than others ; but taking an

average of those within 100 square miles on

the Poo-tung peninsula, eastward of Shanghai,

we find more than 200 miles of water-ways

ranging from five to fifteen feet wide.

Reducing this average, however, for the sake

of accuracy, to 120 miles, and the whole area

of land intersected with first-class channels

to 3000 square miles, we have the total length

computed at 36,000 miles of creeks, canals,

and ditches, nearly the whole being navi-

gable by sampans (small boats), junks (cargo

boats), and steamers of various tonnage.

The actual linear measurement surveyed by

Gordon and his staff" of eighty Eoyal

Engineers was not less than 1700 miles,

including the banks of the Imperial Canal

within the provinces of Kiang-soo and

Che-kiang, and if we add the circuits of the

lake shores at 280 miles, we have a total of

2500 miles surveyed by theodolite and chain

ou the delta of the Yang-tsze Kiang. A
2
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writer in the Times, commenting on tliis

survey, says :—" Sucli a task undertaken in

a peaceable country would be one of no small

magnitude ; but wben we consider that

nearly the whole of it was performed in the

face of a bloodthirsty enemy, the surveyors

being frequently under fire, and at all times

risking their lives from the attacks of

marauders, or the deadly malaria of that

marshy region, this map illustrates an

example of ' the pursuit of knowledge under

difficulties ' that redounds to the credit,

skill, and perseverance of Gordon and his

staff of Royal Engineers."

In concluding this topographical sketch of

the Yang-tsze Delta, we have not touched

upon that portion of it to the south-east of

Gordon's plan, as it does not come within the

field of operations mentioned in his diary,

also because the available data is not to be

relied on. For similar reasons we have not

given any account of the island of Tsung

Ming, forming a considerable part of the true

delta or tongue in the mouth of the estuary,

and the great section on its northern shore,

where the alluvial lands of this " Child of the

Ocean "—as the people fondly name the river
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—join those of the Hwang Ho, or Yellow

River, which the Emperor Kienlung desig-

nated " China's Sorrow," in allusion to the

vagaries of its erraticchannel and embouchure.

Estimating the extent of the entire area of

the delta, north and south of the river, at

double that of the country surveyed by

Grordon, or say 10,000 square miles, this

would make it more than one-fourth the

superficies ofthe province of Kiang-soo, which

has been computed at 39,150 square miles,

where a population of 37,843,600 existed

previous to its decimation during the Tai-ping

Rebellion. Probably no territory in the

world of similar extent is better watered, with

greater fertility of soil, cultivated in the

highest degree by skilful labourers, who have

made it the " Garden of the Provinces," and

the Yang-tsze Kiang, the " Girdle of China."
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CHAPTER II.

THE CHINESE DISCIPLINED EOECE—OAPTOEE OP

KAH-DING BY THE BRITISH AND PEENOH

NAVAL AND MILITARY POEOBS.

Undee the magniloquent title of " The Bver-

Tictorious Army," the Chinese disciplined

force, commanded by Gordon during his

campaign against the Tai-ping insurgents, is

best known; though he seldom designated

the corps as such, inasmuch as he knew that

the officers and men were not always vic-

torious in their numerous engagements. In

fact the reason why he was appointed to

the command by the Brigadier-General, and

approved by the Chinese Governor, arose in

consequence of their defeat when led by a

British officer who succeeded an American

adventurer, and he got the post after the

originator of the corps, also a native of the

United States, was killed in action. The

true history of the force is as follows :

—
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In 1860, when the Imperial Chinese Army
were engaged in contending with the allied

British and French Forces to defend Peking

and the surrounding country, the Tai-ping

insurgents availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to march their hordes through the

Province of Kiang-soo to Shanghai, where

their spies ascertained there was plenty of

plunder to be got. Not only were the

Chinese tea merchants, silk merchants, and

bankers , in dread at the approach of the

quasi-religious banditti, but the foreign com-

munity occupying the settlements outside

the city walls were apprehensive that their

"godowns within compounds," stored with

valuable merchandise and produce, would be

sacked by the insurgents. Excepting the

owners of these premises, and the civilians

engaged in the various establishments be-

longing to ten different nationalities, there

was no foreign force to protect the persons

and property of the residents, excepting a

small body of pohce belonging to the muni-

cipal authorities for the preservation of order

within their precincts. But even the greater

number of these, as well as the employes and

servants in the stores, were Chinese on whom
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little or no reliance could be placed in the

event of an attack by the sanguinary Tai-

pings, who had captured most of the principal

cities and towns in the provinces of Kiang-

soo and Che-kiang, when they ruthlessly

slaughtered all the men who would not join

the movement, and put their families to the

sword.

Under these threatening circumstances

meetings were convened by the Chinese

authorities to devise means for the safety

of the city and settlement, but they were

almost powerless to put their resolutions into

effect, from the impoverished condition of

their exchequer, to call out the local militia.

In this dilemma the wealthy guilds of mer-

chants and others, such as the Shan-tung

Guild, which is a rich and powerful associa-

tion, came forward to subscribe the necessary

funds for the purpose. At the same time

there was a number of adventurous foreigners

not engaged in any particular pursuit, but who

professed to know something about miUtary

matters, and who offered their services to raise

a corps of efficiently-armed men amongst the

peasantry, if supplied with means to equip

and pay them. This proposal was ap-
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proved of by tlie Taou-tai, or head-mandarin,

in Shanghai, and the guild merchants, who
promised to find the funds.

Accordingly the foreigners were consulted

as to the formation of an efficient force. The
head man amongst them was an American

named Ward, who strongly advocated that

it should consist of picked men from the

militia, and disciplined after the model of

European soldiers armed with rifles and

accoutrements. As an example of what the

force should be, he and a fellow-countryman

named Burgevine assembled a hundred

foreigners, and had them thoroughly equipped

by the authorities, who styled their leader

General Ward, and they marched under his

command in June, 1860. The objective

point of the party was the town of Soong-

keong, about twenty miles south-west of

Shanghai by river communication, which had

been seized by the Tai-ping rebels. These

were taken by surprise on seeing armed

foreigners, who attacked them vigorously

and by skilful tactics, so that the most of

them were driven from the place, which was

easily captured, to the intense delight of the

pfiaceful Chinese.
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Further negotiations with the authorities

and heads of guilds, led to the enrolment of

militiamen and selected peasants iuto a corps

to be disciplined by the foreigners under

General Ward, each of them bearing name,

rank, and pay according to his capabilities

and efficiency. For upwards of eighteen

months recruiting and drilling was conducted

successfully, until, at the close of 1861, a

corps of disciplined infantry and artillery

were formed, ready to take the field against

the Tai-pings. Soong-keong, the town re-

captured by Ward and his confederates, was

made the headquarters of the new disciplined

force, where barracks were built for the

accommodation of the officers and men.

Within three miles of that town a vUlage is

situated near some hills where the rebels had

fortified themselves, and made raids on the

surrounding country, plundering the indus-

trious inhabitants and destroying the farms,

which called for immediate punishment.

Accordingly Ward and his force were up in

arms fully equipped to carry out the behests

of the mandarins, which they executed in

gallant style, in conquering the stronghold

of the enemy, who suffered a severe loss in
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killed and wounded. This was the battle of

Quang-fu-ling, the first engagement of the

" Ever-victorioTis Army," on the 10th of

February, 1862.

By this time the British and French con-

tingents arrived from Tien-tsin, to assist in

checking the progress of the Tai-ping insur-

gents. At first they consisted of marines

and seamen from the ships of war under

Admiral Hope and L'Amiral Protet. The

authorities at Shanghai received them in a

most cordial manner, notwithstanding the

recent hostilities between the allies and im-

perialists at Peking. Then they reported

that a large band of the rebels, well armed,

had taken possession of some villages and a

town on the Poo-tung Peninsula, within a

few miles of the city and settlement across

the Wong Poo River. Immediate steps were

taken to drive them from the threatening

position on the east bank of the harbour,

where nearly a hundred foreign merchant

vessels were at anchor, besides double that

number of native craft, that might be plun-

dered or set on fire. Orders were imme-

diately given for Ward's disciplined force to

join the naval contingents, to attack the
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enemy. This was promptly executed, and

fully accomplislied at Kah-chiaou on tlie 21st

of February, when many rebels were killed or

wounded, and the remainder dispersed or

seized by the inhabitants. Following up that

success, the combined force marched to Tsee-

dong, fourteen miles eastward of Shanghai,

on the same peijinsula, and drove the enemy
from it with considerable loss, and compara-

tively trifling casualties to the force, on the

1st of,March.

Before this the British military contingent

appointed to aid the disciplined force in sup-

pressing the Eebellion were unable to leave

Tien-tsin, in consequence of the roadstead at'

Ta-koo, where they were to embark, being

frozenupduring therigorous winterthere. Now
that navigationwas not impededbyice,aspeedy

passage was performed by the troop-ships

through the Gulf of Pe-che-lee to the estuary

of the Yang-tsze Kiang. The troops conveyed

consisted of her Majesty's 31st Kegiment, a

regiment of the 5th Bombay infantry, a regi-

ment of Punjaub infantry, and a Battery of

Koyal Artillery, under Major Penycuick.

These were promptly brigaded, by Brigadier-

General Staveley, with the British and French
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Naval contingents, and Ward's disciplined

Cliinese force. After a month's preparation

and drilling, ttis augmented field force was

marched to Wong-ka-dza, where the insur-

gents had strengthened the defences of a

considerable town, by barricades and stock-

ades. The attack was made at the beginning

of April, and after a stubborn resistance it was

recaptured on the 4th, during which Admiral

Hope was wounded, but not seriously. On
the following day a place of less importance

was taken by the naval brigade and Ward's

force, without Staveley's troops, at Se-king,

four miles west of Shanghai.

Crossing the Wong-poo River again to the

eastward, the whole military, naval, and

native brigade attacked the town of Tser-poo,

held by the rebels, and drove them from its

walls with great loss to the enemy, on the

17th of April. Again, on the 29th of that

month, the combined body of combatants

encountered the enemy with a similar result

at Nan-zeang, eleven miles to the west of

Shanghai. In these engagements Ward's

disciphned Chinese force performed only a

subsidiary part, but what they executed was

fairly well done, and the American leader,
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witli tis lieutenant, Burgevine, and other

foreign officers, kept them in hand, which

was not an easy matter to do after a fight

when plunder might be had. Moreover, as

the British and French forces comprised the

largest element of these expeditions, it was

necessary that the insurgents should be ap-

prised of the determination to protect the

foreign settlement at Shanghai, by capturing

their strongholds within thirty miles. In

order to show that these were formidable

posts to attack, even by European troops, it

will be appropriate to quote here the account

of the successfal capture of the city of Kah-

ding, which was published in the North China

Herald

:

—
"A third combined naval and military expe-

dition against the Tai-ping rebels near Shang-

hai drove them from one of their strongest

posts to the westward of the settlement.

Since the previous expedition our garrison

has been increased by 1000 troops from Tien-

tsin, consisting of 20 officers and 700 rank

and file of her Majesty's 31st Regiment of

Infantry, under Colonel Spence, O.B.j 10

officers and 260 rank and file of the 67th,

under Colonel Hague, and 16 men of the
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Eoyal Engineers, under Major Gordon, with

a large park of engineer stores, six mortars,

and a quantity of shells and rockets. This

accession has increased the British military

strength to 2500, of whom about 2000 took

the field against the rebels in this expedition.

" The plans of Admiral Hope and General

Staveley, in conjunction with the French

Admiral Protet, with 1500 marines and sea-

men, and General Ward having 800 Chinese

under his command, were speedily matured

on the arrival of the fresh troops. The com-

bined forces marched out from Shanghai,

with a large following of native coolies carry-

ing commissariat and ordnance stores ; while

the naval brigade sent numerous boats up

the Soo-chow Creek, with supplies of every

description.

"At 6 a.m., on April 26th, 1862, the

advanced guards of the various corps in the

garrison,under Colonel Moody, E.B., marched

out to the rendezvous at Nan-zeang, a large

deserted town on the Soo-chow Creek, the

distance by land being found to be about

twelve miles. The country in the neighbour-

hood of the above-named place presented a

deplorable appearance of desolation ; while
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the town itself was thorougUy gutted, and

tlie houses mostly stripped of their doors,

shutters, and planking, which had been

carried off by the rebels, to be used in the

construction of stockades.

" Captain "Willis, E.N., C.B., proceeded by

the creek leading to Kah-ding, stopping at

Yak-ki-toon, and Nan-zeang, by which he

ascertained that thus far from Shanghai

there was good water communication and

means of transport for guns, baggage, and

stores. The Royal Marines of H.M.S. Im-

perieuse, under Captain Holland, E.M.,
' L.I.,' also ascended the creek in advance

of a flotilla laden with ordnance and com-

missariat stores. The marines, on arriving

at Nan-zeang, drove a rebel picquet out of

the suburbs, killing two chiefs and several

of their followers and horses. The town it-

self was otherwise clear, but some stockades

were discovered a few hundred yards beyond
it, on the road to Kah-ding.

" The 31st Eegiment landed from the Vul-

can on the morning of the 27th of April,

and marched through the British Settlement

of Shanghai at seven o'clock, equipped for

active service. They were joined by the
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Eoyal Artillery, when the whole force pro-

ceeded on the road to Nan-zeang, followed

by Brigadier-General Staveley and stafP.

Passing through that town, they found the

rebels encamped in the northern suburb,

occupying a rudely fortified position, of

which the general ordered a reconnaissance

in force, to find out what the place was like.

" At this rendezvous they found the de-

tachments of the 67th, the 99th, the Punjaub

N.I., the 5th Bombay N.L.I., the Naval

Brigade, the French troops with their artil-

lery, and the disciplined Chinese. The re-

connoitring party being formed, it advanced

and skirmished close up to the right flank of

the enemy's line of defence, firing many
rounds into the works, which was returned.

The progress of the party was stopped by a

wide and deep wet ditch. Here Lieut.

Tulloch, of the 22nd, with some thirty or

forty of his men, forded the ditch, breast

high, reached the stockades, and found the

place partially deserted. The order was then

given to retire, upon which the rebels re-

turned to their works and recommenced

firing, causing several casualties on our side,

amongst which Captain Brown, of the 5th,

D
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was severely wounded. Four coolies were

killed, and many of the Chinese in the French

service wounded. The reconnoitring party,

after accomplisliing their object, returned to

Nan-zeang, leaving an outlying picket for the

night.

" Early next morning the whole force, with

the exception of the 5th, who were left in

garrison at Nan-zeang, advanced towards the

stockade. The line of the English advance

was to turn to the left and take the enemy
in the rear. In doing this two creeks had
to be crossed by pontoon bridges, constructed

by the engineers, aided by the blue-jackets.

The guns of the Royal Artillery were first

over the second creek, and were immediately

put in, position to enfilade the works. They
were followed by a company of marines, who
supported them, and the 22nd Punjaub N.I.,

whose axe-party cut down bamboos and

shrubs to facilitate their working. The
31st then crossed over, and remained under

cover of the village, while the general and

stafi" reconnoitred the place from the roof of

a house. In a few minutes the 31st pushed

through the village to skirmish, and at the

same time the guns opened fire. The
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skirmishers advanced gradually across tlie

fields, leaving a creek on their left, behind

which there appeared to be some banners,

and from whence two or three shots were

fired. By this time the firing was general

from all points bearing on the stockade and

fortified post; and the skirmishers continued

to advance, until they came within the line

of the French and naval guns, which were

in action between the stockade and Nan-

zeang. Then the rebels were seen to be

retreating from the fortified post, along the

road leadingto Kah-ding. A rocket was imme-

diately fired, as a signal for the guns to cease

firing, and the 31st advanced, until checked by

a creek, firing at the rebels as they ran along

the road. In about ten minutes the work

seemed to be evacuated, and the general

ordered an immediate advance on Kah-ding.

" Some ofl&cers were sent to the post eva-

cuated by the enemy, to inspect and report

upon the" stockade and the fortification. At

a distance the latter looked like a temple put

in a state of defence, but on examination it

turned out to be a mass of small Chinese

houses and sheds strengthened with doors,

poles, and broken wood of all descriptions,

D 2
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backed witli eartli and bricks, and looptoled,

ingeniously devised as a fort. Inside there

were two small iron guns or carronades,

numerous jingalls or native matchlocks, and

a large display of banners bearing the Chinese

characters for Tai-ping-dom. There were

also numerous stables fitted up inside,

evidently just vacated by the native ponies

used for cavalry. The stockade was evi-

dently a work of recent construction on the

same principle of defence, and both were

connected and encircled by ditches, stakes,

abattis, forming altogether a strong defensive

work. There were three guns, a few jingalls

and spears in the stockade, and one dead

rebel. In the fort there were none killed,

but several prisoners were captured, one of

whom was a wounded European. Along the

line of retreat there were about twenty-five

killed.

"It was now apparent that the rebels

occupying this post had been seized with

panic, and in order to' follow up the blow

so satisfactorily accomplished, an immediate

advance to Kah-ding was ordered, being less

than two miles distant, at the head of Soo-

chow Creek. The 31st led the way, leaving
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the ground at about 8.30 p.m., and reached

the southern suburb of Kah-ding in two'

hours, taking up their quarters in the best

houses to be found within 500 yards of the

walls. They were followed by the marines,

who were quartered about a couple of hundred

yards in advance of them. The remainder

of the English and French troops, with the

disciplined Chinese force, came up in suc-

cession, and took up their position in the rear

of the 31st. The Naval Brigade with their

boats pushed on at the greatest speed along

the creek from Nan-zeang.

" From the stockade to Kah-ding the road

was unusually good for a Chinese path, the

bridges were entire, and the country passed

through presented a charming aspect,—the

land highly cultivated, and the crops in good

order.

"All the villages, however, were deserted

and ruinous, marking the desolating plresence

of the Tai-pings. Molo, the principal village

passed through, with some smaller places, had

been fortified by the rebels, but were eva-

cuated. The creek was close to the hne of

march all the way.

"As soon as thetroops reached theirquarters
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in the suburbs of tte city, reconnaissances

were sent out to examine the South Gate, the

ditch, and defences of the town. In the

evening a few rebels on horseback made their

appearance in front of the crenellated wall,

some fifteen feet high outside, and one of

them was shot by a marine sentry. Outlying

pickets were then stationed for the night in

front and around each flank.

"On Wednesday, the 30th ofApril, the guns

and commissariat stores arrived in boats.

Further reconnaissances were sent out, and

the plan of attack arranged. During that

night the rebels appeared to be busy

strengthening their defences and mounting

guns.

" At half-past two on the 1st of May the

guns of the allied force were brought into

position ; the French pieces to the right of

the creek, which runs into the city ditch

;

the Naval Brigade howitzers close to the

creek on the left ; the mountain guns of the

Royal Artillery between them and the road

;

Grovan's 24-pounder howitzer on the left of

the road amongst the ruins, and the mortars

close beside it. The ladder and axe parties,

the next to move, were placed under cover.
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immediately in the rear of the guns; the

storming parties in the rear of them, also

under cover ; the regiments of the line iii

contiguous column in support, with the ex-

ception of the 99th and marksmen of the

31st, who had been detached to cover the

guns and keep down the fire from the walls.

These arrangements being completed, the

troops remained under cover until there was

suflBcient light to commence firing. .An ob-

struction of felled trees, which the rebels had

formed across the creek, was removed during

the night by a party of sappers and blue-

jackets, to afford a clear passage for the

boats intended to bridge over the moat

surrounding the city walls.

" The guns opened fire about 5 a.m., as

soon as it was daylight, and in the course of

twenty minutes one sailor and two or three

of the R.A. and 31st attached were hit by

jingall shots from the wall—the only casual-

ties. The 24-pounder paid particular atten-

tion to the South Gate, and made magnificent

shooting. Aided by the small guns and mor-

tars, it completely silenced the gate in half

an hour, which was stubbornly defended.

In the bombardment, one of the mortar' shells
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set fire to a building inside tlie gate, -which,

was not intended, so shell-fire was stopped,

and the artillery and Naval Brigade turned

their guns on the wall, the crest of which it

was necessary to demolish for the scaling-

ladders to reach the top. For this purpose

the guns were all advanced as the enemy's

fire slackened ; and after a few rounds from

the new position, the boats forming bridges

came up the creek by signal, turning to the

left at its junction with the city moat. This

was bridged across in about ten minutes, and

the order sent back 'for ladders to advance.

The men carrying these ca,me up at a run,

and passed the guns. As they were de-

scending the bank, Corporal Collins, of the

Royal Engineers, was seen on the top of the

wall, having scrambled up the breach without

other aid than the foothold offered by shell-

holes and debris.

" The city side of the moat was pahsaded in

two rows, and the ground covered with a

sort of trellis-work of long bamboos, making
walking very difl&cult. However, the ladder-

parties were not to be baulked, and they

came on in fine style, raising their ladders

very quickly. A naval ladder was the first
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planted, tlien tile rest came on indiscrimi-

nately. These were followed by the stormers,

who extended their party along the wall on

both sides, to clear it of any rebels that

might be there, and to shoot them as they

ran away. Only two chang maous, or long-

haired rebels, were killed on the walls, and

about twenty shot in the street by the

storming party. The town was thus taken

by assault an hour and a half after the action

commenced.
" The South Gate was then opened, and the

troops marched in to the music of the French

band ; then passing along the main street,

which was tolerably wide, a few bodies of

rebels were seen on the way. About the

central thoroughfare a tall tower or pagoda

stands prominently, with roomy chambers at

its base. This was taken possession of by

the English general as a depot for plunder

collected, and to be left in charge of a guard

from the 22nd Punjaub N.I. The remainder

of the regiment were sent to bring all the

valuables found in the city, to be afterwards

fairly divided among the whole force—indis-

criminate plundering being prohibited. Near

this pagoda the troops piled arms, and waited
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for orders. Before doing so, some rebels

were seen trying to escape amongst the ruins

of the town, when some twenty of them were

shot. After waiting half an hour, all the

troops were ordered outside the walls back

to their quarters in the suburbs, except the

Punjaub 22nd W.I. A guard was placed at

the South Gate to search all passers-out, who

were obliged to deliver up any small valu-

ables that might have fallen into their pos-

session.

"Kah-ding presents the usual appearance of

a Chinese city in the province of Kiang-soo,

with crenellated walls forming a^ complete

circle round it, extending to six or seven

miles, and about fifteen feet high, similar to

the dimensions of the wall round Shanghai,

and classed in Chinese topography as a

' Hyen or Hien,' signifying a city of the

third order. It has four gates, opening at

the cardinal points of the compass ; adjoin-

ing which are four water channels from Soo-

chow Creek, which intersect the interior with

a net-work of canals, crossed by thirty-two

bridges. The thoroughfares of the south-

west angle of the city were not built over,

and the remainder appeared to have con-
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tained numerous -well-coustructed houses,

many of them demolished, while the prin-

cipal mandarin residences had been preserved

for the use of the Tai-ping chiefs.

" One of these appeared to have been occu-

pied by the military leader of the insurgents,

as two iron guns were placed at the entrance,

evidently of English manufacture, and marked
' B. P. & Co.,' with a crown and date, 1861.

Graudy banners waved on each side of the

doorway, gongs hung on racks on the

passage to the inner apartments, where all

was in excellent order. In one room an

English musket was found, together with a

foreign sword having a steel scabbard ; and

several rifles and pistols seemed to have been

undergoing repair, as the necessary tools lay

on the table beside them. In another room

a quantity of copper money, with strings

through the square hole in the centre, divided

into hundreds and looking like sausages,

were scattered about the floor. This evidently

had been the Tai-ping treasury, for the ' loot-

ing ' party employed to collect plunder found

afterwards a considerable deposit of Mexican

dollars and Sycee silver, in ingots, under the

floor. In other parts of the yamsen, or
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official residence, bottles of cherry brandy

and porter were found ; also cases containing

an immense quantity of English and French

percussion caps, red flasks of gunpowder

and kegs of the same, branded ' T. Sharp

& Co., London.' The garden of this mansion,

also of several other houses, were very pretty,

and got up in the usual style of Chinese land-

scape-gardening, with rock-work grottoes,

and ponds crossed by quaint bridges. Alto-

gether the aspect of Kah-ding, even after

its partial destruction, indicated that it was

at one time a very beautiful city.

" Many of the inferior houses had been

turned into stables by the rebels, and at

least two hundred and fifty ponies or small

Chinese horses were captured. Large stores

of rice were taken, both in the buildings and
' in boats on the navigable canals, most of

them good, serviceable craft, many being

newly built. It was difficult to estimate the

value of the miscellaneous ' loot,' but it was

calculated to be" not less than a hundred thou-

sand Mexican dollars, not including the sale

of heavy articles sent to Shanghai. A prize

committee was formed, as usual, to reahze

and distribute the prize-money. Another
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committee sat to deliberate upon what should

be done •witb the prisoners, of whom about

fifteen hundred had been taken. Some fifty

of the men were pointed out by the Imperial

officers attached to the allied force, known
to be rebels of the deepest dye, and were

accordingly handed over to the Taou-tai, or

chief magistrate of Shanghai for punish-

ment. Of the remainder, one hundred and

fifty were women, several of them branded

on their cheeks with Tai-ping characters.

These were released, but seemed very re-

luctant to quit the protection of the allies.

" The casualties on our side were trifling,

while the rebel loss in killed and wounded

exceeded fifteen hundred. This success had

an excellent moral effect upon the oppressed

industrious inhabitants of the surrounding

country, who seemed to rejoice in throwing

off the yoke of the cruel Tai-pings, who had

forced them to labour without pay, and en-

listed the men and lads against their will.

Immediately the result of the engagement

was known, those who had escaped the

clutches of the insurgents were returning

cheerfully to restore their homes and farms

to their former state of prosperity. This
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agreeable alteration in the condition of the

peasantry struck all the foreigners on re-

turning from the scene of action, as they

journeyed from Nan-zeang along the road to

Shanghai, which we witnessed on the third

day after the victory. Families of husband-

men trudged lightly along with the scanty

lares and penates saved from the robbers, and

slung on their poles carried over the shoulder;

where the domestic utensils were at one end,

frequently a child was carried in a basket at

the other end, to balance the weight. Chubby-
cheeked boys and girls walked gaily beside

their parents, and shouted with glee when
they left the main road for their farmsteads,

while all of them smiled and bowed reverently

to the oflB.cers as they passed by."
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CHAPTER III.

THE ALLIED BRITISH, PBBNOH, AND CHINESE

I'OECES OAPTUEE NINGPO AND TSING-POO.

Feom the account in the preceding chapter

of the defeat of the Tai-pings at Kah-ding,___

and the capture of that city by the combined

British, French, and Chinese forces, it will

be inferred that they were a formidable

enemy to contend with. But this only re-

presents one of the strongholds held by the

insurgents in the provinces covering the

Yang-tsze Delta, which at the time numbered

about one hundred. Of these the city and

port of Ningpo was next to Shanghai in im-

portance to the British and foreign shipping

community occupying the settlement on the

harbour there. It is the provincial capital

of Che-kiang, adjoining the province of

Kiang-soo; and situated at the confluence

of two small rivers, which form a canal from
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the city to the sea. These streams water a

plain encompassed almost, on every side with

hills, forming a natural amphitheatre or oval

basin ; whose diameter from east to west,

passing through the city, is about eighteen

miles, and some twenty miles from north to

south. The plain is densely dotted with

villages and hamlets, around which the

ground is so level and highly cultivated that

it resembles a large garden. It is inter-

sected by numerous canals, formed by the

springs that descend from the hills; the

principal one, on which part of the eastern

suburb stands, extending to the base of the

mountains, being about ten miles long and
sixty feet wide. The walls are between three

and four miles in circumference, and built of

compact masonry, the freestone being quar-

ried in the hills. There are five gates, two
opening towards the east, opposite the ship-

ping, where there are also two water entrances

for vessels to trafl&c in the city.

This was one of the first Treaty Ports

opened by the Government to foreign traders,

shortly after which the Tai-ping rebels cap-

tured the city at the close of 1861. Their

approach to it was the signal for the depar-
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ture of all the respectable and industrious

inhabitants, the greater portion of whom
flocked to Shanghai for safety. The imbe-

cile and pusillanimous Imperial authorities

in charge deserted their posts without even

a show ofresistance, and allowed the Tai-ping

hordes to capture the city with scarcely a

blow in its defence. At first the intentions

of the rebels were apparently of a peaceful

character, and their headmen issued notices

in Chinese, making Ningpo a free port for

three months, and inviting the native traders

to resume their occupations. But this was

all a sham to cover their warlike operations ;

and as to the restoration of civil institutions,

it was not in them to form the most trifling

rules for the conservation of law and order.

Their principal monetary and commercial

acts were confined to plundering the indus-

trious inhabitants of their valuables and hard-

won earnings. Instead of legitimate trade

being restored, a contraband trafl&c in muni-

tions of war grew up, demoralizing to foreign

cammerce, -and prolonging the desolating

insurrection. Instead of peaceful industry

being revived in the city, all artificers had

been driven from it excepting workers in
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arms and ammunition, and the place had

been turned into a strongly fortified citadel

;

while the only semblance of a government

was that of a rude military despotism.

In view of this state of matters, Admiral

Sir James Hope, in conjunction with the

French Admiral Protet, deemed it advisable

;-^;o send a naval expedition to Ningpo Har-

bour, while General Ward's disciplined

Chinese force proceeded by land to aid in

driving the rebels from the city, before they

became too strong in their defensive position.

It was ascertained that their magazines of

food and warlike stores were full; that

might enable them to hold out for some
time.

On the face of the wall opposite the

foreign settlement fifty-seven guns were

mounted; the batteries completed with

thirteen commanding the river passage to

the city, and there were upwards of fifteen

thousand armed men within the walls. A
week later and very few able to bear arms
would have been without rifles and ammuni-
tion brought for sale by foreign smugglers.

Guns were imported by the hundred, small

arms by the thousand, and ammunition by the
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ton. One stip, the Paragon, was seized with

300 pieces of ordnance in the hold, 100 cases

of small arms, and 60 tons of ammunition
on board; the arms were all of the best

foreign manufacture, with flasks of the

strongest English gunpowder.

From the depth of water in the harbour of

Ningpo, admitting men-of-war to anchor

securely, this was purely a naval engagement

against the insurgents, in which none of the

military brigade took part as at Kah-ding.

The plan of attack was to bring up the

British squadron with two French war-ships

to bombard the city from the roadstead.

The disposition of the vessels was as follows :

Ringdove, steam sloop, four guns. Captain

Oraigie, and 200 men, off the North Gate

;

Encounter, corvette, twelve guns, Captain

Roderick Dew, and 300 men, about 250 yards

from the Salt Gate ; Hardy, gunboat, half

way between the Salt and East Gates ; Kes-

trel, off East Gate ; and the two French ships

Moile and Gonfucius, opposite the Bridge

Gate batteries.

These were all in position on the morning

of the 10th May, 1862, when the rebels begaEt=

the fight by opening fire on the Encounter

E 2
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from the crenellated wall, which was returned

as soon as the guns could be brought to bear.

The rest of the fleet fired simultaneously on

their respective points of attack. The bom-
bardment continued during the forenoon at

such short range as evidently to produce

great execution, and with such precision as

to dismount most of the guns facing the

foreign settlement. The Bast and Bridge

Gate batteries were fought with determined

obstinacy, but were eventually silenced by

the Kestrel, Moile, and Confucius, Between
twelve and one the rebels began to gather

anew on the walls, owing, it is supposed, to

the fire of the ships having slackened during

the dinner-hour.

The storming party was landed between

one and two ; a body of marines having been

previously sent to occupy the look-out of one

of the houses close to the Salt Gate, and to

try and keep the walls clear near the ladders

;

a field-piece was also landed to cover the

storming party as well, and while the Ring-

dove occupied the North Gate, the men from
the Encounter and French gunboat, led by
Captain Dew and Commander Kenny, under
a very heavy fire, stormed and captured the

Salt Gate. The insurgents fought under
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shelter of the houses just inside the walls,

and were enabled to take deliberate shots at

the attacking party. Commander Kenny
was hit just as he mounted the walls, and

Lieutenant Oornewall of the Encounter was
killed while leading his men on to the charge.

Some twenty men were very quickly disabled,

but steady perseverance had its effect, and

the Tai-pings in the course of an hour began

to give way, when the Union Jack, hoisted

on the roof of the Salt Gate house assured

all of the fact that the city was captured by

the British and their allies. As soon as the

Salt Gate was opened, a body of the pusil-

lanimous imperial soldiers, who had been

looking on at the engagement out of harm's

way on the opposite side of the river, pro-

cured all the boats at hand, and quickly

crossed over to the city ; and by half-past

three they assembled on the walls with flags

and banners, shouting and encouraging others

to come over.

In the meanwhile the Kestrel, Hardy, and

Confucius broke through a bridge of boats

laid across the harbour, destroyed and spiked

the guns of the battery that commanded the

passage, and took up a position at the South

Gate, thereby cutting ofE all egress but by
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the West Gate for the rebels to escape from

the city, and this, of course, was taken

advantage of, as the allies had no intention

of making the misguided men prisoners. By
this time the principal mandarin, styled

Taoutai, had arrived, and was put in posses-

sion of the captured city ; and at daylight

next morning the rebel force, numbering

between 15,000 and 20,000, had disappeared

beyond the walls; leaving their wounded

behind to the tender mercies of the troops

in possession. Ward's disciplined force took

no active part in the engagement, but after-

wards were placed to protect the West Gate,

in case some of the rebels returned. Their

appearance was new to the Imperialist guard

of the Taoutai, who did not know what to

make of them compared with their own
rabble. Then the inhabitants who had fled

into the country from the cruel Tai-pings

flocked to the gates for admittance in great

numbers. These were under the charge of

an eflEcient committee of defence, who ques-

tioned the comers, and took measures to

ensure the safety of legitimate traders.

These had their heads shaved, so that they

were loyal-looking Imperialists, who opened

their shops and dwelling-houses.
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Althougli this engagement was successful,

yet it was not accomplislied without a severer

loss to the British than any of the previous

victories over the Tai-ping hordes. Twenty

men were killed and wounded of the En-

counter crew, and six in the two gun-boats,

besides six in the French vessels. That loss

was chiefly owing to the enemy being armed

with rifles and revolvers of the best foreign

manufacture, and charged with the strongest

English gunpowder. How these were ob-

tained has been mentioned, by smugglers and

foreign renegades, many of them British

traders. It is very hard for a brave soldier

or sailor to lose his life in battle under an

enemy's legitimate weapons and mode of

warfare ; but when he meets his fate from

arms and ammunition of his own country's

manufacture, and supplied to the enemy by

his own money-grubbing countrymen, it is

still harder to bear ; but it stamps the con-

traband trader as a despicable traitor to his

country. As already remarked, this com-

pared with previous victories over the Tai-

ping rebels was dearly bought, especially as

Lieut. Cornewall—a nephew of Sir Cornewall

Lewis, at that time Chancellor of the Exche-

quer—was numbered among the killed, and
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the sacrifice of these brave men will stamp

the capture of Ningpo with melancholy-

interest.

Following up that success, no time was

lost to attack and capture another stronghold

of the insurgents within the environs of

Shanghai. In this expedition up one of the

navigable creeks for a small man-of-war,

H.M. despatch-boat, tender to the flag-ship

Imperieuse, named the Goromandel, four guns,

Commander Davidson, with a crew of forty

men, was commissioned to render assistance

to the land forces. The first stage of the

expedition was at Soon'g-keong, the head-

quarters of the native disciplined force.

Since the city was recaptured from the Tai-

ping insurgents and placed under the pro-

tection of Colonel "Ward and his men, it was

restored to its former aspect in peaceful

times, and improved in its means of defence.

Like Shanghai it is classed topographically

as a Hien, or walled city of the third order,

with extensive suburbs outside, which were

destroyed by the rebels when in possession

of the place. These were now rebuilt, with

a large number of shops for the sale of pro-

visions and merchandise, but even these were
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scarcely adequate for tlie wants of the in-

creased population, which, was greater than

it had ever been before. The crenellated wall

encompassing the inner town was repaired,

strengthened, and embrasures cut for ord-

nance after the English method of fortifica-

tion. They were manned with guns of large

calibre mounted on ship -carriages, and

traversing on roughly-made platforms, with

due provision of shot and ammunition along-

side each. Several substantial guard-houses

were erected inside the gates, which were

occupied by the drilled natives, who piled

their rifles on brackets, and presented a very

creditable soldierly appearance. The sentries

had evidently been ordered to pay the proper

military salute to foreign officers, and .pre-

sented their arms to every uniform in the

expeditionary force displaying an inch of

gold lace with great propriety.

All the troops were quartered in large re-

ligious temples at the western suburb ; the

authorities considering it no desecration to

turn these edifices into barracks for the

accommodation of the foreign soldiers sent

to fight the bands of traitors to the majesty

of their sovereign. Besides quarters, the
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bonzes or priests attended to the wants of

tlie ofl&cers in sending to their mess a

goodly supply of luxuries for the table, in-

cluding champagne and other wines. Pro-

visions were also supplied to the rank and

file, and a market opened, well stocked with

good fish, beef, mutton, and pork—the best

dairy-fed that could be seen in England.

Vegetables of many kinds were also pro-

curable in any quantity, but, for a Chinese

city, at rather a high rate, which was attri-

buted to the demand created by the presence

of the large disciplined Chinese force at head-

quarters.

Admiral Hope and I'Amiral Protet were

in command of their respective British and

French forces, who assembled at Soong-

keong to determine their plan of operations

to capture Tsing-poo, a walled city of the

third order, situated on the same creek

further inland about seven miles, which was

in possession of a desperate band of rebels.

It was arranged that the combined force, in-

cluding a contingent of Ward's men, should

proceed to their destination by native boats.

By dint of great exertions the headmen of

the city had got together some 250 boats of
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all sizes the day previous to starting. But
these, having been probably all pressed, and

certainly their hire not paid for, many of the

owners had taken advantage of no guard

having been placed over them, and slipped

away by the numerous small creeks branching

off from the large one that passes the city.

Eventually some came back, and a sufficient

number was hunted up and pressed into the

service. After some delay—unavoidable in

these expeditions—the majority of the artil-

lery, troops, and stores of all sorts were em-

barked, and started for Kuang-foo-lin, four

miles off, in the direction of Tsing-poo.

On getting well clear of the outer suburbs

of Soong-keong the creek became wider, and

presented a lively appearance in the early

morning of departure. It was crowded with

native boats of every size, from the for-

midable (?) war-vessel of the imperialists

down to little chips of sampans, or three-

plank craft, very much resembling coffins

afloat without lids. In fact any boat that

would keep out water was requisitioned, if

it could carry, besides its crew, one or two

soldiers and a cooking-pot. And the motley

cargoes and passengers in the flotilla : 9,rtil-
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lerymen and Indian Sikhs ; commissariat

stores and ammunition ; wide-mouthed little

mortars and death-dealing Armstrong guns,

grinning and peeping forth from among the

chow-chow, and pickle-pots on board the most

peaceful-looking Chinese river boats; the

owners and crews evidently regarding their

unaccustomed cargo with great distrust.

Every one was in hilarious spirits—the

laugh resounded, and jokes and repartee

passed from boat to boat, increasing the

volume of merriment as they passed onwards.

As to the blue-jackets, no persuasion could in-

duce them to remain still in the boats, and

there being no means of getting ashore but by
swimming, and that was forbidden, many of

them tumbled overboard, of course by acci-

dent, and emerging from the creek dripping

and covered with water-weeds, ran along the

banks, astonishing the tillers of the soil and

villagers, that most of them escaped into the

fields, as if in fear of their lives. No matter

to Jack whether a stream or a ditch crossed

his path, it was in one side and out the other

in no time, like so many Newfoundland
dogs. The stolid-looking boatmen who
manned the craft looked on at these pranks
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with wonder, ejaculating, " Eh-yaw I These

foreigners are fools, or else this is an amuse-

ment. If so they will fight too much for the

rebels."

In this boisterous manner the flotilla and

its motley crews went on for Kuang-foo-lin,

about half-way to Tsing-poo. Such a babel

of tongues awakened the echoes of the route

as were never heard there before. Commis-

saries cursing, coolies groaning, voluble Hin-

doostani, guttural' Chinese, with good broad

English and Irish resounding on all sides.

At Kuang-foo-lin there was a succession of

Chinese entrenched camps with mat huts,

which were full of furniture taken out of the

deserted houses in the surrounding villages.

They were got for the accommodation of the

troops in the expedition, who speedily used

them for rest and comfort around the fires

got up for cooking purposes.

Half a dozen tables were got together,

with trunks, cases, and barrels for seats

;

fires lighted, potatoes put into camp-kettles

with a celerity startling to the uninitiated,

and only equalled by their disappearance when

placed before the half-famished expectants.

The scene was picturesque as well as amusing.
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The flashing of the watch-fires dimly lighting

up the grotesque Chinese fortification; the

palisades and houses appearing now and then

through the gloom of night, then glancing

over the bright fire-arms and the dusky

figures of the Punjaub sentries as they

crossed the range of light on pacing to and

fro. Every now and then was heard some

song or chorus from those around the camp-

fires, or the hum of conversation. By ten

o'clock these soimds ceased, and nothing

was to be heard but the challenge of a sentry

to some straggler, the hoarse murmur of the

falling waters in the creek from the distant

rocks, and then the camp fell into a silent

and refreshing repose.

Eain roused the expedition betimes, and

every man prepared for active work. About

two miles from the station was a range of

hUls crossing the creek, one of which is

named "The Hill of Success." Here there

was a strong outpost of imperial soldiers

under the command of Le Hung-chang, the

Governor of Kiang-soo Province, and chief

statesman. A branch creek, and a road to

Tsing-poo winding round the hill, while

another turns to the westward. The latter
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"was chosen for the advance, as the enemy-

could be taken at a greater advantage. The
forces proceeded up a wide creek, the country

being highly cultivated, and the crops of

clover and cereals in a forward and healthy

condition. Numerous Government gun-junks

accompanied the expeditionary forces, and

these were fast-sailing craft, easily handled

in creek navigation. The armament of each

consisted of two rusty old six-pounders in

the bows, a wicker basket full of loose gun-

powder, and some iron cannon-balls, which

were not exactly spherical, and generally a

size too large or too small for the muzzle of

the guns. These, with half a dozen spears

and as many flags, comprised the equipment

for a crew of twenty men, and these renowned

"braves" of the quasi-Chinese navy con-

sidered themselves irresistibly warlike, and

were proportionately impertinent and rude

to their unarmed countrymen.

At six on the following morning it had

ceased raining, when the French Admiral,

and the Enghsh General Staveley, together

with Captain Gordon, E.E., proceeded with

a party in boats to reconnoitre the position

at T sing-poo. They landed about nine
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hundred yards from the city wall, where there

was ample cover for guns. The rebels fired

round-shot at them with tolerable accuracy,

but hit no one, although in one case just

dropping over the boats. While this was
proceeding Captain Gordon got up to a tall

tower, which he ascended to survey the city

and its approaches, heedless of the rebels

lining the wall, who were shouting and firing

rapidly. He had come up from Shanghai
in the small steamer Hyson, which afterwards

became so useful to him in his campaign,

unassisted beyond the boundaries prescribed

by the British, where the Tai-pings were

warned not to approach the foreign settle-

ment. Tsing-poo being the western limit of

the circuit, Gordon laid down its position on

his projected plan, and in a line with Kah-

dingjthe chief town on the northern boundary.

A draft of this portion of the map first

surveyed was handed to me by Lieutenant

Sanford, R.B., as a correct guide in publish-

ing my account of the expeditionary move-

ments.

Tsing-poo is a city of the third order,

similar to those already described as occupy-

ing the level lands of the Yang-tsze Delta.
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The crenellated wall is circular, about three

miles in extent, fifteen feet high, and pierced

with gates at the north and south flanks.

There are also two entrances for boats at

these points, and two at the west flank, with

several bridges over the canals leading to

them. The suburbs for a circuit of two
miles without the walls was laid waste, and

country dwellings were in ruins. The walls

had—what is unusual in China—a banquette

to the parapet, and two rows of loopholes.

They were partially protected by brick

traverses, while wooden and brick houses

were built round, and level with the upper

slope of the walls, as barracks for the

defenders.

The siege and capture of Tsing-poo was
conducted on similar tactics to those already

described at Kah-ding. Sufl&ce it to say, the

British, French, and native regiments, kept

in reserve, had received orders to advance

—

ladder parties and storming parties were

warned to move in front by land. A bridge

party shoved ahead up the creek, the French

taking two small guns in their launches to

blow up the water-gate. The bridge having

been formed, the stormers crossed and placed
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their ladders against a breach made by the

guns. "When they climbed the wall none of

the defenders were to be seen inside ; so the

South Gate was opened without a casualty.

Then the troops marched in, while the bands

played " God save the Queen."

On searching the building for barracks,

these quarters were found to be comfortably

fitted up with bedsteads, having mosquito-

curtains hung round them, dining-rooms with

chairs and tables, in many of them the bowls

of rice and fish were still smoking on the

board, and kettles of hot tea were found,

which the rebels had left in their speedy

retreat. The guns on the walls were all

under cover, and had carriages like those

used for ship guns. Of these five were nine-

pounders, a good many six-pounders and

four-pounders, several Chinese brass guns,

and a large number of jingalls—some con-

verted into breech-loaders. Flags, spears,

swords, boxes of gunpowder, tubs of cart-

ridges, English and French percussion caps,

flasks of Curtis and Harvey's gunpowder,

and European arms were scattered about as

the rebels dropped them in their confused

retreat.
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CHAPTER IV.

ADMIRAL PROTET KILLED IN ACTION—NAN-

JAO AND CHO-LIN CAPTURED—SHANGHAI

THREATENED Bi" REBELS.

Hitherto the combined expeditionary forces,

comprising British and French mihtary and

naval contingents, together with the newly-

raised disciplined Chinese regiment, in the

eleven engagements successfully fought with

the Tai-pings had suffered comparatively few

casualties, and only one naval officer, Lieut.

Cornewall, was killed. As the campaign pro-

ceeded, however, the commanders were not

exempt from fatalities at the hands of the

well-armed rebels. This in a great measure

arose from the superior weapons in their

possession compared to those they had at

first. To the eternal disgrace of the foreign

renegades who imported and smuggled these

weapons, contraband of war, they sold- them

F 2
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for filthy lucre to the insurgents, who ob-

tained the means to pay high prices by rob-

bing the industrious and peaceful inhabitants,

which enhanced the villany of the business.

After the recapture of Tsing-poo the

forces returned by way of Soong-keong to

the southern environs of Shanghai, where

the rebels still held two towns and ravished

the country towards the sea, and lying with-

in the circumscribed boundary on the right

bank of the "Wong-poo River, or Poo-tung

side. There the rebels had been roaming

about for some time, robbing and murdering

the quiet villagers ; but when they saw the

gun-boats and armed seamen they retired to

the fortified towns of Nan-jao and Cho-lin.

Then the country people flocked back to

where the foreign forces were for protection.

Small sampans, Imperial war-junks, flat

barges, chop-boats, and cargo-boats crowded

the river, laden with the mixed army of Eng-

lish, French, Indians, and Chinese.

Brigadier-General Staveley and Admiral

Sir James Hope went on board the Goro-

mandel, despatch steamer, to form their plans

of attack and direct the operations. A strong

breeze was blowing at the time of advance

—
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though the tide was fayourable for the

flotilla—that necessitated tracking most of

the boats from the right bank of the river.

In this tedious method of moving the Chinese

boatmen are unusually proficient, but the

Punjaubee soldiers jumped into the shallow

water and then on the. embankment, aiding

the Chinese to tow the boats, and they got

on bravely. But every now and then one

would come across some disconsolate craft

drifting about in a hopeless manner with

half a dozen soldiers by way of freight, and

one small Chinese youngster, byway of ship's

company, devoid of poles or tacking-line

;

occasionally aground or getting into perilous

positions under the bows of gun-boats, or

trying to hang on to the quickly-revolving

paddles of some steamship. It was a delight-

ful day in the middle of May, the men in

excellent spirits, and the flotilla looking like

a peaceful though nondescript pleasure party,

rather than an expedition calculated to end

in battle, murder, and sudden death.

On Saturday the 17th, the expedition came

within sight of Nan-jao, the first of the two

strongholds to be attacked. The general

and Admiral Protet made a reconnaissance.
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There appeared to be good coverwithin a short

distance of a stockade for defensive purposes.

The place was more a large village than a

regular built town ; though it had a wall

round it, with the usual square flanking

defences, well supplied in guns, muskets, and

large jingalls. Outside, about fifty yards

from the wall, there was a square outwork

mounting three small guns and some jingalls,

having a look-out inside. In front of this

was a deep ditch, and round its sides two

more dry ditches, having sharp bamboo

spikes lining their sides and bottom. The

whole of the space between the foot of the

wall was one labyrinth of palisading and

rows of pickets with sharpened ends, ren-

dered almost impassable with ahbatis.

About 5 p.m. the bombardment opened

from a battery of Armstrong guns fired by

the artillery, mountain guns, supported by

the infantry, French 32-pounders, and other

pieces of ordnance, which shattered the

defences of the place like so much cardboard;

While this was proceeding satisfactorily in

silencing the enemy's fire within the walls, a

party of them got out by a gate on the left

of their defences and escaped into the suburbs.
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About six o'clock the general ordered the fire

to cease, and with his staff rode along the

embankment, close to the ditch and outwork,

to see if an entrance was practicable, or

otherwise, to cut off the retreat of the rebels

across a breach in the walls.

Hereupon the gallant 31st Kegiment, and

a contingent of French sailors and marines,

led on by Rear-Admiral Protet, were ad-

vancing at the double, when, lo and behold !

the cunning defenders, who, with the excep-

tion of their gunners and a few musket

parties, had been lying at the base of the

wall and behind for protection, suddenly

uttered most appalling yells, manned the

wall, and directed a well-sustained fire of

small arms upon the advancing force. The

stormers now got under cover in the ditch

and behind the shattered woodwork, but still

some were wounded. The British light guns

fired half-a-dozen rounds. The troops cheered,

and dashed over the intervening space between

the earthwork and the wall. But, having

arrived there, it was exceedingly difficult to

get into the town, there being no gate.

The French scrambled up like so many cats,

and the English crawled through the embra-
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sures—wMcli had wooden mantlets to them,

hanging from the top of the sill. There was no

difficulty in taking possession of this strong-

hold at this point; for the rebels had escaped

in tolerably good order along the road to Cho-

lin, further south, leaving not more than forty-

one killed and wounded, while the main body

was estimated at nearly two thousand.

Thus the attack proved successful, and the

victory of the allies complete, but it was dearly

bought by the French. During the rapid

advance of the besiegers, when they were

suddenly checked by the hidden defenders,

who received them with a smart fire from

foreign-manufactured rifles. Admiral Protet,

while leading on his men, was the first to fall

from a shot in the breast, when he fell

back mortally wounded. On being carried

to a place of shelter he expired by the way,

about six o'clock in the evening. When it

was known that Admiral Protet was dead,

the gloom that spread -itself over the allied

force was remarkable. Beloved alike by

French and English for his courage and

estimable qualities, the news of his death was

very severely felt. He was the first officer

of the French force who was killed in the
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Tai-ping campaign ; and his remains were

interred in the cathedral vault on the French

Concession at Shanghai, with all the pomp
becoming a brave ofl&cer killed in war har-

ness. Not only did the British attend the

ceremony, but the Chinese Mandarins were

present on the occasion. The name-plate on

his coffin stated that he was born at St.

Servan, and died in the fifty-fourth year of

his age.

When the parties appointed to collect the

plunder stored by the rebels ransacked the

heterogeneous buildings and boats, they

found an unusual number of the latter, and

a great many houses, which had evidently

been occupied by the head men among the

Tai-pings. One most remarkable fact was

the discovery of a gunpowder manufactory on

a complete scale; with stores of charcoal,

sulphur, and nitre. There were also plenty

of sieves, several grinding and mixing mills,

being exactly the same kind of machines as

the peasantry use for rice and other kinds of

grains when cleaning it from the husks,

consisting of a wooden hammer balanced on

a cross-bar, worked by the feet. A good

many cattle and ponies were left. All the
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plunder was stored in one building, which

unfortunately caught fire. The starving

country people came in crowds to get back

the rice which the rebels had taken from

them. They even picked i^p handfuls here

and there dropped from the baskets of' those

who had passed on previously to their de-

serted dwellings,

"Without any delay the combined force

prepared to advance upon Oho-lin, four miles

south of Nan-jaOj and a mile and a half fi-om

the sea coast. As the surviving rebels who

retreated from the latter fled in that direction,

it was reported that there were 10,000

fighting-men there, well armed with Tower

muskets, having abundance of ammunition,

and between twenty and thirty pieces of

ordnance. As information of this kind had

been always found to be exaggerated, not

much reliance was placed on the native re-

port ; at the same time the usual precautions

were taken against a surprise from either an

ambuscade or junk attack on the route.

Nothing of the kind was encountered, but

progress was barred by the pilots of the

flotilla leading it astray in taking a wrong

creek among the net-work of canals and
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irrigation ditches, requiring tte boats to

return back. That mistake was found out

late in the evening, which necessitated

remaining at rest until next morning, when

the proper route could be seen. In about

two hours a large stone bridge spanning the

outer ditch surrounding the town indicated

the regular approach to the place.

Cho-lin is a city of the third grade in"

Chinese topography, being surrounded by a

crenellated wall approximating to three miles

in circuit and fifteen feet in height, with four

land and four water gates, at the cardinal

points of the compass. Besides these a

small outwork stood outside a gate at the

south end of the western wall. Opposite

this a high embankment, or as it is locally

termed a 'bund, stretched from east to west,

originally built to prevent the encroachment

of the sea. On this parapet the artillery

put in a commanding position their battery

of Armstrong guns. Under the line of fire

from these, and more advanced, the two

French 32-pounders were placed, while the

British pieces of the same calibre stood so

that they could play on the wall to the left of

the gate, and make a breach there. A party
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of tlie 67th regiment were then marclied into

some houses close to the outwork which had

been abandoned by the rebels, who, however,

kept up a steady, fire from the walls, and

succeeded in killing one man and wounding

another. This fire was returned by the

foremost guns making good practice, to

which the enemy replied with some small

pieces besides jingalls and musketry. At

noon the allies ceased firing and all went to

tiffin. Just then a Chinese officer, well

mounted, rode through the camp with a few

followers, quietly observing the number and

position of the troops. Every one took him
for an Imperialist, so that the sentries let

him pass unquestioned. But no sooner did

they get beyond and neared the town, than

he rode for his life, and got his followers

inside the walls, when it was seen that he

must be a daring Tai-ping chief.

At dayhght on the 20th of May, all the

guns of the combined forces being in position,

opened fire simultaneously on the beleaguered

city. The Armstrong guns sent the wooden
sheds and defences on the walls flying about

the rebels' ears, and the deep-voiced 32's

played away steadily to make a breach in the
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wall. After an hovir's firing the advance

was ordered. The French got on to the wall

and over it, the 31st were well to the front,

and the Punjaubees advancing rapidly. When
the men were under the walls showers of

bricks were thrown upon them by the de-

fenders, but notwithstanding this, the walls

were speedily manned by the troops, and the

Tai-pings able to run were seen rushing

through the streets in all directions, endea-

vouring to escape with their lives out of the

doomed city. However, they had been so

active in erecting baricades, in order to pre-

vent the entrance of the forces, that they had

most effectually shut themselves in, and were

jammed at one of the gates, where many of

them were shot down. The moat appeared

full of drowned and wounded, spears by hun-

dreds were floating on the water, and were

strewn all over the ground. The frightened

flying foe had even thrown away a number

of their muskets, and some double-barrelled

guns, a very unusual thing for the Chinese

to do. The slaughter was great, as almost

every house entered by the victors contained

dead and dying rebels.

In the outhouses of the larger dwellings
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many Imndreds of cattle and ponies were

stalled, each having a -well-filled pigstye at-

tached to it, while quantities of dried beef

and bacon hung from the rafters. There

were also immense stores of rice plundered

from the villagers. Before the town had

been captured, it was besieged by the inha-

bitants, who were in a state of starvation.

Now they came in hundreds, increasing to

thousands, for food. "Came" is not the

most appropriate word to use, for no one

ever saw them come. They appeared sud-

denly, as if they arose out of the ground, and

ran any risk to get at the stores of rice they

knew to be in the city. Old men, women,

and children tried to rush past the sentries,

and even ran the chance of being drowned

in the . moat to get over to the gates. After

a while the order was given to admit them

;

and how they one and all rejoiced at the

generosity of the foreign soldiers ! Nothing

but rice and firewood was allowed to be

taken away by them.

At two o'clock in the afternoon the briga-

dier-general gave the order to set the rebel

stronghold on fire. This was executed with

such rapidity, the Indian Punjaubees charged
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to secure the plunder had barely time to

drive the ponies outside the walls, and most
of the loot collected had to be abandoned,

A great many dead bodies were burnt in the

conflagration, which gave numerous ignorant

rebels the idea that the foreign soldiers not

only killed them, but were in the habit of

roasting and eating them afterwards.

News having come that the port of Woo-
sung, at the entrance to the "Wong-poo River,

was threatened by the insurgents, the whole

force returned to Shanghai, after a successful

campaign of seventeen days, during which

Tsing-poo, Nan-jao, and Cho-lin were cap-

tured with little delay, owing to the careful

perfection of the arrangements, and with a

very small amount of casualties.

On arrival at headquarters. Admiral Hope

and General Staveley ascertained, through

reports from the advanced posts in the en-

virons of the city, that a strong rebel force

was endeavouring to recapture Kah^ding and

surround the settlement of Shanghai.. At

the beginning of June a band of marauders

appeared within a few miles of the western

outskirts, robbing the peasantry and burning

their homes by the way. My account of
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what I witnessed on that occasion was as

follows :

—

" The affrighted villagers were flocking

into the settlement for protection in thou-

sands along the roads leading to the Stone

Bridge and the Soo-chow Creek Bridge,

while the incendiary fires among the farms

and villages to the north and north-west

were burning during the whole day to within

three miles of the fortified post at Stone

Bridge. Major Taylor, who commands there,

reported the state of affairs to the general,

who deemed it prudent to send the Arm-

strong battery of artillery to the outer

defences of the settlement.

" It was a pitiful sight to see the crowds of

poor villagers, chiefly old men, women, and

children, trudging along with a scanty supply

of food and clothing from their deserted

homesteads, and left to the firebrands of

the merciless Tai-pings. Many an indus-

trious family will find on their return nothing

but a mass of blackened ruins where once

their cottages stood. As the evening closed

in, these refugees gathered in groups on the

outskirts of the settlement, about the fields,

the grave-mounds, and by the wayside, where
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the roads were thronged by multitudes pass-

ing to and fro. With a subdued expression

and resignation to their fate, each group as

it arrived took up its position for the night,

after satisfying their cravings of hunger

from their small stores of provisions ; while

the numerous eating-houses recently sprung

up "at the ' Bubbling Well ' road were lite-

rally crammed with hungry visitors. As
these crowds were chiefly congregated be-

tween the Stone Bridge Post and the new
defences, they exhibited a quiet feeling of

security to be allowed to rest within the

British lines. Occasionally as . a resident or

military man passed them, a smUe and a

salute of ' Chin, chin !
' greeted the ear as

earnest thanks for the security they felt in

the protection of their wives and families by

foreigners, who were no longer looked on as

enemies, but friends."

Reports were then received from Sung-,

keong that the insurgents gathered in such

numbers between the headquarters of the

disciplined Chinese force and the recently

captured city of Tsing-poo, that all com-

munication was stopped from the base of

operations. Under these circumstances it

G
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became necessary to open it up, and relieve

the native garrison by despatching a naval

contingent to their succour. Accordingly

Captain Montgomerie, R.N., of H.M.S. Gen-

taur, stationed at the entrance to the creek

leading to Soong-keong, and Colonel Ward,

determined to attack the enemy with small-

arms, and two field-pieces in the charge of

blue-jackets. "With these they fired on 150

rebels endeavouring to scale the walls, and

killed sixty of them. Admiral Hope then

proceeded up the river with reinforcements

to open up further communication ; starting

from Soong-keong up the creek with two gun-

boats, the Kestrel and Moile, and the small

Imperialist steamers So-peep, Cricket, and

Hyson. The last-named boat conveyed Colonel

"Ward, with a contingent of the disciplined

troops, who led the flotilla, followed by the

Cricket, with 100 men of the 31st and 100

Punjaub N.I., with the Marines and Naval

Brigade in several boats. In the afternoon

the flotilla came abreast of Kwang-foo-lin, and

found it strongly intrenched by an assemblage

of about 4000 rebels. At this point many of

them fired from behind the bushes with large

jingalls and muskets, which was replied to
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by cannister and grape ; while the Marines,

under Major Holland, landed, and the 31st

kept up a sharp fusillade from the gun-boat,

killing and wounding about thirty insurgents.

The enemy then fled, and the boats pushed

on to Tsing-poo, stopping all night in the

creek.

Next day the party entered that town,

when orders were immediately given for its

destruction and evacuation. Directly the

rebels, who were hovering around the place,

saw what was being done, they entered

the gates before "Ward and his men were

fairly outside, and as they were filing past

the walls they fired upon them, wounding

several ; not, however, before they had time

to bring away all the guns from the

embrasures, together with 40,000 peculs of

rice, while they set fire to upwards of 400

boats in the canals.

Kah-ding, so recently captured, was re

ported to be almost invested by a diff"erent

and better armed body of Tai-pings than

those who had been defeated.. Some prisoners

who were taken near Na.n-zeang stated that

10,000 insurgents had come down from Nan-

king, the great south capital, then in

G 2
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possession of the Tien Wang, their supreme

chief, and this new army was in command
of the Chung "Wang, the Generalissimo of

the whole rebel forces. After its capture as

related, Kah-ding was handed over to the

Imperialists, that they might hold it with a

garrison of their own soldiery; but these

were found to be such a rabble lot that not

much, if any, reUanoe could be placed in their

prowess. This was not known to the rebels,

otherwise they would have attacked the town

at once, but they were deterred, not knowing

whether there were any European soldiers

inside ; so they divided their forces, with a

view to blockade the gates separately and

prevent any supplies from coming in.

By this time the weather was oppressively

hot, creating malaria in the lowlands and

marshes of the Delta ; while overhead the

sickly south-west monsoon swept along, with

the same temperature and humidity during

the day and night. This was unusually

trying to the health of the troops and tars

;

who had to convey boats, with guns, ammu-
nition, and supplies up narrow creeks, through

a country swarming with armed rebels. The

manual labour both blue-jackets and soldiers
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went through was incessant ; while the re-

sponsibility of the commandants was very-

great. Up all day and half the night ; con-

flicting reports coming in constantly; un-

foreseen difficulties to be surmounted, it

required not only hard work both in mind

and body, on the part of subordinate officers,

but constant foresight and calculation on the

part of superior commanders.

At length the column came in sight of

Kah-ding, and, on entering the city, found

the few miserable, half-starved Chinese

soldiers representing the Imperialist garri-

son in such a fright and hurry to leave the

town they had been left to hold against the

rebels, that they actually got jammed in the

gateways. The military governor refused

to leave the place, and, bursting into tears,

said that he would remain there alone and

meet the rebels, sooner than return to Shang-

hai, where he was certain to lose his head ;

so he was put on horseback, and made

prisoner.

Next morning, on reconnoitring outside

the walls of Kah-ding at break of day, it

was discovered that the rebel host from Nan-

king, under the redoubtable Chung "Wang,
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had disappeared. A portion of the force

then marched out with some field-pieces, to

try and come across the enemy. As they

proceeded among the farms, and through the

fields of corn, they saw numerous dead

bodies, here and there, of innocent country

people, who had been murdered by the ruth-

less Tai-pings. " Villages were smouldering

that these destroyers had set fire to," ob-

served my correspondent with the expedi-

tionary force. " Every now and then, in

front, and on either side, fresh flames and

smoke arose, revealing the presence of these

blasphemers of the Christian creed, as some

sympathizers among foreigners held them to

follow. People might here ask, ' As all this

was seen by the commanders of the expedi-

tion, why was not their devastating progress

prevented by sending swift, well-armed parties

in pursuit of the sanguinary marauders ?

'

In answer we say, that it is sinrply impossible

to seize the cunning, cruel cowards, in the

labyrinthine lanes of the Delta. All around

they have spies on our movements, and know,

as well as we do, what these are, so they are

comparatively safe in continuing their in-

cendiary tactics within a few hundred yards
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of our column ; tlien off tliey escape through,

ditches and across fields, where it is im-

possible to get at them. This the rascals

are perfectly aware of, especially if pursued

by foreign soldiers, encumbered with their

heavy equipment. Hunting grasshoppers in

a hay-field with foxhounds would be a more

sensible occupation than sending soldiers

about a country intersected by a net-work of

creeks, in the expectation of catching swift

-

footed and slippery-skinned Tai-pings."

After a fruitless search in all directions,

over a circuit of four miles, the party re-

turned to Kah-ding, and prepared to evacuate

the city. This was speedily effected, and so

was the march to Shanghai, by way of Nan-

zeang, without encountering any rebels.

Then the whole foreign forces arrived at the

settlement by the end of March, 1862, which

closed their operations against the Tai-pings

within the circumscribed boundary of thirty

miles, as published in the proclamation of

Admiral Sir James Hope, who shortly after-

wards took his departure from China for

England.
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CHAPTER V.

DISCIPLINED FOECB CAPTUEES KIK-SANG, LEO-

HOO, TSI-KEB, FUNG-WHA, AND PAO-KONG

—

GENERAL "WARD KILLED—BURGEVINE SUC-

CEEDS TO THE COMMAND OF THE FORCE

—

THEN DISMISSED.

Throughout the foregoing account of the

first campaign against the Tai-ping insurgents

in Kiang-soo and Che-kiang, the Disciplined

Chinese Force only performed a subordinate

part in the principal engagements. At the

same time theyimproved in drilland discipline

by being brigaded when in action with British

and French troops. Their astute com-

mandant, G-eneral Ward, not only saw the

class of men he had, with the aptitude for

foreign drill and use of arms of precision,

but he observed those who were not fitted for

" The Ever-victorious Army," and gradually

weeded them out of his ranks. These
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vacancies he filled up by recruiting for select

men, even among those who had served in

the rebel hordes, and thereby increased the

whole strength of the corps, which soon

came under the approbation of the Imperial

Government. This was first mentioned in

the Pehing Gazette by the publication of a

report from the renowned Chinese statesman,

Li Hung-chang, who was at the time

Grovernor of Kiang-soo Province. He
reported as follows, according to the

translation furnished by Mr. Chaloner Ala-

baster, interpreter to the British Consulate at

Shanghai :

—

" On the 1st of May, when the city of

Kah-ding was captured, Major-General Ward
arranged with the English Admiral Hope

and the French Admiral Protet, to proceed

on to Tsing-poo, which they did on the 7th

;

Admirals Hope and Protet taking 2000 odd

soldiers and sailors, and Ward 1600 of his

men.
" The next morning at daylight the

English and French commanders attacked

the South and West Gates; Ward, taking

his men to the East Gate, and Major-General

Li Hang-kao, with the Tsing-poo- magistrate,
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leading the militia against the North Gate

;

while the water communication by the little

West Gate was commanded by Colonel Huei

Pinhing's fleet of gun-boats.

" The forces then advanced on all sides

;

the foreigners shelled and bombarded the

city, and some hundred feet or so of the wall

on the south-west face being broken down,

the place was entered, first at the West Gate,

and Ward with his force following from the

Bast Gate, the rebels fled in confusion. On
this our troops rushed on them, killing a

large number. The remaining rebels, escap-

ing out of the gate, were attacked by the

foreign and native forces with great fury.

The rebels being thus without means of

escape, innumerable of them were drowned,

a thousand slain sword in hand, thirty

taken prisoners, and more than 3000

pressed men released. Then Tsing-poo was

captured.

" The aid given our troops by the English

and French Admirals on this occasion, shows

their sincerity and good feeling, and deserves

honour. We direct, therefore, the Acting

Governor to convey them our approbation

and thanks. Let, also, brevet Major-General
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Ward be promoted to Major-General, and let

the Tsing-poo magistrate, Liao Chili-woo, in

consideration of the part he took in the re-

capture, be pardoned his previous loss of the

city, though his rank will be taken from him.

We direct, likewise, Li Hung-chang to report

all the other ofl&oers and men who distin-

guished themselves in the course of the

affair. Respect this !

"

As the summer advanced, everything

became tranquil in and around the neighbour-

hood of Shanghai. The Tai-ping rebels had

evacuated the district within the thirty-mile

boundary, and the industrious inhabitants

had returned to their homesteads and occupa-

tions. It was remarkable to see the rapidity

with which these people rose out of a state of

apparently hopeless depression, and restored

their farms and villages to comparative

prosperity. A stranger travelling through

the country recently occupied by the rebels,

could scarcely believe that it had been

devastated by fire and sword two months

previously. The cottages, certainly, showed

the effects of the firebrand, but the fields

were as smiling as ever. There the plodding

tillers of the soil were seen in thousands
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raising their crops of rice and cotton ; thank-

ful to the invincible foreigner, under whose

protection they were again able to pursue

their avocations in peace. Moreover, in this

state of repose, the British and French forces

who had borne the brunt of the battles were

recovering from their fatigues and ailments,

to recuperate their energies.

Beyond the boundary, away towards the

central and northern districts of the vast

Yang-tsze Delta, the country continued to

be scourged by the blasphemers of God and

man. To pursue the flying insurgents who

had survived the scathing chastisement

received from the foreign forces whose

religion they scandalized by the assumption

of divine brotherhood by their leaders, was

not included in the British proclamation.

Consequently the further operations at-

tempted to crush the rebellion devolved alone

upon the Imperialists with their soldiery,

militia, and disciplined force. As already

stated, the newly raised corps had been con-

siderably augmented during the two years of

its existence, having increased from 200

infantry, badly armed with old muskets

and matchlocks, to 1200 men, drilled in
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manual and platoon exercise, carrying

breach-loading rifles ; and with a battery of

twelve-pounder howitzers and two thirty-

two-pounder guns, admirably handled by a

corps of native artillerymen, with foreign

ofiS.cers. Those who witnessed their evolu-

tions, quickness and courage in action, and

who were able to speak from experience,

considered that the Chinese furnished the

best raw material they had seen for military

service when properly oflS.cered, outside

European troops, and were equal to the best

in the British Indian army. This, of course,

was due to the American, James Ward, who
originated the scheme of training natives to

foreign warfare, and he was complimented

by the general on his success, who introduced

the system by sending English non-commis-

sioned oflScers to drill a contingent in the

Imperial army. Ward, who was no more

than an ordinary civilian, possessed of pluck

and perseverance, was proud of his rank as

Major-General in the Chinese service, as

announced in the Pehing Gazette, and was

said to have ambitious hopes of rising to a

higher command just before his career was

closed on the field of battle. Meanwhile, he
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saw that the prestige of the corps must be

kept up by preparing to encounter the rebels,

in conjunction with the Imperial soldiers, or

failing them, alone, as it would never do to

keep his men in barracks at Soong-keong at

a heavy expense, and losing discipline.

About two months after the decisive battle

atCho-lin,an opportunity occurred for General

Ward to test his capabilities in tactics, and

his men in valour, in an action at Xiu-sang,

a town to the westward of Shanghai, which

the rebels had made a stronghold for 5000

Tai-pings. In the early part of July, 1862, a

contingent of redoubtable imperial soldiers

marched on the outworks of the defences, with

their flags flying and gongs beating in gran-

diloquent style, intending to " eat up the

Chang-mous,'* or long-haired ruffians. In

this, however, they did not succeed. On the

contrary, as they attacked an outpost, of no

formidable kind, the defenders received them

with a sharp fusillade, which drove them

back at the first onset, and ultimately re-

pulsed the attack with heavy loss to the

Imperialists. Instead of returning to the

charge as brave men would have done, they

retired in a cowardly manner to a respectful
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distance, and waited for the appearance of

the disciplined force, who were expected to

join them there. This had been their pusil-

lanimous conduct in all similar actions, where

Ward's force or the foreign troops had to do

the fighting. If that campaign against the

Tai-pings depended on the old rotten regi-

ments of the Chinese Emperor, in all pro-

bability the rebellion would have continued

to the present day, and his Majesty still

tottering on his throne.

What was done, as already stated, to check

the progress of the devastating hordes, was

gallantly followed up by General Ward and

his men. They arrived near Kin-sang on

the 16th of July, 1862, with their battery

of howitzers and thirty-two-pounders, mus-

tering 1200 infantry, exclusive of artillery-

men. Next day the rebels came outside,

apparently intending to defeat the new troops

as they did the old soldiers, but they soon

found their mistake. A well-directed volley

from musketry and rifles spread havoc among
them, and when this was succeeded by grape-

shot and shells from the guns, they retired in

terror within the walls. Then these were

bombarded by round-shot until a breach was
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made, "when the besiegers rushed in and

captured the city, the whole affair scarce

occupying six hours, when darkness came on.

Under cover of night the rebels evacuated the

city, and the next day it was handed over to

the Imperialists.

News of depredations came immediately

after this success, that Leo-poo, a consider-

able village on the eastern shore of the Delta,

washed by the waters of the Yang-tze, had

been strongly fortified by about 2000 insur-

gents, and 800 Cantonese pirates from South

China, bent purely upon plunder. Ward's

force attacked the post vigorously on the

25th of the month. It was found to be a

stronghold skilfully constructed as a fort,

and entirely surrounded by water. How-
ever, its battlements quickly crumbled away

under the well-directed fire of the guns,

which completely destroyed it; while the

musketry and rifle fire decimated the number
of the enemy, only four of the force being

killed or wounded. These marauders from

the south had captured or stolen over 100

junks of various tonnage, seventy of the best

being sent to Shanghai, and the remainder

burned.
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Retracing their fatiguing march across the

Delta, the force were directed to Tsing-poo,

which was again in the hands of the insur-

gents. Arriving in the neighbourhood of the

city. Ward's force was strengthened by the

addition of a 32-pound er Dahlgren gun,

mounted on a small steamer, which had come

up the Soo-chow Creek from Shanghai on

the 5th of August. At the time of the

attack the city was defended by 6000 in-

surgents. Since its loss two months pre-

viously they had strengthened the walls, and

among additions hud thrown up an inner

breastwork of clay on the ramparts, some

ten feet thick and twelve feet high. This

gave the defenders good cover,- and rendered

the fire from the 12-pounder howitzers of no

effect against the crenellated part of the wall.

On the morning of the attack the enemy

received a reinforcement of 3000 men from

Soo-chow, the headquarters of the rebel

forces in the Delta.

Two breaches were made in the walls at

the first bombardment, and an attempt to

enter by assault miscarried. This was caused

by inexperienced boatmen conveying a por-

tion of the assaulting party to form a bridge

H
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across the creek not coming up to time.

General Ward, unwilling to expose his force

to the loss that appeared inevitable, if the

breach was attempted without the scaling-

ladders, sounded the recall, and made

preparations for the morrow.

On the 9th of August, at six in the morn-

ing, the besiegers again opened fire from a

32-pounder at 350 yards, and another effective

breach was made in about an hour and a

half. Under cover of a sharp fire of shell on

the breach and neighbouring parapets the

head of the advancing column rushed up the

way, carrying all before them. Then the

storming-party leapt over the breach and

entered the city, driving the defeated rebels

before them like a flock of sheep. A panic

took place among them, and although number-

ing four times the strength of their assailants,

they fled precipitately through the streets and

out at the gates, where a great many were

slaughtered. The loss to Ward's force in

this affair was not over 110 killed and

wounded, and 64 drowned or missing, during

the siege of five days. The loss to the rebels,

as far as could be ascertained, was very great,

they having taken away 1100 wounded, and
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leaving about half that number of dead and

dying behind, together with 300 and upwards

taken prisoner. The disciplined force occu-

pied the town from nine in the morning until

six in the evening, collecting loot; and, as

usual, handed the place over to the Im-

perialists, who had been resting all day in

their camp at a distance of six miles from

the walls.

After that successful engagement, showing

the prowess of the Disciplined Chinese Force

and the generaSlship of Commandant Ward,

they were employed in several minor fights

with the Tai-pings, and restoring captured

towns to their former condition. Those

rebels who had survived the conflicts in the

southern districts of the Delta began to

ravage the country to the westward, into the

province of Che-kiang. Some time previous

to this movement in the autumn of 1862, the

walled city of Fung-wha, situated to the

south of Ningpo, had been captured by the

allied forces, and the rebels driven out with

heavy slaughter. Now those in flight from

the eastward attacked Fung-wha, which was

garrisoned by the ' pusillanimous Imperial

troops, recaptured the city, and held it by a

H 2
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numerous host. Not content with this, a

large body of them advanced upon Ningpo,

robbing and murdering the industrious in-

habitants, and burning their villages and

farmsteads, so that the former state of

anarchy was renewed by these blasphemous

anarchists, who never attempted to restore

law and order.

These important seaports are situated on

the west shore of Hang-chow Bay, where

vessels of large tonnage from abroad navigate

its waters, while the districts form a kind

of peninsula, formed by the River Min. In

September, Ward' s force entered this district,

and in conjunction' with Captain Dew and his

naval contingent from H.M.S. 'Encounter,

stationed there, endeavoured to drive the

rebels away and recapture Tse-kee Hyen, a

walled city of the third grade. The defences

of this post held by the enemy were skilfully

fortified in the European style, showing that

foreigners were assisting the rebels. On the

22nd of the month the combined naval and

native forces besieged the walls in the usual

manner, Ward^ men leading the way. Their

gallant commander was conspicuous in the

advance to assault the city, when a rifle-shot
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from the crenellated wall struck him in the

breast, and killed him. Notwithstanding

this unexpected loss, his force rushed through

the forlorn hope and avenged his death by

slaughtering the enemy in himdreds near the

breach, spreading consternation among the

remainder in the town, few of whom escaped

through the gates or water-ways. On the

northern side these were commanded by

rocks rearing their heights within and with-

out, which diversified the usual flat ground

in and around the Yang-tsze Delta.

Of course the death of General "Ward was

the important event of the day, and for a

long time afterwards, as it became a matter

of much difficulty to find a fit successor to

him in command of the Chinese Disciplined

Eorce, that owed its origin and organization

to him. Remarks were freely expressed and

printed on the character and career of the

deceased, the most favourable coming from

the representatives of his country and coun-

trymen. Without quoting any of these, it

may be said all agreed, that, whatever Gene-

ral "Ward's antecedents may have been, it was

impossible to deny him the possession of

sterling stuff, as regards his courage and
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coolness in battle, together -witli talents, not

merely to have enabled him to attain to the

height of a respectable military position, but

to keep himself there in spite of enemies

among the military mandarins. "When in

action he never flourished a weapon, but

directed his men with a walking-cane, a style

of command followed by his successor,

Gordon.

Various opinions were volunteered, and

some of them entertained, as to the steps

best to be taken in the appointment of a

successor to General Ward at the time. The

general choice among the foreign community,

especially the Americans, pointed to Colonel

Burgevine, his right-hand lieutenant in all

the actions and drills. It was said that the

Chinese authorities considered him a brave

leader of "The Ever-victorious Army," who
would be obeyed by the force. Meanwhile,

under a British ofl&cer they were disobedient,

as will be seen in the following account of

the next engagement at Fung-wha :
—" Re-

liable information having reached the British

authorities, of the rebel raid at Eung-wha,

it was deemed advisable, for the safety of

the city and foreign settlement of Ning-po,
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to reduce the city of Fung-wlia, one of the new
strongholds of the Tai-pings, Accordingly,

on the 8th of October, Captain Dew, of

H.M.S. 'Encounter, advanced up the River

Min, with the gunboats Hardy and Flamer ;

the French war-steamer Deroulade, and the

Chinese sbeamer Confucius, having on board

the small-arm men of the Encounter and

Sphinx; three English, and two Chinese

howitzers, and 1000 of the disciplined

troops trained by the late General Ward, and

commanded by Colonel Forrester.

On arriving at a bridge some twenty miles

from Ningpo, the expedition landed, and

marched to Fung-wha, a distance of twelve

miles from the river. After some difficulty

in assembling the Chinese force, and carrying

the guns and ammunition during the night,

they arrived on the morning of the 9th, and

took up a position outside the city walls.

Colonel Forrester, of the Chinese contingent,

having arranged with Captain Dew the plan

of attack, advanced with 600 men and two

guns upon the East Gate, and took up a posi-

tion with the three guns under Lieutenant

Bosanquet, at 200 yards' range from the walls

—where a storming party of 400 Chinese
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troops were to advance, covered by the

marines and small-arm men.

In the afternoon the guns opened fire upon

the parapet on eacli side of the gateway,

which the rebels responded to from the walls

by one gun and some musketry. Captain

Dew, having destroyed a portion of the

parapet by the well-directed fire of his guns,

ordered Major Ehode to advance with his

ladders, and storm, at the same time running

the guns to within fifty yards of the walls.

T.he ladder-party, in the interim, advanced

rapidly to the gate, when they met with a

heavy and destructive fire from the walls.

Most of the ladder-bearers were killed, or

severely scorched by showers of stink-pots,

fire-balls, and powder-bags, combustibles

used in native warfare to burn and suffocate

their foes. Upon this, Ward's troops, who

were marching boldly on, retreated. To re-

assure them, and lead them on to the attack,

Commander Jones, with twenty small-arm

men, advanced to the front, where he most

gallantly led- on, through a similar fiery ordeal.

Lieutenants Davis and Tinling, Mr. Douglas,

Midshipman, and Mr. Coker, Master's Assis-

tant of the Sphinx, disencumbering the
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ladders from the dead, carried them up to

the city walls. The Ward troops would not

follow, so Commander Jones, with a small

party, attempted to cut through the gate,

but found solid stonework beyond. The

attack on the other gates having failed, and

the night, by this time setting in, Captain

Dew deemed it advisable to withdraw his

men and guns, and send back to the river

for gunpowder breakers to blow the gates

open, as with a petard.

On the following morning, the 10th of

October, the attacking party espied a Tai-

ping rebel horde, estimated roughly at 6000

men and youths, mostly armed, advancing

along the level land in the environs of Fung-

wha, evidently with the intention of rein-

forcing the enemy. Immediately a plan of

attack upon this formidable body of insur-

gents was arranged between Captain Dew
and Colonel Forrester. Major Khode, with

500 of the disciplined Chinese, and the

marines from the Encounter, under Midship-

man Douglas, crossed a creek, and headed

the rebels in their onward movement ; while

Captain Dew advanced with Colonel Forres-

ter, taking a 32-pounder to pierce their centre
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and left flank. Bott attacks were success-

ful. They routed the rebels, who, taking to

the hills, left behind them a large quantity

of gunpowder, provision stores, and plunder

from the surrounding villages ; together with

upwards of 1000 country people forcibly

pressed into their horde, and branded on

the face with hot irons, having raised Tai-

ping characters, to make them slaves.

These peasants were not only released, but

supplied with provisions and portions of the

plunder taken from them.

By this time the gunpowder for petards

had arrived from the man-of-war, and Captain

Dew had arranged to breach the walls and

take them by storm at daybreak the following

morning, the small-arm seamen being held in

reserve with two guns. It was ascertained,

however, about 2 a.m., that the insurgents

had been secretly evacuating the city through-

out the night. When daylight came this was

found to be the case, for the enemy had taken

to flight, leaving lots of " loot " behind and

many of the dead and wounded in action.

The atrocities committed by them on the

unoffending peasantry exceeded belief. In

one spot upwards of a hundred bodies of men.
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horribly mutilated, lay heaped together, who
had suffered death from refusing to carry the

rebel plunder. The casualties during the

engagement among the English force com-

prised twenty-four men wounded, some dan-

gerously. An oflScer in Ward's force was

killed, two wounded, and several men lost.

The French had two or three men wounded.

The recapture of Fung-wha from the de-

vastating horde that had overrun the sur-

rounding country over hill and plain became

a blessing to the bereaved inhabitants. They

flocked back to their deserted homes in thou-

sands in order to reap the abundant rice

crops left standing, which covered the plain

with a verdant mantle, and, now in ear, saved

them from fear of starvation during the

rigours of winter in North China—then

close at hand. Captain Dew and his naval

contingent returned to their ships, and the

city was left in charge of the disciplined

Chinese. Shortly afterwards the Imperial

soldiery, who had kept out of the way during

the engagement, garrisoned the city, and

thereby allowed their brave countrymen, now
forming the " Ever-victorious Army," to

depart for their headquarters at Soong-
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keong, where the Chinese mandarins and the

British General were in consultation as to

the appointment of a capable successor to

General Ward. As to the temporary com-

mand of Colonel Forrester, it was evident he

could not become permanent leader of the

corps, as the men had evinced their disobe-

dience under him at the siege of Fung-wha.

On consideration of all the circumstances

attending the formation of the force, it was

found that Colonel Burgevine had assisted

General Ward materially in recruiting and

drilling the men. The chief objection to

him was his being a younger man, and not

so steady in his habits, without commanding
that respect which was necessary in a suc-

cessful leader. However he was appointed

to the command in the latter part of October,

and took the field with his men at the begin-

ning of November, 1862.

The Imperial garrison, at that time quar-

tered in Tsing-poo, having sent several

alarming reports to Soong-kiong that a vast

rebel horde was assembling in the neigh-

bourhood, Colonel Burgevine proceeded to

make a reconnaissance in force in that direc-

tion. On the 7th of that month he marched
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out with four guns, two mortars, and 1000

men, accompanied by the steamer Hyson,

for transport purposes, as the roads were

found almost impassable between Soong-

kiong and Tsing-poo. No enemy could be

found in the locality, or the numbers re-

ported by the Imperialists ; but on the fol-

lowing day a strong intrenched camp, formed

by fifteen stout stockades, and estimated to

shelter some 10,000 men, was discovered at

a large village, about twelve miles north-east

of Tsing-poo, named Pao-kong, or Po-wo-

kong, on the road to Kah-ding.

Without waiting for reinforcements, the

colonel and his oflGLcers selected the largest

stockade on the northern side of the creek

for the point of attack, and the guns were

put in position against it. The rebels, seeing

this, brought the bands of men in the minor

stockades to reinforce the greater defensive

work. For upwards of an hour the siege was

conducted with unceasing bombardment, and

stubbornly defended. At last a wide breach

was made in the barricade. Then the

storming party advanced, gallantly led by

Wong-ee-poo, a young Chinese officer of the

force, who had been promoted to the rank
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of ca,ptain a few days previously. Admiral

Hope had witnessed his bravery in action,

and, as a token of appreciation for his valour,

presented him with his own sword worn

during the late campaign. The brave young

fellow was the first in the field, when he,

unhappily, received a mortal wound. He
handed the much-valued sword to Colonel

Burgevine, whom he begged to keep it and to

give his young wife a few dollars to keep her

from want. This was his last request.

After the loss of their stockades the rebels

fought desperately in the streets, and were

three times brought back to the charge by

a brave- spirited yoiing chief, whose gallant

bearing and trappings of his steed attracted

great attention. At the last charge he was

encountered by a well-known messenger of

the late General Ward, named Yincente, who

fearlessly spurred his horse into the dense

jjhalanx of rebels, and shot the chieftain

dead. Those rebels made prisoner said he

was the Mo-wang, one of the highest leaders

in the Tai-ping hierarchy; but this was

erroneous, as that arch-rebel was alive at

Nanking; however, he may have been his

son. His horse was caparisoned by silver
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bells on his bridle, and gay ornaments on tis

uniform, the rider -wearing stirrups of pure

massive silver.

At length the insurgents who survived

were driven through the village of Pao-kong,

after j&ghting for an hour and a quarter.

Outside the streets their flight was checked

by a deep wide creek, and they suffered there

terribly from the fire of the battery of

artillery attached to the corps. The shells

from the small brass mortars produced a

most deadly effect, and were well handled by

the Chinese gunners. From 700 to 800 were

killed in the stockades and village, while

nearly 2000 were drowned in the deep

wide creek, while trying to avoid capture.

The remainder then endeavoured to escape

towards Tai-tsan and Quin-sanin an easterly

direction, but were intercepted by a strong

body of Imperial soldiers, who made their

appearance, as usual, after the fighting was

over.

The entire rebel loss was not less than

2300 killed and drowned, 600 dead being

counted in the stockades. Prisoners to the

number of 700 and upwards were captured,

while those who had escaped the sanguinary
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engagement became broken up and dispersed

over the country. Tbe intrenclied camp was

not quite finisbed, but there was every proof

that the rebels intended to occupy the place

permanently. Colonel Burgevine's casualties

among his gallant corps, compared to that of

the enemy, was of the most trifling charac-

ter, comprising only five killed and fifteen

wounded, the latter number including three

Europeans. The body of Wong-ee-poo was

buried with military honours at Soong-keong.

On the return of the successful contingent

to Soong-keong the new commandant of the

" Ever-victorious Army " became ambitious

to increase the force and extend the accom-

modation for them at headquarters. This

was judiciously commenced by Colonel Bur-

gevine, as it would increase his popularity

and control over the disciplined infantry and

artillery, and also the foreign officers, whom
he freely recommended to promotion and

consequent increase of pay. However, he

was not a man who carefully estimated the

cost, or considered how the means were to

be obtained, without obtaining the sanction

of the Mandarins, who were the Government

paymasters. Be that as it may, he employed
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outside labourers to construct additions to

the defences of Soong-keong, in order to

render it the strongest fortified city in

China.

A military road from the city to the River

"Wong-poo, leading to the estuary of the

Yang-tsze Kiang, was in the course of com-

pletion. At the river end of this road a pier

would be built, alongside of which steamers

could load and unload, without the delay and

confusion involved in conveying the troops

in boats from the shore to the ship. The

comforts of the men would be thereby en-

hanced, as many things were often overlooked

or left behind when a hurried embarkation

in small and inconvenient boats was neces-

sary. Moreover, this road, constructed

parallel to the creek, which previously was

the only entrance to Soong-keong from the

river, commanded its course, and would

render it impossible to block up the water

communication to and from the city. Be-

sides this advantage, the road itself would

be commanded by two 32-pounders at the

city end, and by a steamer with an armed

crew, and mounting guns at the river end.

Fortifications on the newest plans had already

I
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been built, the old walls strengthened, and

the city everywhere placed in a state of

defence against any force the insurgents

could bring against it. Parade-grounds were

likewise being rapidly formed on an exten-

sive scale so as to allow of the force being

put through brigade as well as battalion

drill. Altogether works were projected both

for offensive and defensive warfare, and in a

manner which was anticipated neither to in-

jure the spirit or nationality of the Chinese

Disciplined Force or the Imperialist Man-

darins responsible for the outlay to the

Governor of Kia.ng-soo Province. These

improvements were commenced at the be-

ginning of November, 1862, and were car-

ried on without a murmur to the end of

December.

This satisfactory progress of affairs at

Soong-keong suddenly came to a close by an

outrageous act of the commandant against

the chief Chinese official charged with

paying the disciplined force. On the 4th

of January, 1863, General Burgevine arrived

in Shanghai from Soong-keong, and marched

into the Settlement with his body-guard.

Leaving them outside the residence of Ta-
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kee, a mandarin of considerable wealth and

influence, wlio acted as financial officer to

the disciplined corps, he entered the pre-

mises in a hostile mood. It was stated

afterwards that an altercation commenced
immediately between them, which led to

recriminations on both sides. A good deal

of violent language was used, Ta-kee being

able to speak broken English fluently. This

ended in Burgevine striking the mandarin in

the face with his clenched fist, until he drew

blood. Afterwards he went to the entrance

of the Yameen, and called his body-guard into

the Treasury, known by him to be there, under

the control of Ta-kee. Then he ordered his

men to take from the chests dollars and

sycee silver in ingots to the amount of

10,000L Bnghsh money.

In the North China Herald I commented

very strongly on this high-handed, scandalous

proceeding, which elicited an explanation

from him at a personal interview on board

the Hyson steamer. He excused himself by

declaring that his men at Soong-keong were

in a state of mutiny, from not receiving their

arrears of pay, and he had applied in vain to

the Chinese authorities for money to do so,

I 2
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otherwise serious consequences would happen

at headquarters. It appeared that the mode
in which they were paid was by special

agreement to receive in cash twice a month,

at the rate of eight dollars, equivalent

to 2Z. per month, the men supplying

themselves with food and lodging. Instead

of living in barracks, they resided where

they chose, and got their meals at the

numerous eating-houses in the city and

suburbs, and from peripatetic vendors of

food. All efforts to introduce the European

system of rations had been rejected by the

men with suspicion and contempt. As it

was,- their mode of living depended on their

cash in pocket. This they spent freely, so if

kept in arrears of pay, they became discon-

tented and refused frequently to do duty.

On the 30th of December Ta-kee, the

Intendant of Finance, arrived at Soong-

keong, and gave out through his com-pradores,

or paymasters, that the money was ready in

Shanghai to pay the two months' arrears due

to the force, then increased to 5000 men of

all ranks. Previous to this, they had posted

up a notice stating that the mandarins were

withholding their p^y ; and if the money did
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not arrive within three days, they would cut

off the heads of every Chines^ ofl&cial in

Soong-keong, and refuse to obey the orders

of their foreign officers. This mutinous

threat alarmed the Imperialists, who urged

Burgevine to get the money, even if he seized

it from wealthy tradesmen and others in

Soong-keong. He preferred, however, to go

down and see Ta-kee as related, which led

to his dismissal from the Chinese service, as

notified in the following proclamation of the

Foo-tai, the highest official in Shanghai :

—

" The Chinese authorities hereby give

notice that Burgevine, having been guilty of

treason in refusing to obey instructions,

striking a mandarin, and robbing the Trea-

sury of public money, has been degraded by

his Excellency the Foo-tai, and removed

from his post of Commandant of the Ever-

victorious Army (Ward's men). Burge-

vine's command ceased on the 4th of

January, 1863."
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CHAPTER VI.

CAPTAIN HOLLAND, M.L.I., APPOINTED—EXPEDITION

TO TAI-TSANG—BOMBAEDMENT AND ASSAULT

BEPULSED—DISASTROUS DEFEAT, WITH HEAVY

LOSS'.

Undee the extraordinary circumstances

briefly related in the foregoing chapter, the

condition of the Disciphned Chinese Force

became a matter of importance, not only to

the native authorities, but to the foreign

forces with whom they were brigaded to

fight and suppress the rebels. If they seceded

from the Imperialists, it was just possible

that many of them would join the rebel ranks

and pay themselves by plunder. To avoid

such a serious defection, the arrears of pay

were duly divided among the troops at Soong-

keong, and arrangements made to meet the

future disbursements as they became due.

By this time the strength of the force had
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increased to upwards of 5000 Chinese,

including artillerymen, infantry rank and

file, with, native non-commissioned officers

and fifty-one foreign officers.

Burgevine had spared no effort to raise

the " Ever-victorious Army" to that strength

;

and by the introduction of English drill-

instructors, while gradually improving the

class of officers, had greatly contributed to

its more efficient organization. Several

meetings took place between the British

authorities, represented by General Staveley,

and the Mandarins, to consider the appoint-

ment of a successor to the command. The

latter informed th.e former tbat an officer in

the English army would have the preference.

There were several candidates in the field,

among whom Dr. Macartney, who had

resigned his post as surgeon in the 99th

Regiment, but had not yet entered the

Chinese service, was one. General Staveley

advocated the appointmentof Captain Gordon,

E.E., who, as already stated, was busily

engaged surveying the country. Then,

Captain Holland, of the Marine Light In-

fantry, was nominated, as the most eligible

officer of rank, not restricted to his duties
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on board ship. Some objections were made

to him on personal groimds, but he was sub-

sequently chosen as the new commandant.

Captain Holland arrived at headquarters

on the 14th of January, 1863, and imme-

diately producing his credentials to the

foreign oflficers and native authorities, issued

a general order stating that he had been

invested with the military rank of Ghun-tai,

signifying general of brigade, and the rank

of Tao-tai, to give him authority in civil

cases over the Foo of Soong-keong. The

same evening the sum of sixty thousand

dollars was sent to liquidate all arrears of

pay. Several other Chinese dignitaries

arrived from Shanghai to confer with General

Holland as to the strength, discipline, dis-

bursements, and future management of the

force committed to his command. The

labours of this commission were brought to

a conclusion after a week's conference, and

resulted in the following reforms of the

force :

—

»

Recent events having shown that the mode
of paying the men and furnishing the money
was unsatisfactory, and likely to lead to com-

plications at a future time ; consequently the
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men were to be paid out of the Imperial

treasury, as represented by the Hai-quan

Bank at Shanghai. The payment to be

secured by drafts upon that bank, and held

by the commanding officer. On the arrival

of each pay-day the money was to be drawn

from the bank in Mexican dollars—there

being no native silver coin in China—and

placed in the hands of the Chinese paymasters

of the force, who pay them under a foreign

paymaster-general ; so that there will be a

double set of accounts in English and

Chinese.

In hke manner muster-rolls were to be

kept in both these languages, containing the

name, age, place of birth, date of enlistment,

&c., of every man in the corps ; and, like-

wise, every supernumerary in the establish-

ment, such as servants, horse-boys, boatmen,

crews of steamers, and all to be placed under

the direct control of the commandant, who
shall hold the sole power of appointment

and dismissal. It was found that a large

uncontrolled expenditure was incurred in

hiring outside labourers for porter work, of

which no accurate account was kept ; instead

of this, a coolie corps of300 men was enrolled,
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doing duty more efficiently at a great saving

to the revenue.

Next came a necessary curtailment of the

steam flotilla, which had all along been a

costly arm of the service. Of the number of

hired steamers hitherto employed, two only

were retained—the Syson and Zingari—and

these were to be thoroughly equipped and

efficiently armed as small vessels of war, for

the purpose of guarding the approaches by

water to Soong-keong, in case of an advance

of the rebels ; also to keep up regular steam

and postal communication with Shanghai.

The useless Chinese armed junks with their

crews, numbering some 300 men, had

their guns taken out, and were turned

into cargo boats for the conveyance of bag-

gage, troops, and ordnance ; also to be used

as floating bridges across creeks, retaining on

board only a sufficient number of hands to

act as steersmen, while they were being towed

by the steamers, or tracked by the soldiers.

Of reduction in the strength of the force,

a regiment drilled by Lieutenant Kingsley, of

the 67th, was withdrawn, and marched down

to Shanghai; and a portion of the troops

arrived from Ningpo, for a proposed expedi-
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tion to Nan-king, were sent back. Thus the

force was reduced to a fixed establishment,

and to consist of 3000 rank and file, 300

coolie corps, 100 boatmen and the crews of

the war-steamers, exclusive of foreign ofl&cers,

hospital staff, interpreters, and others.

The armament ofthe artillery was to consist

of two 32-pounder siege guns, sixteen British

naval 12-pounder Howitzers, twelve Ame-
rican 12-pounder Howitzers, two 8-inch

mortars, and four Cohorn mortars. These

were exclusive of the garrison guns, mounted

on the walls of Soong-keong, comprising

four 32-pounders, and two 18-pounders ; the

whole of these guns were provided each with

800 rounds of ammunition.

Respecting the equipment and small arms

of the force, these were found to be excellent.

First in order was the body-guard of 100

men, who were armed with the short French

rifle and sword-bayonet. These men were

the elite of the corps, selected for distin-

guished gallantry in the field and general

good conduct. They had never misbehaved

either in action or in garrison ; and had been

repeatedly employed in suppressing disturb-

ances among the other soldiers. The rifle
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battalion, 650 strong, was armed with the

German government rifle and bayonet ; and

the remainder of the infantry with the new
British Tower musket, recently imported

from London. The whole force had been

re-armed, and equipped throughout with

buff-leather belts and other accoutrements,

exactly the same as are worn by the British

infantry of the line.

Concerning the uniform, it was made easy

and suitable for the climate. A bright green

turban formed the head-gear of all ranks.

The jackets of every branch of the service

were made of English cloth, and cut in shape

something between those of the Zouave and

Highland regiments. Those of the body-

guard were dark blue, with scarlet facings

and green shoulder-straps, bearing their

designation in Chinese characters. Those of

the artillery were light blue with the same

facings, scarlet shoulder-straps, and a broad

scarlet stripe down the trousers. The in-

fantry wore a rifle-green uniform ; the

different battalions being distinguished by

the colours of the shoulder-straps, on which

were stamped the wearer' s regimental number
in English and Chinese. The whole force
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wore knickerbooker trousers the colour of

their jackets ; and as they preferred the

Chinese shoes with satin uppers and thick

felt soles, under gaiters, to any foreign boots

or shoes, they were allowed to wear them.

This was the winter uniform. In summer
they were clad in a white dress with red

facings, similar to the halcee clothes worn by

British troops in India. Thus the disciplined

Chinese soldier received two suits of clothing

a year, together with a coloured blanket, red

or blue, which he wore on ordinary occasions

like a Highland plaid, thereby adding greatly

to the picturesque appearance of the uniform,

which was pronounced to be one of the most

convenient and serviceable worn by any

native corps in Asia. The pay of the private

soldier was eight dollars per month, out of

which he supplied himself with rations and

fuel, except when on the line of march or in

the field, when these were furnished by the

Government.

From the grades of sergeant-major the

most distinguished and efficient men were

selected, and promoted to the ranks of

lieutenants and captains—^the duties of these

responsible posts being generally performed
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by them in an efficient and satisfactory

manner. This was especially the case with

the body-guard of the commandant, which

was entirely Chinese, men and officers. The

captain of the company at that time, named

Yan Kwi-tsin, was a fine, handsome fellow,

six feet two inches high—a height not un-

common among the northern Chinamen,

where Chang, the giant, seven feet high,

was born, while the Cantonese and the men
in the south are undersized. That native

officer gained his first commission for repeated

acts of gallantry in the field and distinguished

service while standard-bearer to General

Ward. The appearance, discipline, and con-

duct of his company afforded the best proof

of what the Chinese were capable of being

moulded into as soldiers and officers when
under European supervision.

During the term of its existence since the

formation of the pioneer company up to that

of its reorganization, about a year and a half,

it was estimated that the force had fought in

seventy-two engagements against the Tai-

ping rebels, and never had been defeated.

This gallant prestige was not only appreciated

by the foreign officers and the imperial autho-
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rities at Soong-keong, as it was tbe means of

bringing the best recruits to the standard,

but the Supreme Government at Peking held

the force in a higher estimation than they

did that of the Imperial army—an effete and

cowardly class of soldiery. Hence the Tsung-

lee Yameen, or Board of Foreign Affairs, in-

duced the Empress Regent to designate the

corps officially as the GTiang-sheng-chume,

which, being translated into English, signifies

" THE EVER-VICTORIOUS ARMY "—a
name by which it was known throughout the

empire until it was disbanded by General

Gordon, after performing wonderful exploits

under his command. It must be remembered,

however, that it received this magniloquent

title, after the flowery style of the Chinese

language, before his advent, as herein re-

corded, from the Peking Gazette of January,

1863.

Under these unusually favourable auspices

General Holland entered upon his onerous

duties at Soong-keong. The men were not

enthusiastic on the occasion, but as his ap-

pointment was accompanied by the prompt

payment of arrears in hard cash, they seemed

satisfied, and no signs of disaffection were
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shown. Their new commander was well-

known to the men, as he had been in all the

engagements with the combined forces

—

French and Chinese—and led on his gallant

corps of marines from the fleet with bravery

and success. It was therefore anticipated

that he would equal, if not excel, his prede-

cessors, "Ward and Burgevine—being civilians

—in his practical knowledge of militarj''

tactics. In my capacity as editor of the

Norih China Herald, I commented favourably

on the appointment, in reviewing the situation,

as follows :

—

" While recently the disaffection among

the disciplined Chinese troops through mis-

management caused many reflecting people

in Shanghai to dread their proximity, now,

on the contrary, we look to that force as

another and a strong arm of protection from

the Tai-ping invader. Should the system of

organization and retrenchment, so well begun,

be carried out satisfactorily for the future, in

the field as well as in the garrison, it is to be

hoped that no change will be made in the

chief command, and that General Holland

will retain his present position, for which his

experience in Tai-ping warfare and personal
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military qualifications, we liave every reason

to believe, fit him for that important post."

How my sanguine anticipations were disap-

pointed at the outset of Holland's brief career,

when he brought the " Ever-victorious

Army," in his first and only engagement with

rebels, to a disastrous defeat^ will be pre-

sently shown.

Preparations were in progress during the

first week in February to equip a strong

expedition for Tai-tsang Chow, a walled city

thirty miles north of Soong-keong, about the
'^

same distance north-west of Shanghai, and

some twelve miles south-west of the Yang-tsze

Kiang, to which there is water communica-

tion by a creek. It was reported that an

unusually large body of insurgents had cap-

tured the city, driven the Imperial garrison

out, and plundered the peaceable inhabitants,

while they forced the men to join their ranks

under pain of death, and ravished the young

women. From its proximity to the great

river, most of these marauders came by water,

capturing all the fishing and trading junks in

the estuary ; until a horde of 7000 or 8000

rebels had turned the town into a formidable

stronghold. There was ample accommodation
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for tlie ruffians after they bad driven out the

aged people, women, and children, as the

town, though only of the third grade, was

larger than usual. Instead of being circular,

the walls were built in an oblong form, straight

towards the north-east, and arched to the

south-west,with double inner defences, crossed

in the middle, the whole exhibiting a ground-

plan not unlike that of a cathedral in the

cruciform style. Like all the other cities and

towns on the plains of the Yang-tsze Delta,

Tai-tsang has the usual creek communication

with the Wong-poo River at its southern

reach in connection with Soong-keong, so

that boats could navigate the whole distance.

This was important for the conveyance of the

expeditionary force, as the roads in that

muddy region were almost impassable from

the heavy rains that prevailed.

At daybreak, on the morning of the 10th of

February, the rain, which had been pouring

all night at Soong-keong, began gradually to

clear away, until about nine o'clock, when the

first boat left the city, carrying guns and

artillerymen, it almost ceased. After pro-

ceeding about a mile up the creek, the leading

boats halted to allow the remainder of the
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convoy and the troops to assemble. A little

before eleven, tbe leading column issued from

tlie North. Gate, and half an hour later the

whole force was in movement, along the right

bank of the creek towards'Pao-kiong. It was

only when beholding the whole expedition

assembled, that one realized how large a

force could be sent into the field from head-

quarters. This was the largest expedition

that had yet left the city. It consisted of

2600 men, all well armed and equipped,

besides twenty-two pieces of ordnance, with

abundance of ammunition. There were two

8-inch mortars, with 200 shell, four Sj-inch

mortars, with 300 shell, four 32-pounders,

with 200 shot and 200 shell, ten 12-pounder

howitzers, and two 4-2-6-pounder howitzers,

each with 200 round shot and shell. There

were 700 artillerymen to work the batteries.

Besides the guns and mortars, the boats

were laden with ample supplies of pork, rice,

firewood, cooking apparatus, tents, scaling-

ladders, and even lanterns for night use ; in

short, it was understood that every require-

ment had been fully provided. It turned

out, however, that some essential implements

were wanting. This was felt during the first

K 2
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day's marcli, in consequence of the number

of bridges across the creeks demolished by

the astute enemy. However, precautions

having been taken to provide portable bridges,

made of planks lashed across bamboo-poles,

there was no serious impediment to progress.

The horses and ponies had to swim such

creeks as were not fordable, the bridges

being too slight to bear their weight. Earth-

works had been thrown up alongside of many
of the broken bridges, showing that the

rebels had once an idea of defending them.

Just as it was becoming dark, another of

these impassable creeks was encountered,

and, as no sign of a village could be seen,

the order was given to halt for the night,

There was no shelter, they had marched into

the middle of a grassy plain ; and it was

really admirable to see the cheerful manner

in which the men, who had been marching

from about ten in the morning, set about

collecting grass to light fires, and rolling

themselves up in their single blankets for a

night's rest.

Those who had been able to sleep through

the cold, frosty night, were roused at day-

break, on the following morning, by the sounds
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of bugles and drums ; and all were soon busy

in cooking their breakfasts. By eight o'clock

tbe whole force was on the move for Pao-

kiong, which was about ten miles off.

Passing the village of Sung-ku, they marched

over the battle-field between the Imperialists

and rebels, and arrived at Pao-kiong about

half-past two. At this place they crossed a

wide creek, spanned by a remarkably sub-

stantial stone bridge, leading into an open

space outside the town, where each company,

as it came up, formed column and piled arms.

The men then fell out, and brought their

tents, which they pitched in the intervals

between the rows. The boats did not arrive

until half-past three; but by five o'clock the

tents were pitched, fireplaces built, fires

lighted, and rations cooking in the boilers

—

two of them having been served out to each

company of a hundred men, who were sup-

plied with two bags of rice and half a pig.

The tents, made after a French pattern,

were tolerably large, accommodating twenty-

five men each. During the evening several

of the spare boats were sent on to Sun-

kiong-ku, where the creek to be crossed was

unusually wide, and requiring a bridge of
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boats for the force to cross it. In this

duty they obtained assistance from a camp

of Imperialists at this spot, the mandarin

in command allowing sixteen war-junks to

be moored side by side, and a large junk

stem and stern with General Holland's

boats, completing the communication. After

filing over the bridge next day they came to

a place called Bn-din, where the Imperial

soldiers had constructed four large stockades,

in which 1100 men were encamped. The

chief mandarin was anxious to know whether

any European troops were going to join in

the attack on Tai-tsang, and when answered

in the negative, offered half of his men to

strengthen the force, which was accepted.

He said he had not been troubled by rpbel

marauders lately, as they had nearly all retired

to their strongholds at Tai-tsang, Quin-san,

and Soo-chow.

There were large contingents of these

soldiers in this district, who had failed to

suppress the rebellion, which, if anything,

was spreading and increasing in strength.

All along the line of march they passed the

strong stockades where the Imperialists had

entrenched themselves, to the number of
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5000 of the Foo-tai's troops. It was arranged

between their commandant and General

Holland that when the disciplined corps

advanced on Tai-tsang, this force should

march in a north-westerly direction, between

the latter city and Quin-san. At length, after

some delay in proceeding along the tortuous

route of roads and creeks, the expedition

came in sight of Tai-tsang, where a large con-

tingent of the Imperialists augmented its

numbers, carrying flags, blowing trumpets,

and striking gongs. However, they showed

no lack of activity, as they had their tents

pitched, and an entrenched camp formed

before it was dark. The guns of the dis-

ciplined force were then landed from the

boats, and placed in position during the

night, when the rebels in the city made a

sortie to try and capture them, but were re-

pulsed, after some sharp firing, principally

by the rifle companies, who were turned out to

drive the enemy back. After this a few shells

were fired at intervals over the walls, and

silenced the besieged during the night.

The vedettes at their posts outside the

camp observed at dawn on the following

morning a considerable body of armed men
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entering the gates of the city. It was then

ascertained that these were a rebel reinforce-

ment from Soo-choWj the headquarters of

the Tai-ping forces in the Province of Kiang-

soo. As they passed safely into the city,

they were greeted with immense cheering by

the defenders of the stronghold. This ap-

peared a defiance to the besiegers, and indi-

cated that they had a bold, determined foe to

encounter.

Nevertheless General Holland, his officers

and men, were not deterred from commencing

the attack shortly afterwards, when the ar-

tillery opened fire from two 32-pounders,

eight 12-pounder howitzers, and four mortars.

The bombardment continued between four

and five hours, when General Holland or-

dered the assault. Hitherto all had gone

on fairly well, and the " Ever-victorious

Army " had the prospect of adding another

victory to their laurels ; but it ended in

their disaster and first defeat.

On consulting the mandarins of the Im-

perial troops, who were supposed to have a

correct knowledge of the environment of

Tai-tsang, General Holland was assured that,

instead of the usual flooded moat surround-
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ing the walls, there was only a dry ditch.

This he accepted as a fact, without ascertain-

ing the truth of the statement by recon-

noitring the suburb where the batteries had

made a breach in the wall, when it would

have been discovered that a wide wet ditch

encompassed the place.

Captain Graham, an English officer in the

corps, with twenty privates and non-commis-

sioned officers of the body-guard, volunteered

to plant the ladders against the breach. The

gallant fellows picked up the ladders with a

cheer which, as it turned out, caused one-

half of the confusion that ensued. It was

replied to by the rifle battalion, who were

in front, and then taken up by the one be-

hind, who did not know what was going on

;

but seeing the party with ladders run for-

ward, and hearing the cheers, they rushed

past their officers, to join, as they thought, in

the assault.

When the two battalions neared the wall,

they were suddenly checked by a deep moat

fifty yards from it, which the men were un-

able to ford, or without means at hand to

cross over. In the absence of bridges they

became huddled together on the bank, ex-
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posed to the deadly fire of the defenders, who
now manned the breach in hundreds, and

kept up a fire which told fearfully on the

trained troops. A ladder was thrown across

the creek, and a few men with several ojQScers

got upon it; but it was too weak to bear

their weight, and broke, so that the Chinese

made no further attempt at crossing on so

frail a bridge. The few who had done so

attempted to assault the breach, led on by

Lieut. Maunder, but he was shot through the

heart, and his men fell in the breach. Some
reached, the top, but only to be shot or

knocked down by bricks, which at such close

quarters the rebels used, with deadly effect.

Seeing that no means were at hand to cross

the moat, those on the opposite bank became

tired of standing idle to be shot down like

sheep, and incontinently retreated. Observing

this backward move, Colonel Barclay, the

second in command, ran to the guns, and

fired a few shells at the breach. Finding

that they were still loaded and manned by

the artillerymen, the retreating troops ran

behind them, and halted under their protec-

tion.

General Holland now, witnessing the
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failure of the assault, througli misdirection

and want of proper means, ordered the guns

and artillerymen to the rear, and determined

on a retreat from Tai-tsang, with the whole

force. All the small guns and mortars were

easily conveyed away, but the two heavy

32-poanders were so deeply sunk in the

soft, muddy, and swampy ground that they

could not be removed in the emergency, so

they were left behind. General Holland did

not wait to see their fate, but started off in

his boat for Wy-con-sin, on the way to

Soong-keong. The other boats followed

his, and then came a rush of mandarin

soldiers, and stragglers. However, the rifle

battalion, under Major Cooke, made a last

endeavour to save the swamped gijns ; but

it did not succeed. Every effort was made

to save them, but the men were exposed to

the deadly fire of the rebels from the walls.

A ball from a 6-pounder, fired from the

breach, killed two men while hauling at the

ropes, and still their comrades continued

their efforts. But it was useless, the car-

riages had sunk to their axle-trees, and

could not be moved. Seeing that the men

were falling thickly to no purpose. Colonel
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Barclay now ordered a retreat. It would

have even been impossible to spike the guns,

save at a terrible loss of life. The rebels

seemed to have marked them for their

special prey, and concentrated on them such

a hail of shot, that it was death to any one

who approached ; so they were reluctantly

abandoned. A mistake had been made in

placing the guns so close to the walls, as

there was no cover for the artillerymen, who

were shot down while loading and firing. It

was also doubtful whether their fire did much

execution among the rebel garrison, as it

was all concentrated on one point of the

wall, to make the breach, which, of course

they took good care to avoid. When the

troops advanced to the assault, however,

they stood gallantly in the breach and fired

point blank at the " forlorn hope " men.

On the whole, the insurgent Tai-pings at

Tai-tsang fought admirably, and were well

armed with European muskets and excellent

ammunition.
^ The loss to the Soong-keong force was the

severest they ever had up to that engagement

or since. It was estimated to be some 450

killed, wounded, and missing. Twenty
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casualties occurred among tlie European

officers, Captains Maunder, Macarthy, Mac-
leod, and Bosworth killed ; and twelve other

officers, besides four marines, wounded.

Among the former were Captains Graham,

Murray, Tapp, Silverton, and Dunn. This

unfortunate engagement and defeat of " The

Ever-victorious Army " occurred on the

14th of February, 1863, and for the time

paralyzed the efforts of both foreign and

Chinese authorities, while the Tai-pings were

elated with their unexpected success.

My editorial remarks on the event, and

comments on the commandant were as

follows, and gained the approval of all per-

sons of unbiassed judgment, even those who

ranked as friends of Holland :
—" It is with

much regret that we publish in our columns

this issue, the details of a reverse to the

Imperial arms at the hands of the Tai-pings,

which we have no hesitation in characterizing

as the greatest military success achieved

by the rebels over the native as well as

the foreign forces arrayed against them.

The news will be spread far and wide that

the thoroughly disciplined and admirably

equipped Chinese force, hitherto known as
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"Ward's ' Ever-victorious Army,' ofl&cered

by foreigners for the most part -who had left

her Britannic Majesty's service, and asso-

ciated in deadly fight on the field of battle

with a small detachment of Eoyal Marines,

the whole being under the command of a

British ofl&cer, have been signally defeated

and dispersed before the Tai-ping hordes

collected in the stronghold of Tai-tsang.

" When the news of this disaster reached

Shanghai on the evening of the 15th instant,

we confess that, with those of the foreign and

native community we consulted, the failure

of the expedition may have been caused by

some defective material in the component

parts of the force. Such a conclusion, how-

ever, has proved unjust in the extreme, now

that the facts of the conflict have fully trans-

pired after a week's investigation. From the

accounts in the columns of our daily issue, it

will be observed that the Chinese troops be-

haved as bravely as soldiers could do under

the circumstances, holding their ground for

nearly eight hours exposed to a galling fire

from the enemy behind cover, so deadly as

to have either killed or wounded twenty out

of the forty-six Europeans serving as oflBcers
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in the force, and between 400 and 500 of the

Chinese.

" "What then, brought, about the unsuccess-

ful issue of the attack and the disorderly re-

treat after abandoning the guns which ensued?

We hesitate to reply to this question : never-

theless, we cannot shrink from our duty as

commentators on the public events in and

around Shanghai, to venture the statement,

that as far as facts enable us to arrive at an

impartial judgment, the chief cause of failure

is to be attributed to the defective arrange-

ments of the officer commanding, in other

words, want of generalship.

" That General Holland, as a captain of

Marines, is as excellent and brave an officer

as there is in that distinguished corps we do

not doubt, but the disastrous results of the

defeat at Tai-tsang show that the capacity to

command a company efficiently, or gallantly

lead it against an enemy, is far from securing

in the hour of need or developing naturally

that peculiar and rare genius which is indis-

pensible to a successful general. From all

that we have heard of the Tai-tsang expedi-

tion, its failure is due chiefly to the oversight

of not providing the storming party with the
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necessary means of crossing ditches both wet

and dry, wliich invariably form tbe outer de-

fences of Chinese cities beyond the walls.

Moreover a severe loss in killed and wounded

has been caused by the unskilful manner of

posting the heavy siege-guns in the open,

without any cover for the artillerymen, who

were shot in numbers while serving them.

" It is unnecessary that we should enlarge

upon the events which ensued, as they are

fully detailed in the account alluded to, the

general accuracy of which we can vouch for.

We have been careful to collate as much in-

formation as it was possible to procure during

the week that has transpired since the defeat,

and one impression appears to pervade the

minds of all, that Captain Holland's career as

a Chinese general is terminated ; that the con-

fidence in him not only by the native troops

but by the foreign officers, is gone ; and that

under his command the Disciplined Chinese

Force will never take the field. To General

Staveley, who is responsible for the appoint-

ment, the Chinese authorities now look for a

change, andwe submit that theyare entitled to

aid in securing the capture ofTai-tsang, either
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by an allied force, or, wliat -would be prefer-

able, the disciplined troops to be led on by

a British oflB.cer endowed with the capacity

of a General"
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CHAPTER VII.

FORCl! DEFEATED AT SHAO-SHING—FOECE AT

SOONG-KEONG MUTINOUS—GOEDON TAKES

COMMAKD—HIS PEIVATE JOUENAL OF THE

CAMPAIGN—FIRST EXPLOIT AT FOO-SHAN

—

EECAPTURE OF TAI-TSANG.

Disaster and defeat seemed to befall the

Imperial disciplined forces at this time, not

only in the engagement on the eastern

district of the Yang-tsze Delta, but in the

west near the shores of Hang-ohow Bay,

where the detachment led by French oflficers

suffered a defeat similar to that of Tai-tsang.

The prestige of the corps against the undisci-

plined hordes of rebels seemed fading away

;

and where formerly victory followed their

footsteps, defeat appeared to be their lot.

This happened to the Ningpo battalions hot

more than a fortnight after the defeat of the

Soong-keong regiments, while attacking the
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city of Shao-shing, or Chao-hing Foo, of the

second grade in Chinese topography, and

having jurisdiction over eight hien or cities

of the third rank.

This city is situated on the Ningpo penin-

sula, about forty-five miles to the westward,

and twelve miles south of the bay. It stands

in one of the finest and most fertile plains in

China, intersected in all directions by canals

and irrigation channels like the plain of

Lombardy ; and the city itself has a remark-

able resemblance in its site to that of Venice,

but it has the advantage of it, from the

canals being filled with clear and running

water. There is boat communication with

all places in the neighbourhood outside the

walls, and there is no street without a canal

;

so that Shao-shing abounds in bridges, which

are built high, and almost all of one arch.

On both sides of the canals there are hand-

some streets, paved with flags of white free-

stone, most of them six feet in length, and

two feet wide, and many of the houses are

built of the same material. This is quarried

from a rocky mountain, six miles from the

city, which has furnished sufl&cient stone to

build a wall of masonry twelve miles in cir-

L 2
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cumference. That is encompassed by a

double moat, one part inside, and tbe other

outside the city. There are a number of

handsome triumphal arches, prominently

placed, giving quite a European aspect to

the public edifices. Altogether, from the

substantial character of its architecture,

Shao-shing presented a formidable strong-

hold to attack, even with heavy siege-guns.

A special correspondent of the North China

Herald accompanied the expedition, describ-

ing the country through which it marched

between ISTingpo and Shao-shing as being

very picturesque, and well cultivated, with

numerous farms and villages. " The hills

which rise on either side are quite a relief to

the eye, after the dead flats which render the

country around Shanghai so monotonousi and

the evidence of population in the villages

presented a pleasing contrast to the desola-

tion prevailing in the much-fought-over

ground within the thirty-mile radius round

that city." A similar restricted circuit was

defined beyond Ningpo, where, according to

notification, British forces were not to fight

the insurgents. This stipulated boundary-

line was infringed by Captain Dew and his
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party from the Encounter, who had joined the

expedition with a 68-potinder gun; which

was unfavourably commented on afterwards.

The whole force of French disciplined

Chinese was under the command of Tardif

de Moidrey, bearing the rank of general, and

numbered about 2000 rank and file, besides

a " motley company of foreigners," composed

of almost every variety of the human race

from the Frenchman to the negro. When
about half-way on the route to their destina-

tion the native troops halted for the night in

a town recently evacuated by the rebels, who
had left the greater portion of their plunder

behind. This was a great mistake on the

part of General Tardif, and much against the

wish of Captain Dew, who shrewdly calcu-

lated the effect it would have on the covetous

proclivities of the men. The consequence

was that on the following day they were all

dispersed through the city, picking up the

abandoned plunder. When ordered to resume

the march, it was only after much delay and

trouble that they could be got to move for-

ward ; and when they did so, as many as 500

boats laden with loot followed, each soldier

having a sam-pan, or small skiff of his own,
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to convey plunder. Many of the foreign

officers were almost as bad as tlie men in

seizing articles of value, or money when it

was found. Moreover, many of them

neglected their duties by drinking and smok-

ing, and hardly taking any care to maintain

discipline among their men.

On the morning of the 18th of February,

1863, the expedition arrived before the for-

midable stone walls of Shao-shing, and during

that night got the great gun into position,

without any molestation from the rebel

defenders. Next day the bombardment was

begun by it, and followed by several French

howitzers and mortars. The smaller pieces

made but slight effect on the solid masonry,

but the 68-pounder soon made a wide breach.

So much* of the debris was knocked down

that it could be easily ascended, and the

necessity for scaling-ladders was avoided.

During this time the return fire from the

walls by the enemy was heavy and well

directed, so that the wounded were being

constantly carried to the rear, where a

tolerably good hospital had been improvised,

under the superintendence of the Bishop of

Mngpo.
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At noon, the drum from the European

company beat the advance, the trumpets took

up the order, and all was soon ready to make
the assault. Just at this time. General Tardif

de Moudry was gallantly leading his men up

to the breach, when a fatal rifle-shot laid him

low at the "forlorn hope." He was imme
diately carried to the rear, and taken into

the temporary hospital, where he was laid on

a bed, and treated with every care and skill

by the doctors and nurses in attendance.

On examining the wound in his head, the

rifle bullet was found to have smashed the

posterior part of the skull, and the brain was

protruding. From this circumstance it was

the opinion of the doctors that one of his

own men had accidentally killed him during

the scramble to the assault. Paralysis inj-

mediately supervened; but he survived ten

hours, though the greater part of the time he

was in a state of delirium.

Another serious casualty occurred to the

naval contingent from the 'Encounter, under

Captain Dew, when Lieutenant Tinling, the

fourth officer on board, was shot in the head,

from which a bullet was extracted, but he

did not survive long after the operation.
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These deaths among the officers dispirited

the besiegers during the assault which fol-

lowed; while the insurgents maintained a

deadly fire from the walls. Then there was

some blundering with the boats at the moat

for the storming party, so that only a few

men got across, among the foreigners, and

none of the disciplined Chinese would follow

them. Colonel Corpier got about half way
up the breach when he was driven back by a

stone or brick heaved at him. Upwards of

a hundred others were repulsed and wounded

by the defenders of Shao-shing; among
whom were more -than half the European

company, and half the officers of the drilled

troops, including two belonging to Ward's

corps, who had joined the expedition. Capt.

Dew, who now assumed the command, seeing

the losses sustained and the courage of the

men weakened, withdrew from the walls, and

commenced to throw up some fortified posts

beyond them.

Although the number of killed and wounded

was not so great as at the Tai-tsang engage-

ment, yet the unfortunate deaths of General

Tardif and Lieutenant Tinling rendered the

defeat equally disastrous. The question arose
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amoBg the military authorities at Shanghai,

as it did in discussing Holland's defeat, from

what cause the attack failed. The general

consensus of opinion led to the conclusion

that it was through absence of proper general-

ship on the part of the French commandant.

In the first place he committed a serious

error in taking his troops to plunder a small

town, evacuated by the rebels, while on the

march to Shao-shing. Without reflecting

unnecessarily upon the character of a brave

man who had fallen in the battle-field, the

veriest tyro in warfare might have known
that such an act would demoralize the force,

and destroy that discipline on which the

success of the expedition depended.

Meantime the spirit of dissension was

spreading among the men of the disciplined

force who had returned to headquarters at

Soong-keong after their defeat at Tai-tsang.

Not only did they become unsettled, and

some of them disobedient to their officers,

but a party of them plundered a shop in the

city. These men were seized and handed

over to the Chinese mandarin, who punished

them so severely that the spirit of discontent

spread through the force, causing alarm to
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all friends of law and order, should they get

the upper hand of their officers. A Chinese

lieutenant was detected tampering with two

companies of men in the endeavour to induce

them to join the rebels. An uneasy feeling

had been promoted among the force by the

underhand means by which the mandarin

who superintended their payment had been

allowed to reduce their number. Altogether

their state of discipline was very unsatis-

factory towards the end of March, 1863, and

it became absolutely necessary to appoint a

competent commander.

As already stated, when the selection of

Captain Holland for the post was determined

on by the British and Chinese authorities,

General Staveley was in favour of Major

Gordon, R.B., as the most competent soldier;

but what prevented a preference in his favour

was" the fact of his having the unfinished

survey of Shanghai and its environs in hand.

Although this was still progressing rapidly,

yet General Staveley, knowing the capabilities

of this talented officer for such a command,

lost no time in advising him of his preferences

and officially sent the decision to the British

Ambassador at Peking, who placed it in the
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hands of Prince Kung, the President of the

Tsung-le- Yameen, or Board of Foreign Affairs,

which resulted in the following notification :

—

" The Prince Kung and Sir Frederick

Bruce having approved of the appointment

of Major Gordon, Royal Engineers, to the

command of the Ward Force, Major Gordon

will take over charge from Captain Holland

from this date. By order, F. Jebb, D.A.,

A.-General. Headquarters, Shanghai, March

24th, 1863."

Major Gordon beiug a soldier, and, as he

afterwards proved himself to be, a general,

always ready for action, lost not aH hour in

taking his departure for Soong-keong after

the notification was published. The city and

the surrounding district was better known to

him in military topography than any other

British oflBcer, except the lieutenants in his

staff. Knowing the motley mixture of foreign

ofl&cers of the Disciplined Corps, he induced

Lieutenant Wood, of the Royal, Artillery, to

accept service under the Chinese Government,

and accompany hiin to headquarters, where

other British officers sent applications to join

it when they knew that Major Gordon had

assumed the command, as he was an officer
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generally appreciated for his courage and

skill in the army. In being transferred from

the British service to the Chinese, a special

order had been promulgated that they were

not required to resign, but at the termination

of engagement were qualified to enter again

in the same^rank they held when they left; they

were thus only lent as it were to the Imperial

forces for temporary service. However, while

retaining their rank all pay ceased, which

would not only be provided by their new pay-

masters, but in most cases doubled,and in some

trebled. It may be inferred from this that

the " Ever-victorious Army " under the new

auspices was more attractive than before to

British officers.

In the foregoing account of its origin and

progress previous to Gordon's appointment

to the command, it has lengthened more than

I at first calculated ; especially as introductory

to his brief journal of engagements after-

wards, or to the dismissal of the disciphned

force of Chinese. But under the circum-

stances it was only doing justice to the

British and French forces who engaged in

the Tai-ping drama before he appeared on

the scene as the victorious hero in action,
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thougli he was behind the proscenium,

planning their topographical movements.

However, the supposition has been generally

entertained in Great Britain that he was the

originator of the force by whose discipline

and valour the rebellion was suppressed. It

has been shown that such was not the fact, but

Mr. Ward, the gallant and brave American,

who was killed in the battle-field while

commanding them. Then their acquirement

of European military drill was due to the

foreign officers qualified to undertake that

onerous duty both in the barracks and battle-

field, who had joined the corps from the

English, Indian, and French army and naval

contingents in China. Had they not cleared

the way, by driving the ravaging rebels

beyond the stipulated circuit of thirty miles

around Shanghai, that central emporium of

commerce might have fallen into their power.

The details herein given of the principal

engagements demonstrate how formidable

the enemy was the allied forces had to con-

tend against, besides the courage and skill

required, even with arms of precision, to

capture their strongholds, which the Chinese

Imperial army were unable to recover. Then
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wlien the foreign forces had retired within

their lines, and the presumed invincible native

troops undertook the task of continuing the

war beyond the boundary under a British

officer were defeated in the first engagement,

the prospect of their suppressing the rebellion

single-handed, or in conjunction with the

pusillanimous regular soldiers, would have

been as far off as ever, and the terrible Tai-

ping rule continue to scourge the peaceable

inhabitants of the distracted country.

In my numerous interviews and corre-

spondence with Gordon it was chiefly from

feelings of pity for the people, as expressed

by him, that he was induced to accept the

offer of his friend, General Staveley, as Com-

mandant of the Disciplined Chinese Force.

When the appointment was made, his fellow-

officers unanimously pronounced him to be

" the right man in the right place. Those

with whom I conversed on the subject assured

me there was no equal among them for his

knowledge of strategy and capabilities of

command, whether his men were English,

Indian, or Chinese. From what I had observed

in his correspondence, I inferred that he was

of a pious disposition, from seeing the initials
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(D.Y.) for Deo volente, in brackets, when in-

tending to do anything particular. So I

hinted that he might not be so zealous in

the cause of the " heathen Chinee " as of a

Christian people. On the contrary, I ascer-

tained that though the mass of the Chinese

profess Buddhism, his sympathies were with

them, and not with the upper classes, or

Mandarins, who hold the tenets of Con-

fucianism. Though many at the time con-

sidered him as anti-Christian in fighting

against the Tai-pings professing our religion,

yet he saw through this flimsy, blasphemous

veil, and encountered them as the champion

of humanity.

"While naturally of a reflective character,

with a mild disposition in times of peace, he

was an officer of action, and a warrior when

preparations for the battle-field were before

him ; and he never neglected making memo-

randa of contemplated manoeuvres with his

men,orrecordingthe dates and detailsin abrief

manner, as will be seen in the text of his

diary, written in autograph, and presented to

me for correct information. The first para-

graph is in red ink, notifying that it is a

Private paper, not to leave Mr. Mossmun's
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hands." This instruction I have zealously

attended to, and have had the journal, com-

prising twenty pages of foolscap paper, in

nay sole possession ever since. Of course, I

have used the information it contains from

time to time when writing on the progress

and suppression of the Tai-ping Eebellion,

for which purpose it was given to me by

Gordon. When we met in England after

leaving China, he asked me if I would write

a history of its suppression by the Disciplined

Chinese Force. I said that such an under-

taking would be best published with his sanc-

tion. This he objected to, and another party

undertook the task, which appeared in maga-

zine and book form under the title of " The

Ever-victorious Army." I regretted after-

wards that I did not comply with his request,

but he never gave me a hint that he objected

to his name appearing as the author of his

exploits in China. Indeed, he shunned pub-

licity in public prints, although he was pleased

when I defended him from aspersions on his

motives by scurrilous writers.

With regard to the style of his journal, it

is unusually brief and modest in expression,

considering the important events to which
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it relates. Hence the necessity of amplify-

ing the paragraphs, whicli are here printed

in italics, and so far are an accurate tran-

script from the original, except where names

given only in initials are explained in full

within brackets. Indeed, some of the words

have been difficult to decipher, and a few

of the dates, not consecutive, required alter-

ing.

The first entry is as follows :
—" 1 8 March,

63, Shaou-shing falls. Deiv's career against

Tai-pings closes." This refers to Captain

Roderick Dew, R.N., of the Encounter, who
bombarded the walls of that city with a

64-pounder, and led on his men to the

assault in company with a contingent of the

Fran CO- Chinese force from Mngpo, when
they were repulsed by the rebels on the 19th

of February, with considerable loss in killed

and wounded, as already related. Subse-

sequently a second attack was made on the

stronghold, with increased forces, on the 18th

of March, when the enemy was driven from

the city, the place captured, and occupied by

the disciplined troops and imperial soldiers.

Immediately afterwards Captain Dew left

Ningpo, and received before his departure

M
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letters from tte foreign community, thanking

Mm for tlie energetic manner in wliicli lie

had caused the neighbourhood to be cleared

of rebels, pirates, and other dangerous cha-

racters.

Then commences Grordon's personal nar-

rative of the Tai-ping campaign; the final

suppression of the rebels, and disbandment

of the Disciplined Chinese Force. " 25

.March, '63, G. (Gordon) taJces command. Told

Footai eighteen months would see end of rebel-

lion." That event happened on the 28th of

August, 1864, being a month less than

Grordon's prediction to the chief mandarin at

Soong-keong, who handed him the Imperial

commission of general in the Chinese service.

A close inspection followed, of 3000 infantry

and artillery, with their guns, arms, and

ammunition, which occupied a week. A few

of the oflBcers and men were weeded out of

the corps, but on the whole the army was

found to be in a satisfactory condition, not-

withstanding the disastrous defeat under

Holland at Tai-tsang. Knowing the de-

fection and mutiny of the men on several

occasions, arising from arrears of pay, he

specially examined the bankers of the force,
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and inspected their books, and ordered the

men full pay, before starting on his first

expedition.

" Ohan-zu was closely beleaguered by Chung

.Wang (rebel chief). Fushan (or Foo-shan)

was partially surrounded by the Imperial

forces; with a portion of the Ever V. Army
under Tapp (Major), who had been repulsed

on the 17th March. Q. (Gordon) starts with

500 extra men. Arrives at Fushan on the 2nd

April. Captures place on the 4<th April, with

loss of one officer, and three men hilled, andfive

wounded. Rebelsfell backfrom around Ghan-

zu in the night of the 4th, and are not to be

seen on the 5th. The Ever V. (Ever-victorious

Army) return to Soon-Mong on the 7th of

April."

Foo-shan, the scene of Gordon's first ex- -

ploit, is a walled city of the third order,

situated on the south branch of the binary

estuary of the Yang-tsze Kiang, about sixty

miles by the Wong-poo River from Shanghais

Major Tapp, in command of the force, in-

vesting the walls, was despatched from Soong-

keong, with such a small supply of ammuni-

tion, that it became exhausted in a day's

ineffectual attack on a strong stockade ; and

M 2
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lie had been lying inactiye, waiting for a fresli

supply for his guns. As the water-way from

headquarters admitted of conveying the men

and munitions by Shanghai route, he used

the two armed steamers in bringing down

500 troops, and 200 artillerymen. On arrival

at Foo-shan it was found that the rebels were

in greater force than was anticipated, not

only around the city, but in the neighbouring

country, where they were plundering and

murdering the industrious inhabitants. Ac-

cordingly one of the steamers returned to

Soong-keong, and brought down 600 men as

a further reinforcement. General Grordon

had then under his command about 1700

men and officers of all arms.

The special correspondent of the North

China Herald, accompanying the expedition,

reported that the troops, guns, ammunition,

and abundant supplies of food, were all safely

landed on the 3rd of April, just above the

creek leading to Foo-shan, Ohiang-zu, and

thence to the provincial capital of Soo-chow-

foo. Major Tapp was found on the foUowing

day to be posted with his men in a good

strategical position ; and the forces, having

joined, amounted to 1160 infantry, 400 artil-
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lerj, witk six 12-pounder howitzers, one 32-

pounder gun, and a rocket tube. On tlie

west bank of the creek the Imperialists were
encamped, some 8000 in number, where

stockades had been built to within a short

distance of the town. From this point Foo-

shan appeared to be nothing more than an

old, ruined, uninhabited city.

General Gordon set outwith a reconnoitring

party as soon as he landed on the east bank of

the creek, and made for a temple there,

accompanied by a covering party on either

side. The rebels made no active demonstra-

tion of opposition ; and having surveyed the

position, he returned to the camp. On the

6th of April the whole force made a forward

movement, accompanied by the artillery, and

operations were commenced by an attack

upon the two principal rebel stockades, a

little beyond Foo-shan. The 32-pounder was

placed in position opposite the wall of the

town, so as to enfilade the face of the east

stockade; four 12-pounders were placed under

cover of the ruins, in such a position as to fire

directly in front of the same work, while one

was pointed towards the west stockade.

The storming party, placed in readiness
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under the ruins, kept up a smart fire of

musketry on the face of these barricades.

This "was boldly replied to by the defenders

with shots from brass guns through loop-

holes, and large gingalls or firelock pieces.

Whenever one of the besiegers' gunshots

struck the stockade near a loophole a rebel

reply was sent defiantly through the identical

aperture. Boats had been brought up the

creek to be in readiness to form a bridge,

and after three hours' firing it was decided to

storm both stockades simultaneously. The

attack on the east side was led by Captain

Belcher, and carried with a rush; though,

unfortunately, he was wounded while in

pursuit of the enemy escaping.

After the stockade on the western side had

been taken, the rebels appeared in formidable

numbers on the east flank, variously com-

puted at upwards of 20,000 men, all more or

less armed with weapons. For the time the

aspect of affairs looked rather critical, as there

were no Imperialist soldiers on the east side

of the creek to keep them in check. General

Gordon, however, directed the 32-pounder

upon them, and marched himself with a

body of men to take possession of a bridge
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above the two stockades. The country all

around was now swarming with rebels ; and

it was deemed advisable to form an entrenched

camp for the night, not only to give the men
rest, but allow time to bring up the guns.

Early next morning the expeditionary

force continued to advance inland, leaving

the ruined town of Foo-shan behind, and

marching due south to Chiang-zu, a distance

of twelve miles over the level land of the

Great Delta. A portion of the artillery came

up, and a body of Imperiahsts joined them in

pursuit of the insurgents, but none were

encountered, as they dispersed through the

country during the night. A short distance

from Foo-shan the force came upon six large

stockades, erected three on each side of the

creek, but these were found evacuated by the

enemy. Not far from there a large village

was passed, outside of which twenty-four

bodies were found mutilated, branded with

hot irons and crucified—that being a cruel

method of torture and death prevalent in

China. These had been Imperialists belong-

ing to a flotilla of war-junks, which had been

driven ashore on the river bank and plundered

by the insurgents. Further on were four
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more stockades, two on eacli side of the creek,

whicli liad evidently been held by a strong

force, but they were also evacuated. Beyond

that point the route was comparatively clear

to Chiang-zu, and thither General Gordon

pushed forward with all his forces, without

encountering any of the enemy on the way,

who might have disputed his progress stub-

bornly by their numbers.

Chiang-zu is a walled city of the third

order, or Kien, built in the usual circular

form, but exceptionally on hilly ground,

surmounted by two large temples or pagodas,

which afford a picturesque prospect of the

surrounding country. There were four en-

trance gates, round which the rebels had

constructed strong entrenchments, that might

have resisted an attack ; however, these were

evacuated, and the relieving force gladly

admitted within the walls by the Imperial

functionaries and inhabitants, who had been

besieged by some 20,000 rebels outside the

walls for three months. On the entry of

General Gordon and his Ever-victorious Army,

he was received in great state by the func-

tionaries, who were grandly dressed in silks,

embroidered robes, and pearl ornaments ; the
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walls being crowded with their followers,

numbering several thousand, who manifested

the greatest delight at their deliverance from
the cruel bondage of the Tai-pings.

From the narrative of their sufferings it

appeared that Chiang-zu had been invested

by a formidable force three months pre-

viously, but the place was impregnable to

their attacks. After the disastrous failure

of Holland and the Disciplined Chinese Force

at Tai-tsang, one of the men who had been

taken prisoner, was sent to parley with the

besieged, while they carried the heads of

three officers killed during that catastrophe,

to induce them to change their allegiance and

rank among the rebels. This was indignantly

dechned. Thereupon they brought the two
32-pounders abandoned by Holland at Tai-

tsang, and placed them in position against

the wall of Chiang-zu, about 500 yards away.

Then came five foreigners to work the guns,

but after three days' firing, without doing

much damage, they burst—it is supposed on

account of over-cramming by Chinese shot.

Though the besieged had fire-arms, they

were without ammunition, and could not

respond to the rebel fire. However, they
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had rice enough to maintain some 8000 men,

women, and children for a twelvemonth, but

no animal food, and as the city was closely-

guarded on all sides, none could be got in. But

strange to say, the besiegers themselves sold

them small quantities of beef at enormous

prices. Themandarinslooked careworn, having

been in a considerable state of suspense whUe

hearing of the failures of successive expedi-

tions sent to relieve them. So soon as General

Gordon had satisfied himself that the rebels

had reallyretreatedfrom the neighbourhood of

Chiang-zu, he marched back to Soong-keong,

leaving a garrison of 300 men to hold the

east stockade near Foo-shan, which was

remarkably strong. The success of the ex-

pedition was complete. The authorities at

Shanghai praised him for his generalship,

while both ofl&cers and men obtained every

commendation throughout. As there was

no fighting with the rebels at Ohiang-zu, it is

not enumerated by Gordon in his list of

engagements; so that his first exploit is

recorded under the head of Foo-shan.

The second entry in his journal is marked

on the margin :

—

Taitsan. Force marches

across coumtry to Taitscm. Carries stochades
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1

on the Both April, and the city on the 1st

May, after a determined resistance. The

breach at the West Gate held by picked men.

Three bodies of the sepoys taken prisoner

at Naizean on the 18th May, 1862, with

12-pounder howitzer are found, with five other

Europeans and one American. Eargreaves,

private H.M. Blst Regiment, who had deserted

with two comrades, then wrecked (in a boat),

was taken, severely wounded, and sent to

Shanghai. Rebel loss not severe. Ours heavy

indeed. Ornamental arch at West Gate pitted

with bullets. Holland's breach was at South

Gate ; very great doubts of success. Struggle

lasted on breach for twenty minutes. Futai's

brother had been led into an ambuscade

(under the pretence of the city being given up),

and had lost 1600 men and all his camp,

himself being wounded. Futai's brother gets

his affair mixed up with this (successful)

attack, and gets white-washed. ^

After the disastrous defeat of tte Disci-

pHned Oliiiiese Force under Holland, at the

siege of Tai-tsang on the 14th February, the

insurgents became bolder than before, and

skilfully adopted manoeuvres against the Im-

perialists encamped outside the walls, which
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were more or less successful. In the instance

mentioned in Gordon's journal this was the

case. Negotiations had been going on for

some time between the rebel leaders in the

city and the mandarins in camp, with a view

to its surrender, and the transfer of their

allegiance to the legitimate authorities under

certain conditions. Several of the rebels even

had the boldness to venture beyond the

gates, and assumed seemingly friendly terms

towards the Imperialists. They carried on

the negotiations so far as to fix a day for

the surrender of Tai-tsang; and at the

appointed time a body of 500 men advanced

from the Imperial force to take charge. The

rebel garrison manned the walls in the

neighbourhood of the ^est Gate they were

approaching ; but no treachery was suspected,

until, when in point-blank range, a volley of

musketry was poured into them, and a large

rebel force at the same time sallied out from

another gate, and cut off the retreat of the

main body, which they utterly routed with

heavy loss in killed and wounded.

Just before this treacherous business

occurred. General Gordon had left Soong-

keong with a strong force on a new expedi-
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tion ; but the Foo-tai begged him to turn his

attention to Tai-tsang, and punish the

Tai-pings for their treachery. Accord-

ingly, giving up his original intention, he

directed the force to that city, and arrived

near the walls on the 30th April, with a

force of all arms numbering about 3000 men.

He first attacked and destroyed several

strong stockades, to the south and west of

the city. Then he established his force in

the western suburb, and took possession of

two bridges crossing the main canal leading

into Tai-tsang. There at a distance of six

hundred yards from the walls he placed his

guns in position, flanking them with rifle-

men, and gradually advanced the guns,

covered by portable wooden mantlets, until

eventually they got within a hundred yards

of the West Gate. At this point the rebels

placed their picked sharp-shooters, and kept

up concentrating the men from other parts of

the extensive town.

The enemy had meanwhile kept up a brisk

but not very damaging fire from the walls,

which was apparently overpowered early in

the afternoon. Gordon then ordered up his

gun-boats in the canal to form a bridge for
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the men to cross in tlie assault. Scarcely

was this executed, and the storming party in

motion to cross where a wide and practi-

cable breach had been made in the wall, when

the buttresses and crenellated ports were

suddenly manned by a host of rebels, for the

most part armed with good rifles. Then a

scathing fire was showered down upon the

advancing column of stormers as well as the

bridge, which was pelted with Chinese fire-

balls of a suffocating, destructive character,

thereby creating much confusion among the

besiegers, and causing the capture of a gun-

boat. Still the storming column advanced

gallantly, headed by Captain Bannon, and

succeeded in ascending towards the breach.

Then - the picked men of the defenders, led

on by several renegade foreigners in their

ranks, boldly encountered them with swords

and spears, when a sharp and bloody hand-

to-hand conflict ensued, in which the gallant

Captain Bannon was killed. The stormers

were then compelled to retire, after half of

their men were Ifiors de combat.

However, this pause in the assault was

but momentary, when it waged fiercer than

before, while Gordon's guns played upon the
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breacli where, as he writes, the " Struggle

lasted for twenty minutes." During this time

the Ningpo battalion were brought to the

front, and the stormers once more swarmed

up the breach with better success than be-

fore; for although the assaulting column

wavered for an instant, the energy of the

men in front, and the forward impetus of

those in the rear, broke through all obstacles,

and the breach was crowned. Then actual

resistance by the stubborn defenders ceased

;

the disciplined troops rushed in victorious

parties throughout the streets, and the City

.

of Tai-tsang was captured before sunset.

The defeated insurgents fled before them in

confusion, trampling each other to death in

their eagerness to escape from their pursuing

foe. As near as could be estimated there

had been nearly 5000 fighting-men, and as

many non-combatants quartered in the city,

which was in a ruinous condition.

This was one of the most stubborn and

deadly engagements during the Tai-ping

campaign. The amount of loss the rebels

sustained in actual fighting behind the walls

was not great, though a large number were

killed and wounded in the flight. As Gordon
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writes, " Ee&eZ loss not severe. Ours heavy

indeed." It was estimated that the killed

and wounded of the Soong-keong force

amounted to between eight and nine per

cent, of the whole 3000. Besides Captain

Bannon, who was killed, there were three

others wounded, Lieutenants Robertson and

Morant severely, and Captain Ludlam slightly.

There were in the city and defending the

breach seven Europeans and four Indian

Sepoys of the 5th Bombay N.I. Of these,

three of each were killed during the attack

;

one of the former was a deserter from the

31st Regiment, mentioned in Gordon's jour-

nal, and two of the latter were Frenchmen,

decorated with gold medals for their exer-

tions during the defeat of Holland. The

three Sepoys killed in the breach were of a

party seized by the rebels, while escorting a

naval gun up the creek to JSTan-zeang, as

already related. Fain would the poor fellows

have escaped out of their captors' clutches,

but they were forced on pain of death to take

part in the defence of Tai-tsang.

The importance of this victory was highly

appreciated, not only by the Chinese military

Mandarins, but also by the British officers in
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the garrison at Shangliai, who were by this

time under the command of Brigadier-General

Brown, sent out to relieve General Stayeley.

By them the engagement reflected the highest

credit on Gordon for the generalship he

exhibited on the occasion ; also the gallantry

of his officers, and the bravery of his men.

Afber the engagement General Gordon issued

the following general order, which was pub-

lished in the official columns of the North

China Herald

:

—
" General Order by Major Gordon, B.E., Com-

manding the Soon-hiong Force, Taitsan,

3rd May, 1863.

" The officer commanding thanks the

artillery and infantry for their gallant exer-

tions during the late operations. In spite of

a most determined and desperate resistance

they carried this city, which had a garrison

of five times their numbers, and have done

what could not have been surpassed by any

troops in the world.

" The commanding officer assures the

officers and men that he has never seen such

a determined fight, lasting as it did hand to

hand for twenty minutes.

N
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"He regrets the untimely death, of ' the

gallant Captain Bannon, and the wounds

received by the other officers, and will hope

to see the latter well cared for, and capable

of joining their regiments again and taking

the field.

" The force has now claims which will be

pushed to the uttermost, and it may rest

assured that the officer commanding will

leave nothing undone to have everything

placed upon a satisfactory and proper footing.

He cannot too deeply express his appreciation

of the gallant conduct of the force.

" By order,

" J. F. STEPHENS,
" Lieut. 99th Begt., Officiating Adjutant-

" General, Soon-kiong Force,"

This successful engagement by the Dis-

ciplined Force over the Tai-ping insurgents,

on the same battle-field where they had

suffered a disastrous defeat, restored the

corps to its former prestige as " The Ever-

victorious Army." It also enabled Gordon

to prove his possessing a genius for general-

ship in military tactics, and commanding a

large body of men. Moreover, these were
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enhanced under the circumstances in which

the engagement occurred ; as it was unpre-

meditated on his part, when he marched with

his men from Soong-keong upon a diflFerent

enterprise. Altogether, the battle of Tai-

tsang, as his SECOND EXPLOIT in China,

was the forerunner of those which followed,

and made his name famous throughout the

world as " Chinese Gordon."

N 2
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CHAPTER VIII.

stson armed steamer desteoxs forts—quin-

san oapttjeed made head-quarters op

force—troops mutiny, 2000 desert—wo-

kong taken—steamer seized by renegades

—Gordon's strategic plans.

After tlie victory at Tai-tsang, tte wounded

survivors were sent on to Soong-keong for

medical treatment, and the bodies of those

killed in combat to be buried in the cemetery,

G-eneral Grordon marched with the entire force

upon Quen-shan, or Quin-san, a city of con-

siderable strength, occupied by a formidable

force of rebels, situated on a canal ten miles

south-west of Tai-tsang, and about twenty

miles to the eastward of Soo-chow-Foo. The

following entry in the journal explains

his position :
—" Force moves to Quin-san.

Vain effort to Jceep them together to attack

Quin-san. Forced, through behaviour to go
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fefflcZc to refit at 8ung-keong. Just before start-

ing for Quin-san, Burgevine (American leader)

comes from PeJdng with orders from Bruce

(Britisli Ambassador) to take force. Local

authorities will not have it. Lay (tlie Inspec-

tor-General of Customs) arrives about same

time."

From this entry it will be seen that matters

were not going so smoothly with his men,

many of whom had secured loot, which they

wanted to dispose of at headquarters. More-

over, supplies of ammunition, for which he

had sent orders to Soon-keong, had not come,

after making a reconnoisance of Quin-san;

so he retired with his troops on that city, and

met the ammunition about fifteen miles from

it on the way. The other items of the entry

relating to Burgevine required Gordon's pre-

sence at headquarters, also Shanghai; his

position as Commandant of the Force was in

no way affected by the endeavours made by

his rival to secure his former position, or

even the command of a division of the force.

There is no necessity to relate details, which

led to the disaffection of this adventurer, who
in revenge afterwards joined his fortunes with

the rebels, and ultimately came to an igno-
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ainious , end. His countrymen, acting as

ifl&cers in tlie corps, espoused his cause, and

vere disinclined to obey Grordon, wlio was

ibliged to dismiss the most refractoryamongst

hem.

This is notified in the next paragraph,

;tating that the " Force returns to SunMong.

'ieorganized. Force starts for Quinsan, after

I great row with the officers and G. (Gordon),

le mortuis nil nisi, etc. The Hyson (small

irmed steamer) is conveyed up with the force,

ifter great difficulty. Worth at least 10,000

nen. Moral effect. Find Rebels are encom-

passing General Ghing (Imperialist) at Fast

jrate, near high bridge. Attach Rebels on the

iOth May. Clayton, Captain 99th Regiment,

oovMded, afterwards dies—drive them to the

West Gate."

On approaching this city, which rises pro-

ninently above the level land of the great

Jelta, it was found to be surrounded outside

:he walls of masonry by stockades of a for-

midable character, chiefly built of granite

D[uarried from the neighbouring rocks. The

attack was opened by the artillery bombarding

bhose on the south side of the walls, while

bhe infantry commenced a fusillade on the
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defenders, whicli soon silenced their fire, and

they were speedily driven from their defences

at the point of the bayonet. The force then

marched round to the western flank of the

wall, forming a long straight parapet, where

several other granite stockades were erected,

and occupied by a strong body of rebels.

These were quickly reduced, most of the

enemy made prisoners, and many put liors de

combat, with few casualties to Lhe attacking

force.

"Aspect of Qibinsan (small outline sketch in

journal). Isolated hill, surrounded by wall ;

very wide ditch. City very strong at East Gate.

Every manoeuvre seen at top of hill, and tele-

graphed to chief (leader of rebels). Deter-

mined to surround the city. We have already

Ghiang-zu, at north, belonging to us. Rebels

have only one road of retreat (from Quinsan)

towards Soochow, twenty-fou/r miles. Recon-

noitre the country on the SOth May. Found

that this road can be cut at Ghun-ye, eight

milesfrom Quinsan, sixteen milesfrom. Soochow,

point of junction and hey to the possession of

Quinsan held by the rebel stockades. Detour

of twenty miles in rebel country necessary to

get at this point. Value of steamer."
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This paragraph is an illustrationof Gordon's

strategical tactics, prepared before entering

upon an engagement, of which there are

others of more importance in the latter

passages of his diary. In this respect no

ofl&cer was better qualified to trace the tangled

maze of the country, from having surveyed

the leading lines in it. Hence with a rapidity

of movement hitherto unknown in Chinese

warfare, not even to the strategists of the

British and Trench forces, he immediately led

the main body of his troops outside the walls

of Quin-san, then led the remainder along the

only road to Soo-chow, right through the

heart of the country infested by the Tai-ping

insurgents. This road lay along the east

bank of the creek, which expands to the

appearance of a broad and deep river. On
this channel the armed steamer Hyson, under

the able command of Captain Davidson, who

was thoroughly conversant with the peculiar

navigation of these creeks, accompanied the

land force, with artillerymen and guns on

board. Gordon himself mounted the bridge

joining the paddle-boxes, from whence he had

a comprehensive view of the surrounding

country.
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The canal is cut almost in a straight line

due west from Quin-san for twenty-four

miles, having a wide road on its northern

bank for trackers of boats and general traffic

for pedestrians and ponies, showing at all

points evidences of a busy, populous country.

Looking towards the north, at the south-

west corner of the city, the rocky ground

rises abruptly from the plain, to a plateau on

which a handsome temple built of stone is

erected, to an elevation at the top of about

200 feet. This is where Gordon saw the

semaphore used by the rebels in telegraphing

information to their chief in the level part

of the town, which occupies nine-tenths of the

area within the walls. From the proximity

of these elevated rocks, where a quarry is

worked, the crenellated parapet and founda-

tions are built of masonry, while a large

stone bridge spans the moat outside, giving

the defences somewhat the appearance of a

mediaeval castle in Europe. Inside there are

upwards of fifty small bridges crossing a net-

work of canals filled by five water entrances,

and next to the same number of gates.

Passing the walls on the southern flank,

the Hyson steamed slowly through the main
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canal, and came to a fort erected to defend

tlie approach to tlie city from the west.

This was bombarded by the 32-pounder, and

was quickly demolished, the reverberation of

the guns awakening the echoes of the hUl in

lively style. Further on another was en-

countered, and then a third, which were

captured and the defenders made prisoners.

Beyond these a stone bridge was passed,

fortunately of sufficient height under the arch

to allow the steamer's funnel to pass without

being lowered. Turning his telescope in a

northerly direction. General Gordon saw in

the distance a division of the series of

beautiful lakes which characterize the central

topography of the Great Delta. These are

designated Tung Yang-chen Hoo, or east

and west Yang-sing lakes. To the south of

the canal there are two others, the Sha-hoo

and Kin-ki Hoo, or Golden Pheasant Lake,

where these brilliant-plumaged birds are found

wild on the margin of the waters. It was

from the position of these lakes that Gordon

saw the only line of the retreating rebels was

by the highway on the bank of the canal,

where he soon beheld the fugitives from

Quin-san rushing along the road.
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Captain Davidson here gave more speed to

the steamer, while the disciplined force on

board, at the word of command, fired volleys

from their rifles, and the artillery shot and

shell from their guns. The consternation

caused by this unexpected attack completely

paralyzed the rebels. To their superstitious

imagination the armed steamer appeared like

some demon, in their mythology, belching

forth fire and vapour, and destroying every

human being on land or water, who could

not get beyond the reach of its death-dealing

shot. What made their confusion more con-

founded was the collision of the fugitives

from Quin-San with a large body of insur- /

gents from Soo-chow, intended to reinforce

the rebel garrison at the former place. The

consequences were that they formed a pro-

miscuous multitude incapable of using their

arms, and hence they were mowed down by

the continuous fire' from the boat, strewing

the road with their dead and dying, or

drowned in the ditch.

The slaughter of the Tai-ping rebels on

this occasion was something appalling.

Gordon and his ofl&cers approximately cal-

culated that there could not have been less
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than 15,000 men and yoixtlis congregated on

the road, three-fourtlis of whom were killed,

wounded, or drowned, while none of the

force were injured. The marvel of this vic-

torious engagement was the fact of its

accomplishment by means of a tiny steamer,

no larger than a small boat on the Eiver

Thames. Hence Gordon saw the value of

an armed steamer in the guerilla warfare,

estimating its power as an engine of destruc-

tion, equal to that of 10,000 men.

Not satisfied with this victory, he continued

his progress into the rebel-occupied region

to reconnoitre the country eastward of the

famous city of Soo-chow, at that time the

chief stronghold of the insurgents in the

province of Kiang-soo. The steamer was

steered straight up to the city walls, through

suburban villages, which allowed the fiery

monster to pass without attack or obstruc-

tion, within view of the east gate, where the

bastions and parapet extend on either side,

north and south, for a stretch of three miles,

having its counterpart on the western flank,

the distance across being two miles, the

whole forming an oblong square, ten miles

in circuit—being the most beautiful and

complete city in China.
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Grordon's journal relates this unusually

gallant exploit in tlie following modest entry :

—" 8tart with 300 men {Rifles), thirty boats

(Chinese), and some field artillery on morning

of Zlst May. Surprise rebels at Ghunye.

'

Tahe stochades with no loss. G. (Gordon)

leaves the 300 men at Ghunye—the mass of the

force are at the East Gate, Quinsan—and

with Davidson of ' Hyson ' proceeds towards

800-chow. Met by reinforcement. Open fire

upon them. They retreat. The steamer at

slow speed follows them up. Mass of rebels

in only one road. Gonfusion ; the conjunction

of other bodies of rebels with these. Bogged

resistance, although useless. Steamer rushes

on, and comes on high bridge at Ta-edin.

Steamer can go through with funnel standing.

Rebels evacuate very strong stone fort on

approach of steamer after a few shots.

Steamer pursues. Takes Seavu-edin and

Wai-quai-dong, and steams up close to 800-

chow. Then returns to Ghunye.

" ist of June, 3 a.m.—Find the troops there

in great alarm, as they are being attacked by

the garrison, 7000, of Quinsan, trying to

escape. Great assistance of steamer and re-

pulse of attack. Garrison surrenders. Loss

of rebels, 4000 to 5000 killed, drowned, and
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murdered by villagers, 2000 prisoners taken,

and 1500 boats captured. Our loss, two Tcilled.

Value of steamer. Davidson {master) first-

rate officer. Knowledge of country very useful.

Quinsan captured, capable steamer communi-

cation in all directions, most valuable hey to

lohole country."

The capture of Quin-san proved to be a

more sanguinary engagement than the pre-

vious rout of the rebels at Ohun-ye on the

canal spanned by the high bridge. This

stronghold, both from its natural and arti-

ficial defences, was occupied and had been

held by the Tai-pings for three years, com-

posed of picked men from Soo-chow, under

the leadership of an arch-rebel known by the

title of Mo-wang. He is considered to have

escaped before the fight began. Although

the city had been so long in the hands of the

rebels, there was little plunder in it, excepting

two serviceable 18-pounder guns which had

been worked by foreigners. It was purely a

garrison town, having manufactories for

ordnance, shot, and shell, which were credit-

able in their arrangements, and had no doubt

been planned by foreign renegades. From

these factories and others for manufacturing
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gunpowder, nitre and other combustibles, it

was evident that the rebels intended this

extra stronghold to be their chief magazine

for storing arms and ammunition. Moreover,

it was conveniently situated by canal com-

munication with the estuary of the Yang-tsze

River, where foreign vessels could supply

them with arms and ammunition, for which

the rebels were prepared to pay the extrava-

gant prices asked by the rascals who smug-

gled these articles, contraband of war.

Upon making a survey of this superior city

and its surroundings suitable for military

purposes, he so far agreed with the enemy
that he would permanently occupy it with

his whole force, as noted in the following ex-

tract from his journal after the capture of

Quin-san. " G. (Grordon) determines to move

headquarters there, as the men would he more

under control than they were at Sung-heong.

Men mutiny. One is shot at tombstone outside

West Gate. MarJc of bullets still there. Men
then desert, 1700 only out of 3900 remain.

Very disorderly lot. Ward (Gordon's prede-

cessor in command) spoilt them. G. (Gordon)

recruits rebel prisoners, who are much better

men."
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This was a daring determination of tlie

fearless general, in at once shifting the head-

quarters of " The Ever-victorious Army "

from Soong-keong, where the troops had been

garrisoned for more than two years, and

those having families dwelling in the suburbs,

which had by this time increased fourfold,

Tvith a due augmentation of traders, and

others subsisting upon the expenditure of

the force. He saw, however, that this very

prosperous condition of the men became dan-

gerous to their discipline, which had been

but loosely exercised by the American Com-

mandant Ward, and continued by his suc-

cessor Burgevine. The consequence was

that the bulk of the men mutinied, many re-

fusing to obey orders. As an example to

the others of strict military discipline to be

enforced in future by a British officer iu

command, who justly applauded the corps on

their bravery in battle, he picked out a ring-

leader among the mutineers and had him

shot at the West Gate of Quin-san. The

effect of this punishment struck terror into

the troops, when nearly half of them de-

serted, returning to their homes, forty miles

distant, after most of them had given up
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their arms and accoutrements, so that his

army for the field was reduced from 3900 of

all arms to 1700.

Under these unexpected circumstances any

other general but Gordon would have re-

turned to Soong-keong to recruit his force.

But he was a man for the occasion in the

most desperate emergencies in warfare ; and

knowing the true character of the Chinese

peasantry, who prefer pay to patriotism, he

recruited his ranks from the 2000 prisoners

seized at the capture of Quin-san. With his

naturally marvellous powers of persuasion

and personal control over semi-barbarous

races, he induced these men to join the

standard of the Ever-victorious Army with-

out any restriction in the garrison or the

field, excepting that they were brigaded with

the veteran troops who had remained faithful

to his command.

Although no decided active operations were

begun against any particular point, he epa-

ployed the freshly-combined force in harass-

ing the rebel position at Soo-chow and the

environs, with which the new men were better

acquainted than the older troops. From time

to time they sallied forth in parties accom-
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panied by the Hyson, armed steamer. With

this valuable boat he was enabled to appear

at the most unexpected times in the most

unlikely places so speedily that the super-

stitious Tai-pings at last concluded that

Gordon had assistance from invisible demons,

and this apparent ubiquity of his movements

increased their fear and reverence for him.

For instance, one day he steamed in the

Hyson through numerous creeks and canals

in a northerly and westerly direction from

Quin-san until he approached within a few

miles of Soo-chow, when he returned back to

the main creeks, and attacked a stockade

with the 32-pounder, creating the utmost

consternation among the enemy and havoc

in the villages. Those in a short time were

completely demolished, killing the defenders

and driving out the people taking supplies of

food into the city, so that the insurgents

became straitened for provisions.

In the meantime the old headquarters at

Soong-keong had been left in charge of

Captain Stack, transferred from the 67th

Regiment, who ably fulfilled the duties of

commandant during Gordon's absence. He
was now appointed in a similar capacity at
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Quin-san, and second in command to Gordon.

As the general placed every confidence in the

ability and honour of his able lieutenant, it

was satisfactory that he had an officer on

whom he could completely depend during his

absence from headquarters. Besides it was

of consideration that he should no longer have

his men or movements disturbed by meddling

mandarins, and the many disagreeables at-

tending their presence at headquarters,

where their appearance was restricted.

Having reorganized the force to his satis-

faction, with the exception of finding com-

petent officers, Gordon now took a new
departure in his plans, but with the main

object in view, so his diary notes :
—" G.

(Gordon) determines to attack 800-chow, not

directly, but on the same principle as Quinsan,

viz. by cutting communications. Original in-

tention to tahe Wokong, a town fifteen miles

west of Soochow on the Grand Canal, and

Woosieh, a town thirty miles N. W. of Soochow

on Grand Ganal. Then to hold Ta-ho Lake,

west of Soochow, while in possession of Quin-

san, to the east of Soochow. Idea was that

dissension would break out (in the rebel ranks)

if this was done. This idea was caused owing

2
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to Burgevine (American adventurer) going to

the rebels only in a modified form. The same

jprinciple being observed as in the original

intention. Soochow admirably situated to be

. cut off. Never thought it necessary to take

Soochow by force.

(Here is a small sketch-plan of the contem-

plated operation.)

/

After an unusually hot summer, which occa-

sionally prevented the whole force from leav-

ing headquarters, it cooled towards the end

of July, when Gordon took advantage of it

to carry out the first part of his plan. The

troops left Quin-san on the morning of ^he

25th, and during the night reached one of

the lakes lying to the south of the city, where

they were detained during the whole of the

following day to enable the commissariat

and ammunition boats to come up. On the
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morning of the 27tli the force advauced,

accompanied by the steamers Hyson and

Firefly, through excellent creeks in a -west-

erly direction towards Kia-poo or Ka-poo,

about ten miles from Soo-chow on the Grand

Canal, where two strong stockades had been

erected. The 5th Regiment of Disciplined

Chinese, under Captain Howard, was de-

tached to destroy the flank of these, and cut

ofE the retreat of their occupants, a duty

which was executed in gallant style. As

soon as the rebels saw their line of" retreat

menaced, they withdrew hastily towards Soo-

chow, followed by several armed junks, which

inflicted some loss. The stockades were im-

mediately garrisoned by Imperialists, and

the steamer Firefly being left in support,

Gordon advanced again due south, along

the Grand Canal, about five miles distant,

when a walled city loomed up on the level

horizon.

This was "Woo Kiang Hien, or Woo-kong,

a city of the third grade. The morning of

the 28th found the troops distant about an

hour's march from the walls, and at day-

break advancing along the canal track to the

attack. It appeared to be unusually quiet
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within the gates ; there were none of the

fanfaronade of gongs, tomtoms, and bells,

and hardly a man appeared on the buttresses

of the crenellated wall. However, as the

troops neared tbem the rebels made a sortie

from one of the gates to garrison a stockade

on the west side of the city. The duty of

outflanking them was again assigned to the

6th Regiment, and was performed in as gallant

style as that of the previous day ; so much

so that General Gordon promoted Captain

Howard on the field to Brevet-Major for his

services. Seeing themselves threatened in

the rear, the rebels attempted to evacuate

the stockade and retire into the city, but

they were instantly charged impetuously

by the 6th, and completely routed, taking

possession of the stockade.

In the meantime the Rifles, under Major

Loudon, had advanced close to the walls of

the city and made good their position ; while

Colonel Brennan, of the 5tb Ningpo bat-

talion, after a sharp figlit, made himself

master of another stockade opposite the East

Gate. The artillery made excellent practice

in these two affairs under direction of Major

Tapp, who had charge of that branch of the
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force. Major Tumblety, of the 1st Regiment,

captured fourteen armed junks, and secured

about a thousand prisoners, the most of

whom gave themselves up voluntarily. Major

Kirkham, commandant of Gordon's body-

guard, together with Le-ai-dong, the Chinese

assistant, were active wherever their presence

was required.

Early on the morning of the 29th the

attack on the city was commenced by the

firing of a few shells at the walls ; but not a

gun replied on the part of the rebels, and

soon after they sent an offer to surrender on

condition that their lives were spared. This

was willingly conceded by Grordon, for he

was a man of merciful mould, and the Tai-

pings marched out of the gates to the number

of nearly 3000, including ten chief rebels.

Among the latter was the second in command
of the force in the city.

During the whole affair Gordon lost only

two men killed and twelve men wounded,

besides one officer. Captain McMurdo, of the

5th Regiment, who was severely injured in

the leg. Wo-kong was not so large a town as

was expected, and the buildings inferior to

those in the class it belonged to; but its
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capture was important, as its possession by

the Imperialists protected the country to the

rear. This rendered any attempt of the Tai-

pings to advance on Soong-keong impossible,

save by passing between it and Quin-san,

thereby leaving these two cities in their rear.

This exploit, it may be observed, successfully

carried out Grordon's first part of his strategic

movement to cut off the communications of

Soo-chow to the south leading to Wo-kong,

to the east towards Quin-san, and the south-

east along the lakes to Soong-keong.

The last-named communication was the

longest from Soo-chow, and the least guarded

along the route. At the same time, the city

was not without a garrison, partly of Impe-

rialists, and partly a new levy of the disci-

plined force raised when the men seceded from

the main body after the capture of Quin-san.

The former soldiers were under the command

of two mandarin generals named Chang and

Lee, and the latter under Dr. Macartney, a

British army surgeon who had resigned his

post in the 99th Regiment, then at Shanghai,

and entered the Chinese service. On doing

so he had no intention of leaving it after a

certain term, but qualified himself in the
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native language, so as to be a competent in-

terpreter between tbe ofl&cials of both, coun-

tries, -who might rely upon the accuracy of

his translations. He has continued more or

less in that capacity ever since, and at present

holds the appointment of English Secretary

to the Chinese Legation in London. Besides

his qualifications as a linguist, his collegiate

education for the medical profession in

Scotland gave him a practical knowledge of

chemistry and the cognate sciences. This he

turned to account by instructing experts in

the manufacture of gunpowder, percussion

caps, and other munitions of war. The suc-

cess of these efforts induced him to apply for

a command in the Disciplined Force, which

was successful, in his appointment to the

contingent at Soong-keong.

Besides the mixed Chinese forces in gar-

rison at Soong-keong, there was a small

armed steamer about the same tonnage as

the Hyson, named the Kiao-chiao. On the

1st of August the latter steamer left Shanghai,

having on board Dr. Macartney and the two
Chinese generals, and arrived in the creek

under the walls of Soong-keong early on the

following morning, and moored at a bridge
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between the South and West Gates. When
Dr.Macartney had landed, and was proceeding

to enter the city by the latter gate, one of his

European ofiBcers came up to him in breath-

less haste, saying that the steamer had been

seized by a band of armed foreign despera-

does, who had got up steam and were steer-

ing the boat up the creek leading to the lakes,

where she passed on towards Soo-chow with-

out opposition. After it was gone an inves-

tigation elicited the fact that the steamer had

been boarded by a party of foreigners in rebel

pay, led by Burgevine, the rejected ex-com-

mandant of the Disciplined Force.

This affair disconcerted General Gordon in

his plans of circumvallation of Soo-chow.

After the capture of Wo-kong on the

29th of July, 1863, he remained only eight or

nine hours in the city, and set out on his

return to Quin-san, leaving it in charge of

mandarin troops. On the return route by

way of Kah-poo, he found there were not.

sufficient men from his force to defend the

stockades against an attack from superior

numbers of rebels. Gordon then determined

to remain there himself, with 100 men of the

Ningpo battalion, and a good supply of
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ammunition, until the mandarins sent more

of their men. He returned himself next day

to Quin-san, and the troops followed three

days afterwards.

Gordon went on at once to Shanghai,

where he first heard of Burgevine's seizure

of the steamer at Soong-keong, and his

escape with it to Soo-chow, where he joined

the rebels with a number of his confederate

comrades. Without resting, he rode back the

same night to Quin-san, a distance of about

forty miles ; and in the morning marched

150 men to the Kah-poo stockades. The

first night after his arrival with his opportune

reinforcement, he was attacked by a strong

band of rebels, who were accompanied by a

large number of ' foreigners ; but they were

of small account as fighting-men, for they

were beaten off in gallant style by Gordon's

force.

On the following day a further rein-

forcement of 200 came from Quin-san ; and

soon after their arrival a band of rebels from

Soo-chow again attacked the Kah-poo

stockades, led, it was believed, by Burgevine

himself. At any rate they had a 12-pounder

howitzer which the latter had brought in the
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Kiao-cMao, and -whicli belonged to the Im-

perial government. Two ponies were har-

nessed to the gun-carriage, and moved it

about excellently, but the fire was ineffective

on the stockade outworks. The day follow-'

ing, Grordon marched outside the walls with

his whole available force, on seeing a great

concourse of rebels coming from the centre

stronghold. His troops attacked them with

vigour, besides demolishing several bridges

over creeks, and stockades in the suburbs

;

and with few casualties in his own ranks,

gained a decided victory over a host of

rebels estimated to have been 5000 strong.

.

This was Gordon's second exploit at Kah-

poo, and produced a greater effect on the

enemy than the first defeat, inasmuch as

the renegade Burgevine was discomfited,

in his vain attempt to fight the force

under the generalship of their new com-

mander.

At this juncture, " The force returned to

Quin-san," Gordon notifies in his journal,

remarking that " The rebellion is now like

an hour-glass ;" that -is, wide in the south

and north, and narrow between, at Soo-chow,

as represented in the following pen-and-ink

outline, traced from his Diary.
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G. (Gordon) thought if he tooJc (A) Li-yang

and (B) Yesing, it would cut it in two. He might

then fall on (G) Kin-tang, and turn Chang-chu-

foo. Imperialists of Tseng-Kwo-Fan's (Clainese

general) army were at (D). " Then in a

marginal note written in red ink, lie remarks,
" / cannot go into this affair now. It would

take too long. It is very well for people to

judge at a distance ofwhat to do, hut not so easy

to carry out their advice. It was necessary to

throw off all idea of getting provisions up, and

to carry enough with us, as we were going at

the heart of the rebel power."

Gordon's prescience as a strategist in

planning a campaign witli his small disciplined

force against a multitude of determined but

undisciplined foes is shown remarkably in this

small sketch-plan, which was carried out to
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the letter, as will be seen further on. Indeed

few generals could have devised such a scheme

of surrrounding and severing the north and

south hordes of the Tai-pings, unless they

possessed the topographical knowledge he

had gained in surveying that labyrinthine

lake region. From the purport of the note

appended to the sketch, I infer that some

officer whom he had consulted on the matter

—probably the general in command of the

British force—had proposed another scheme,

or probably some modification of his own

plan. Be that as it may, it will be seen in

the sequel to this true narrative of Gordon's

exploits in China, that this was the turning-

point, the culminating strategy of the cam-

paign, that broke the back of the Tai-ping

rebellion.

Following out the plan, he remained at

headquarters, and confined his operations to

harassing the country round Soo-chow, so as

to cut off all supplies. In the southern

section of his hour-glass ground-plan he met

with valuable assistance from the remainder of

the force at Soong-keong, organized by Dr.

Macartney. With 700 men, twelve guns, and

five mortars, manufactured in the arsenal

there, he marched out of the city on the 1 3th
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of August to a small village a few miles from

Fung-cluQg, where lie was joined by a force

of Imperial soldiers from Kin-san-wai. Next
daj he moved up to within 300 yards of the

walls, and opened fire with his guns and

mortars. This city is of large extent, and

was then surrounded by walls and stockades

built by the rebel engineers. The other

defences consisted principally of two ditches

surrounding two stone-walled camps, inside

which there was much woodwork and barri-

cades. After two hours' steady firing, a

breach was made, and the boats moving up at

the same time, formed bridges over the two

ditches. Just as an entry was effected, the

camp, which had been shelled most, blazed

up, the woodwork having been set on fire,

and the foremost ranks were, in consequence,

driven back upon the rear. It was captured

in gallant style, the Imperialists showing

greater pluck than usual. This victory was

more especially important, as it was gained

by troops who, since being subjected to

British discipline by Dr. Macartney, had

never been in action before. It was also the

first occasion upon which shot and shell

manufactured at the Soong-keong arsenal had

been tested against an enemy.
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CHAPTER IX.

GOKDON's plan of the OOONTKr ABOUND SHANG-

HAI^—PATA-GHIAOU TAKEN—BUEGBVINB WITH

REBELS—WU-LUNG-EIAO, WO-KONG, LEB-KOO

CAPTUEED—HOUR-GLASS STEATBGT COMPLETE

—STEAMER SEIZED BY PIRATES—DEFENCES

BOUND SOO-CHOWWALLS CAPTUEED—STEAMEES

EIGHT. BOATS ON GREAT LAKE.

Havingcarefully reconnoitred the towns ntimed

on the small sketch-plan, the force returned

to Quin-san, and on the way General Gordon

notes in his journal, " The bodies of Dollie,

Martin, Easton, and Petty, Firefly (steamer)

officers, were found. They had been murdered

by the rebels. The more shame for Lindley ami

Go. They are bwried close to an ornamental

arch near the river bank, vide majp." This

refers to the " Military plan of the country

around Shanghai, from surveys made in

1862, '63, '64, '65, by Lieutenant-Colonel
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Grordon, C.B., Major Edwards, Lieutenants

Sanford, Lyster, and Maude, Royal Engi-

neers, Lieutenants Danyell and Bateman, her

Majesty's 31st Regiment, Assistant Engi-

neers." The plan was drafted on a large

scale, and covered an area of eighty square

feet. A copy, beautifully protracted on thin

silk, by Gordon's Chinese draughtsman, who
named the towns and localities in native

characters, was presented to me by the

general with his journal of the Tai-ping

campaign, for reference, in reporting the

events in the North China Herald, and the

numerous cities captured or surrendered, with

the dates according to his List ofEngagements.

The map was zincographed at the Topogra-

phical Department of the War Office, South-

ampton, in 1866, when Colonel Sir Henry

James, R.E., F.R.S., &c., was director. A
second plan was published on a reduced

scale, measuring forty by forty-five inches,

which shows the region around Soo-chow,

where Gordon's final exploits extinguished

the rebellion, and saved the consolidated

Empire of China from being dismembered,

had the insurrection succeeded.

His next entries are partly a recapitulation

p
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of what has been narrated, and return to the

" 25iA July, 1863.

—

Btart from Quin-san for

Wokong. Leave force at Kali-poo to help

Wolcong. Advance to Wokong July 28th. Cap-

ture stockades of North and South Gates.

Surrounding walls. Capture fifteen gunboats.

City surrenders 7000 m,en on the 29th July.

No loss on either side to speak of. Return to

Quiii-san. 0. (Grordon) goes to Shanghai.

Hears of Burgevine joining rebels, and leaves

for Quin-san. Burgevine captures Eajow

steamer (Kiao-chiao boat) goes to Soo-chow.

4th August.—Burgevine in rebels^ employ,

attacks Kalipoo. Davidson (Captain of Gor-

don's steamer Hyson) gallantly returns the

rebels' fire with shell, and attacks vigorously.

G. (Gordon) arrives from Kalipoo, hth August,

with 200 men. Repulse attacks and drive

rebels back. Great danger of Kalipoo being

taken. Send for more troops. Rebels very

plucky. Lose their best gunner by grape from

Hyson. Kalipoo strengthened. G. (Gordon)

makes sortie. Supposing Kalipoo to he taken,

the fall of Wokong ivould follow, and advance

of rebels to Shanghai. Burgevine dilatory and

sleepy. Goes off to Nankin. Great mistalce."

The appearance of Burgevine at the scene
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of operations, although in the rebel ranks,

did not disconcert Gordon, as a rival in the

field, but it caused dissension during " Sef-

tember.— The state of the force not satisfactory.

Too much talking among officers about Burge-

vine. Men sickly from inactivity. G. (Gordon)

determines to take the men out of Quin-sa.n and

camp them at Wai-qui-dong, six milesfrom East

Gate of Soo-chow. Better looked after in the

field, and nearer to rebels and Kalipoo. This

movement was skilfully carried out, which

had the effect of silencing the grumblers, who
disliked the rigid discipline of Gordon, and

longed for greater ease under the looser com-

mand of Burgevine. It also drew the lines

of circumvallation gradually closer around

Soo-chow, preparatory to the commencement

of a siege. With a view to this strategic

operation he sketched the following triangular

bearings of the towns to be reduced in the

eastern environs of Soo-chow :

—

p 2
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G. (Gordon) decides on attempting to sur-

prise Pata-chiao, 5S-arched bridge, 300 yards

long, and two miles from Soo-chow. Distance

from Pata-chiao to Wai-qui-dong is six miles

;

distance from Kali-poo to Wai-qui-dong is ten

miles. The rebels could get between Kali-poo

and Wai-qui-dong. If Pata-chiao was taken

no fear for Shanghai. Start 28th September at

2 a.m. ; raining heavily ; 800 men, and Bonne-

fois with 300 of the Franco-Ghvnese force.

Bonnefois a very good officer, brave, gallant,

and enterprising. Cross the lakes by compass

bearings, and reach Pata-chiao at break of day

29th September. Complete surprise ; no loss

on our side."

The report of this gallant exploit in the
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North China Herald was as follows :
—" By

late uews from Major Gordon's force, we
learn that the lines around Soo-chow are

being gradually drawn closer preparatory to

the commencement of a siege. With a view

to contracting the lines on the east and south

flanks of the city to a lesser limit than from

Wai-qui-dong to Kah-poo Major Gordon left

the former place on the 28th of September

with 5.00 infantry, 200 artillery, and a battery

of guns ; besides 300 Franco-Chinese, under

Captain Bonnefoi, accompanied by the armed

steamers Hyson and Firefly, and sixty or

seventy Imperial war-junks. The force

arrived at the Pata-chiao stockades on the

Grand Canal on the following morning—

a

miserably wet day.

" The steamers and war-junks at once

opened fire from the front, while the flank

was turned by the 1st Regiment and the

Franco-Chinese. According to their usual

custom when they see themselves menaced

in the rear, the rebels took to flight, and

effectually outdistaDced their pursuers until

they reached the gates of the city at Pata-

chiao. Under its walls they rallied and

looked calmly on, until the force marched on
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to the gates ; when, aided by a reinforcement

of 2000 men from the city, led on by foreigners,

they attempted an attack on the rear of the

allied force. The fire of the Hyson and war-

junks, however, drove them back with con-

siderable loss, and several of the foreign

renegades were seen to fall. In the afternoon

a larger body of rebels again sallied from the

city, and marched down in line on the flank

of Pata-chiao. These bravadoes were driven

back in confusion on the right bank of the

Grand Canal by the infantry, and forced

to take cover from the shells discharged by

the artillery in the steamers. Night coming

on, they gradually withdrew, leaving Major

Gordon and his men in quiet possession of

the stockades. The only casualties among

the attacking forces were two French privates

and six Chinese wounded, but none of Gor-

don's troops were injured."

This successful engagement was an im-

portant step towards hemming in the rebels

towards the waist of the hour-glass strategy

devised by Gordon, and, from their slight

resistance to his " Ever-victorious Army," they

appeared to be losing all confidence in their

own prowess against theirdisciplined country-
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men. Moreover, the rapidity of Gordon's

movements from one place to another, when
he always surprised the enemy, while he

himself was free from their fire, and com-

manded his men with nothing but a cane,

inspired them with a belief that he was more

than human, and they dreaded his approach.

Since the capture of Tai-tsang, Gordon's

appearance with his force before a rebel

fortification became the signal for its evacua-

tion.

However, the foreign renegades in the

rebel service had none of the native super-

stition or dread of Gordon's power, but con-

sidered him an unusually brave British officer

who succeeded in his plans \ and some of

them deemed him so hostile to their adopted

cause that it was mooted by one fellow to

concoct a scheme for his capture. Although

that scheme was not entertained by thte better-

disposed renegades, yet they did not hesitate

to m'ge the rebel leaders to take advantage

of his presence at the stockades of Pata-chiao

and endeavour to destroy him and his men.

Accordingly he notifies in his journal :

—

" Rebels ur.der Burgevine, Chung-wang (the

chief military leader), and all the Europeans
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attaok it (Pata-chaio) on the ist Oct., and

although nearly successful, owing to the idiocy

of G. (Gordon) sending away all his men hut

300, are driven back.. Negotiations take place

with G. (Gordon) and Burgevine at a small

bridge 1100 yards from Pata-chiao, on road

from that place to Soochow. Nothing settled

fixedl]/, butBurgevine wants to surrender.—12th

Oct. Burgevine with Ghung-wang start from

north of city and try to capture Chanzu. Bur-

gevine shoots Jones (a renegade). Meet deter-

mined resistance at Ta-jowku, smne eighteen

milesfrom Ghanzu. Kajow (Kiachiao steamer)

blows up. Wreck ; then still. Bwgevine loses

forty men by blow-up of steamer and gunboats

full of powder, and Ghung- Wang sends him,

back to Soochow. Rebels from Keshing-fu

attack Wokong on 11th Oct. Gordon goes down

on 12th; attacks rebels on l^th, and, after

heavy los's and great difficulty, they are driven

away. The action took place on the road south

of Wokong."

Nothing of import out of the usual engage-

ments took place on this occasion, but the

attack on Wokong was subsequently renewed.

Meanwhile an event occurred among the

foreign renegades who had joined the rebels
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that materially caused their defection from

the ranks. The item on this head in Gordon's

journal is briefly noted :

—

" Wth Oct. Jones and forty of his rebel

comfanions, irbduding Porter and the notorious

Barclay de Tolly, came out (of Pata-chiao) and

surrendered to G. (Gordon). Burgevine comes

out on the 17th Oct. Europeans left under

Smith and others. , Great relief to G. (Gordon)

and the beleaguered forces."

This surrender of the misguided Burgevine

and his countrymen who had followed him

into the rebel ranks was not only a relief to

Gordon and his loyal army, but the American

residents at the Treaty Ports were satisfied

at an act of submission which removed a

scandal from their compatriots in China. The
following version of the affair, reported in the

N. C. H., explains the matter in a clearer

manner than the brief item in the journal :

—

" October 25th, 1863. Public attention in

Shanghai has been for the last fortnight con-

centrated on Soo-chow. Vague rumours of

disaflFeotion among the foreigners in the city

had for some time been in circulation, but it

was not until the 8th instant that arrange-

ments were made by Major Gordon for the
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reception of those who should choose to come

over. Various unavoidable delays took place,

and it was not until the 15th that a success-

ful attempt to escape from the clutches of the

rebels was made. On that day eight ex-officers

and thirty-four men of the old force at Soong-

keong were brought off, and on the 17th

Burgevine gave himself up to Grordon. The

wounded were sent down by way of Nan-

zeang to Shanghai, when a steamer was got

to tow the boats in which they lay disabled.

On the arrival at the settlement of the officers,

Jones, Morton, Porter, Barclay de Tolly,

and Whiting made statements to the Ameri-

can Consul. The gi'eat length of these depo-

sitions prevents us from reproducing them

in this report; but the following is a brief

resume of the evidence given by Jones, and

contains every item of importance which was

elicited in the investigation :

—

" ' In July last, when in command of Messrs.

Fletchers and Company's silk steamer, the

Yuen Fa, I became aware of Burgevine'

s

intention to join the rebels. On the 2nd of

July, I took him and two others as far as

San-li-jow, from which place they were to

go on to Soo-chow. On the 2nd of August,
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I—having left my situation—assisted in tlie

capture of the Ka-jow (steamer Kiao-chiau)

at Soon-keong, and went up in her to Soo-

chow. A few days later we started for Nan-

king, where we were well received (by the

rebel chiefs). Burgevine's design in visiting

Nan-king was to have the force he trusted to

raise placed upon a proper footing. Two
thousand of the ordinary rebel soldiers had

been set apart for driU, but few only were

provided with proper arms. Some time in

September Burgevine and I went to Nan-

zeang, where the engines of the Ka-jow were

taken out. I then brought them down to

Shanghai and had them repaired. On the

22nd of September I saw Captain Davidson

of the Hyson, and came down from the city

to have a chat with him. Subsequently I

saw many of my old acquaintances among
the Soon-keong garrison. On the 7th, 8th,

and 9th of October, I saw Major Gordon,

and made arrangements for our coming over.

On the 10th I received orders to advance

towards Chang-zu. We had a brush with

the Imperialists, and captured fifteen war-

junks. Our steamer, however, blew up, and

two Europeans were severely injured. While
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this was going on, Burgevine was lying

asleep in one of these junks. I heard some

remarks made about this, and went to him

to remonstrate. He asked who had made

remarks about him, and on , my declining to

tell him, he shot me in the face. I said,

" You have shot your best friend." He
answered, " Yes, and I wish I had killed

you !

" On the loth of October we saw

Major Gordon's two steamers coming up the

canal, and took advantage of the chance of

escape. Our party, with twenty-four men,

went down the bank and entered Gordon's

lines, where we were well received.'

" Since the above evidence was published,

Burgevine has volunteered a statement which

does not invalidate the assertions made by

Jones, although it by no means agrees with

the statements made by Porter and Morton.

Burgevine is now in Shanghai. Jones will

obtain command of a steamer as soon as

practicable. Morton joins the Quin-san force

as major of the 2nd battalion, and some of

the privates will be formed in a body-guard

to Gordon. In consequence of the publica-

tion of Burgevine's statement, denying the

accuracy of the depositions made by Jones,
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and others of his followers before the U.S.A.

Consul, Jones had publicly accused him of

having purposed to capture Gordon, during

one of the conferences which were held

regarding the secession of the foreigners

from Soo-chow, to which no reply was made

by the accused."

This disagreeable and dangerous episode in

Gordon's campaign having been satisfactorily

disposed of, he was ready now to continue

his field-operations, that had been in a

measure suspended. Accordingly the next

item in his journal is :
—" 23r^ Oct. 0. attacks

by surprise WulangcMaou, in pursuance of

his former plan of hloching up all the exits

from Soo-chow, andforcing dissensions (among

the rebel chiefs) now known to exist (through

information derived from the released

foreigners). Chung Wang (the military rebel

chief) attacks WulangcMaou, and nearly cap-

tured outposts in village close by on the 24th

Oct." Fortunately, he mustered his force in

time to prevent this, and signally defeated

the best fighting leader among the whole

Tai-ping insurgents, as detailed in the

following report :

—

"Major Gordon continues busily employed
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in cutting off all communication with, the

city of Soo-chow. The latest step was the

seizure of some strong stockades, that had

been thrown up by the rebels at Wu-lung-

kiao, a village situated at the west of the

Grand Canal, a short distance from Pata-

chiao. On the evening of the 23rd October

a detachment of 800 of Gordon's force, and

300 Franco-Chinese under Capt. Bonnefoi,

together with the Hyson and Firefly, left the

camp and creek at Wai-qui-dong for their

destined position, to be in readiness to at-

tack on the morrow. The Firefly, with the

majority of the force, went to Ka-poo, and,

diverging to the westward, arrived in the

early morning to the north-west of Wu-lung-

kiao, while the Hyson, advancing directly

from Pata-chiao, commenced shelling the

stockades from the east ; at the same time the

artillery in the other steamer bombarded
them from the opposite direction. General

Ching, with his Imperial troops, in his wonted

anxiety to distinguish himself with, his own
men, had commenced an action before the

steamers arrived, notwithstanding the pre-

vious arrangement which had been made for

a simultaneous attack. He paid the penalty
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of his error in the loss of some twenty killed

and sixty wounded, without making any im-

pression on the rebels."

However, the bombardment of shells from

the steamers quickly changed the aspect of

the engagement, and when the disciplined

troops advanced to the assault, very Httle

resistance was experienced. The stockades

were carried with the loss only of three men
wounded, and the rebels retreated with such

activity that their casualties were not much
greater. The place was immediately garri-

soned by a regiment of the disciplined force,

as it was not advisable to entrust it to the

mandarin soldiers. The event proved that

this precaution was wise, for on the 26th,

Chung-Wang, with a larger force than be-

fore, attacked the place. The Imperialists

afterwards in garrison held out gallantly,

and after a sharp struggle drove off the

enemy. Chung Wang and his son, both of

whom distinguished themselves by their

bravery on the occasion, had a narrow escape

from being captured. They were forced to

abandon their ponies and swim a creek,

pursued by a shower of bullets.

After the defeat of the redoubtable Chung
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Wang and his son with the great horde of

rebels under their command, he makes an

entry in his journal stating that the "Rebels

of Kashing-fu attack Wokong again, and are

driven bach by Kirkham (an English officer)

and Moffat (a surgeon in the British army)

on the 26th October, with the loss of 1500

men and 1200 boats. This was owing to the

presence of the Hyson steamer, who did it all."

The particulars are thus reported in the

N. G. H. :—" On the 27th October Gordon

received information of the presence of a

large body of insurgents in the neighbour-

hood of Wq-kong^ Ching went down with

two thousand Imperial troops, and Gordon
sent Major Kirkham to his support -with six

hundred of the Disciplined Force and the

steamer Hyson.

" This body of Tai-pings, on being recon-

noitred, were discovered to be skilfully and
strongly entrenched on the western bank of

the Grand Canal, close to the outskirts of

Wo-kong. After the first discharge of shells

from the deck of the Hyson, they were quickly

forced to fly ignominiously in the direction of

Ping Wang, sixteen miles to the south, by
the canal banks. As they fled along within
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range of the steamer, the artillery and rifle-

mon on board did great execution among the

fugitives as they were pursued. In this

manner 1400 men were reported to have

been killed and wounded, while the stockades

were totally demolished, and 1500 boats were

sunk or seized, among the latter being twenty-

three armed junks. The enemy was pursued

nearly as far as Ping-wang, which could easily

have been captured had it been possible to

place a sufficient garrison of mandarin soldiers

in it. As, however, Kirkham could not spare

any from Wo-kong, he ordered the troops in

chase to be recalled, and returned to Pata-

chiao without a single casualty."

This dashing exploit appertains chiefly to

the officers and men under Gordon rather than

to himself, which he promptly acknowledged

in the following general order, showing the

value he placed on the achievement :—
" General Oedee, l^fh October, 1863. The

commanding officer congratulates Majors

Kirkham and Tumbletty, and Captain Man-
son, commanding the land artillery of the

force, and Captain Davidson, of the Hyson,

on the perfect victory they and their subor-

dinates gained over the rebels on the 27th of

Q
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October. This success will have the greatest

weight in the present operations, and will

very much facilitate them.

" The commanding officer feels the greater

pleasure as this important victory has been

obtained without casualties, and renders his

sincere thanks to all concerned for the

efficient way in which they have conducted

themselves.

"0. B. Gordon, Major Commanding."

These events hastened on the denouement

of the campaign, although there was no im-

mediate intention of attacking Soo-chow

itself, but gradually cutting of its com-

munications, and still further in narrowing

the neck of the " hour-glass " plan of

tactics. In pursuance of this an item in

his journal states that—" Q. leaves garrison

at WulangcMaou, and sweeping round, cap-

tures Leehu on north side, losing slightly.

The rebels fought well. Captain Perry shot

at the south side of the village. Very brave

fellow. Q. pushes on and takes Wanti after

a severe struggle, in which the rebels fought

well and suffered much. Major Oibb hilled.

Very brave man. The capture of Wanti

put Gordon's force in communication with
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that of Li Futai's brother, whose men

were at Tajow-Jcu. Thus his right was at

Wanti, and his force, that of Ghing's and

Bonnefois', swept round the north of the city to

the east ; thence to the south and west by the

great lake, leaving the only route open to the

rebels—that by the Grand Canal. Capture of

Wanti completed junction of two armies " (the

Imperialists and "Ever-victorious Army.")

This important and successful strategic

movement is delineated in the annexed skilful

sketch, outlined by pen and ink in his journal.

In making these outlines he finished them

with great facility and accuracy. On one

occasion, while conversing with him on an

operation not distinctly clear to me, he drew

with a pencil on a piece of paper the move-

ment, which was explained at once. Lieut.

Sanford was also a quick draughtsman, and

sketched an outline of the thirty-mile radius

while on the survey, which aided me greatly

in finding the position of the rebel strong-

holds in the vicinity of Shanghai.

Q 2
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The movements of the two armies are

explained thus :
—" Gordon''s Disciplined

. Chinese and Ghing's troops from A to B. Li

Futai's brother from G to D."

Then he makes an entry regarding a further

movement to be carried out on the lines of

severing Sooohow from outer communication

with the rebel hordes on the wide parts of

the " Hour-glass " strategic plan. " G. deter-

mined to cut Grand Canal road, and was just

starting to do so when (news came that) the
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steamer Firefly was seized by pirates, Lindlay

and some others, in Shanghai harbour, on 14ith

November, 1863. This obliged 0. (G-ordon)

to be quick, and forced him to cut the canal at

once; which he did at Fusai-hwan by the

capture—without loss—offive stockades. [This

place is well noted as the spot where the

Governor-General (of Kiaog-soo) committed

suicide in advance of rebels in 1860.
J Al-

though most important, it was shamefully

deserted, after a sharp skirmish in the hills on

the 19th November."

The first part of this paragraph refers to

the seizure of the armed steamer Firefly, by

an English rowdy sailor, named Lindlay, and

his piratical confederates, intending to join

the rebels at Soo-chow for the sake of plunder

and pay for their services. This is the same

fellow mentioned in the preface as having

vihfied the noble-hearted Gordon in a pre-

tentious book named " Ti Ping Tien Kwo,
By Lin-lee." There is no necessity to go

farther in denouncing that dirty publication

;

but some account of the buccaneering of the

author in this instance will explain how the

vessel was stolen by him and his companions

in villany.
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The steamer Firefly, whicli had been char-

tered by the Chinese Government, for service

on the Tai-h.0, or Great Lake, which bounds

by its waters the western suburbs of Soo-

chow, the scene of Gordon's latest strategical

movements, was seized by rowdies in rebel

.

pay, on the night of the 14th of November.

The circumstances of the case were briefly

these :—During the previous night Dr.

Macartney, in command of the new contin-

gent of Disciplined Chinese at Soong-keong,

arrived at Shanghai on board the Firefly

;

and directed that it should be in readiness

to convey him to th.e Great Lake at midnight

next evening. On the afternoon of that day

he received a letter from Captain Ludlam,

stating that Major-Geiieral_.Brown— who

succeeded General Staveley in command of the

British force—was to proceed in her to meet

Major Gordon. As Macartney was anxious

to call at Soong-keong, he started at mid-

night up the Wong-poo River, in a chop, or

small junk, intending, as he passed the Firefly

at anchor in Shanghai harbour, to direct the

master on board to wait outside the creek,

leading to headquarters, for him.

Next day when General Brown was about
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to go on board at Shanghai, the quarter-

master of the steamer came to the British

artillery barracks in the settlement, and

reported that, at 11 p.m. on the previous

night, the boat had been boarded by about

twenty-five or thirty foreigners, who imme-

diately took possession of her. He escaped

the clutches of the pirates by jumping over-

board and swimming ashore; but the re-

mainder of the crew were overpowered and

put in irons below deck, while Lindley and

his sailor rowdies steamed and steered the

boat up the Wong-poo and creeks leading to

Soo-chow.

Captain Murray, of the Koyal Artillery,

immediately despatched Lieutenant Wood,

E.A., with two mounted troopers, to warn

the garrison at Quin-san, and a mounted

Lascar to Soong-keong, to warn Macartney,

lest he should go down to meet the steamer,

and so fall into a trap. A letter was also

sent to Macartney by a courier, giving an

outhne of the circumstances. It was feared

that on her passage up the Firefly might have

passed Macartney in the boat, and have been

hailed by him, in which case his seizure was

inevitable. These, however, were groundless.
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as lie arrived safely at Gordon's headquarters,

where he awaited the steamer, -when the news

of her piratical seizure came to hand. Besides

her own armament, which was considerable,

the Firefly had a cargo of cannon, small arms,

ammunition, and stores, for the Tsatlee,

another steamer chartered by the Chinese

Government.

Meanwhile Gordon, after cutting the main

road on the banks of the Grand Canal at

Fusai-kwan, on the "IQth November, 1863,"

as noted in his journal, " G. left for the East

Gate of Soochow" named in Chinese, LowMun
or Lo Moon, "where Ms siege artillery was

waiting him. All the exterior defences of the

city had now been captured, but a small moun-

tain path was open to the rebels for escape, and

the prisoners gave daily accounts of the dissen-

sions (among the conclave of rebel leaders, or

as they termed themselves 'Wang,' the Chinese

equivalent for King) in the city. But no time

was to be lost, for the Firefly, with its unhappy

captain,Dollie, and three others, who were taken

prisoners, was with the rebels. So G. deter-

mined to attach the city at the N.E. angle. It

was, however, necessary to take the inner line of

exterior defences, which were very formidable."
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By this time Gordon had left his position

at Wan-ti with a large force of infantry and

artillery, accompanied by the newly-armed

steamer Tsatlee, commanded by Jones. He
then advanced towards the south-west, and

sighted the Grand Canal at Foo-tszoo-quan,

six miles distant from the West Gate of Soo-

chow. The rebels had thrown two dams

across the creek, so as to prevent the steamer's

entrance into the canal, on the west bank.

The field-trains, one 32-pounder, one 8-inch

gun, the steamer's ordnance, and a flotilla of

war-junks, opened fire upon two stockades,

while the infantry, drawn up on the east bank

of the canal, were being passed over in boats.

The rebels, after a few rounds, gave way in

two of the stockades, which were at once

entered by a few men of the 4th Regiment

and the Franco-Chinese force. The insur-

gents still occupied the stockades up the

canal towards Woo-sieh, in a north-west di-

rection, and down towards Soo-chow ; but a

move of the troops on both arms soon dis-

persed them, while the Tsatlee pursued num-

bers towards the city. They evacuated posi-

tion after position, until the steamer reached

the suburbs outside the West Gate. The
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Imperialist casualties were two wounded, and

the rebel loss was likewise very trifling.

This victory completed tlie line of posts round

Soo-chow, in the occupation of the Imperial-

ists. The positions were then as follows :

—

On the south-west, Wu-lung-chiao ; on the

south-east, Pa-ta-chiao; on the north, Lu-

kow and Wan-ti ; and on the north-west,

Foo-tszu-kuan. There still remained a small

creek leading into the Tai-ho, but this was

guarded by Imperial war-junks, to be assisted

by steamers, if necessary.

" Accordingly G. made a night attach on the

27th November, which was repulsed by the

rebels with very heavy loss to Gordon, who then

got his- siege guns into action and captured the

works on the 29th November, after a very

severe struggle, thus leaving his way to the

city wall open."

This brief entry in his journal records the

beginning of the end of this great Tai-ping

campaign. A force of the Disciplined

Chinese, consisting of the 3rd and 4th Regi-

ments, under the command of Major Kirk-

ham, advanced on the evening of the 27th

November to capture four stockades and a

breastwork in front of General Ching's posi-
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tion witli liis Imperial troops, and close to

the north-east gate of the city. The rebels

had been in the habit of leaving these stock-

ades at night, trusting to their position under

the guns in the embrasures of the.wall. On
this night, however, the stockades outside,

instead of being deserted, had been strength-

ened by a large reinforcement of men from

the quarters in this extensive city. When,

therefore, the disciplined troops advanced to

the attack, in expectation of making an easy

capture of these outworks, the defenders

open a most destructive fire, driving back

the assailants, killing and wounding upwards

of a hundred men and ofl&cers.

This reverse, however, was retrieved on

the following day by Major Gordon com-

manding the force in person. He renewed

the siege with his whole disposable army of

infantry and artillery, excepting the 1st

Regiment of Riflemen. The whole of the

artillery, with siege-train, guns and mortars,

were brought to bear on the stockade im-

mediately commanding the breastwork before

the attack was made, and the defences re-

duced to ruins. About 1800 men were then

thrown across an intervening creek, and after
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a sharp struggle tlie breastwork was carried,

the rebels retiring, as before, into their stock-

ades, from which they kept up a heavy fire.

They were quickly followed by the whole

attacking force, and driven out of the

first and second stockades, although not

before they had made a gallant resist-

ance. The remaining two stockades were

evacuated, and the whole open country ia

front of the East Gate was quickly cleared.

Thirteen ofl&cers were wounded in this attack,

and 130 Chinese killed and wounded. Two
24-pounders and a number of smaller guns

were captured from the enemy, who had

evidently devoted all their energies to the

defence of this position, which was within

about 1200 yards of the walls.

In the meantime the steamers Hyson and

Tsatlee had been hotly engaged with some

rebel armed junks on the Tai-ho, or Great

Lake. They had entered the lake on the

24th, accompanied by ten Imperial war-junks,

in search of information regarding the steamer

Firefly and her crew. Intelligence was re-

ceived at one of the few islands in this

spacious lake that a number of rebel boats

were on the shore near See-a-ting, the centre
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of the three principal islands ; and one of the

villagers having volunteered as a guide, the

whole flotilla proceed to the attack. On
reaching the locality sixty-eight junks of

various tonnage were perceived in a bay

alongside two stockades. It was impossible

to capture the boats without the aid of troops,

as the stockades were held in force by the

insurgents, and it was dangerous to steam

into shallow water. The armed junks were

fired on for some time, until it was judged

that they must be effectually battered, so

the steamers began to retire, when the crews

of the junks, who had gone ashore, returned

to those least damaged, and reopened fire.

A well-directed shot entered the boiler of

the Tsatlee, completely disabling her for the

moment, and the Hyson was compelled to

take her in tow. The damage was repaired

during the night, and the boat was again in

working order next morning by ten o'clock.

While the repairs were progressing, a large

flotilla of junks hove in sight from the

southward, when the Hyson immediately

got under weigh towards them. They

proved to be bringing reinforcements from

Ka-shing under the command of Tszu-
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Wang, who was captured in the course

of the action which ensued. Directly the

captain of the steamer discovered the rebel

ensign he opened fire upon the fleet, which

was replied to with spirit, but without much
effect. Some twenty junks were sunk and

three captured, on board one of which was

the family and personal property of the rebel

commander. The remainder of the junks

were dispersed, and the crews fled hastily

with them in the direction from whence they

had come.
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CHAPTER X.

topogeapht op soo-chow—mo wang slain

—

foue wangs suerender—gordon sees

the plundered city—chiefs beheaded

bt eoo-tai—his report to peking—re-

wards from empbeor—gordon refuses

money campaign resumed — li-tang

taken—hour-glass broken—horeoes of

rebel wae—several cities taken eva-

cuated—rest sueeendbeed—finale of

Gordon's jouenal.

Soo-CHOW-roo, according to Chinese topo-

grapty, ranks among the provincial cities

as one of the first grade, but it is not

the capital proper of Kiang-soo. That dis-

tinction appertains to the greater city of

Nan-king, a name signifying the " Southern

Court," as Pe-king means the " Northern

Court," or Imperial residence of the em-

perors: Though Soo-chow is only the
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second city in Kiang-soo, it is the capital

of I-tong, or the eastern part of the province.

Before it fell into the desolating hands of

the Tai-ping rebels, this was one of the

most beautiful and pleasant cities in China

;

Europeans who had visited it in peaceful

times compared it to Venice, with this dif-

ference—that the " Queen of the Adriatic

"

rises out of the salt sea, while Soo-chow is

environed and intersected with fresh water.

Any one may move through its streets and

roads by water or land ; the branches of the

Eiver Yang-tsze and canals intersecting the

great Delta are almost all capable of being

navigated by boats of large burden, and enter

the water-gates of the city. In the sur-

rounding district there is no country more
charming in respect of situation and climate

;

and the suburbs, especially on the east side

of the city walls, densely dotted with villages

and farmsteads, there being scarcely a foot

of ground that is not cultivated in the highest

degree, producing fruit and grain of all kinds,

especially rice, which may be termed the

Chinese " staff of life." Like the capital of

the adjacent province of Che-kiang, and some
others in the Empire, Soo-chow was reckoned
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as comprising three diflFerent divisions of

dwellings and population, namely, the central

city within the walls, forming an oblong

square twelve miles in circuit ; another in

the suburbs, which extend many miles on the

sides of canals and lakes ; and a third in the

junks afloat, ranged in rows, moored stem

and stern to the banks, forming streets on

the water, densely populated, of what may
be called floating dwellings.

This great city has six gates leading to the

landward approaches, and the same number
towards the water, both crowded in its palmy

days by multitudes of people continually

moving to and fro, and thronging the market-

places and bazaars, buying and selling not

only produce, but manufactures of all de-

scriptions. The silk and satin embroideries

and brocades made here formerly comprised

a great part of the external trade, and were

in demand throughout the Empire, because

of the fabrics being good and cheap. But it

was more a city of pleasure than an empo-

rium of commerce. Like the neighbouring

city of Hang-chow, the provincial capital of

Che-kiang, before these dire days of distress

it wanted nothing that could contribute to

B
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.make life luxurious. Hence there is a pro-

verb in ancient CHnese books that adorns a

couplet, thus :

—

Shang Yew tyen tang,

Hya Yew Soo Hang,

which, freely translated, signifies, " Above is

Paradise, below isSoo-chow and Hang-chow."

In effect, it may be said that these two cities

~^ formerly were the terrestrial paradise of

China, the former in a great measure re-

sembling the city of Paris in its gayest giarb..

It was the seat of the viceroy of the eastern

section of Kiang-soo, whose particular juris-

diction ruled over eight lesser cities, one of

the second order and seven of the third rank,

all of them surrounded by crenellated walls,

from two to five miles each in compass.

Under the rule, or rather the misrule, of

the Tai-ping insurgents, these fiends, after

four years' occupation, had transformed the

previous paradise into a pandemonium. To
describe the destruction of the dwellings and

murderous cruelties to which the peaceable

inhabitants who dwelt in them had submitted,

would occupy more space than this brief

narrative can admit. Suffice it to say that

when its outer defences were captured by
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Gordon and his " Ever-victorious Army,"
together with the Franco-Chinese contingent,

under Captain Bonnefois, and the Imperialists

commanded by General Ohing, it was almost

a ruined city without peaceful traffic, and

possessed by a demoniac force of blasphemous

rebels, robbing and murdering under the

guise of a quasi-Christian creed. Gordon,

after the investment of the walls and gates,

so that neither ingress nor egress could be

made without his permission, was preparing

to attack the north-east section of the city,

when events occurred that rendered this un-

necessary by its surrender. The circumstances

under which this took place are recorded in

the following memoranda from Gordon to

the ISorth China Herald, which narrates

chiefly the salient points of the narrative.

The orthography differs from ours, so the

reader may notify that men is moon, or gate

;

Wang king, or rebel chief.

It appears that on the 28th of November

Gordon was informed that La Wang, Kung
"Wang, Ling Wang, and Pe Wang, with

thirty-five Teenchwangs, or lesser chiefs, and

their followers, had opened negotiations with

the Imperial General Ching for the submission

E 2
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of their party. These men had possession of

four out of the six gates of Soo-chow, viz.,

the Ohi-men, Cha-men, Chi-men, and Lou-

mien. Some diflEiculty in disposing of Mo
Wang, who was averse to surrendering, was

anticipated ; but it was arranged among the

other Wangs that he was to be driven out of

the city gates. Gordon consented to the

defection, but stipulated that Mo Wang
should be given up to him as a prisoner.

The strength of the positions held by these

Wangs was so great that a very heavy loss

was anticipated during any attack. The
proposal to evacuate the city was therefore

eagerly entertained by Gordon and the

Imperialists. Meanwhile Chung Wang, who
had been defeated at Woo-sieh, returned to

Soo-chow, and proposed to vacate Nan-kiDg

and Soo-chow, so that the entire Tai-ping

forces should go south to the Province of

Quang-see, where the rebellion first broke

out twelve years previously. The Mo Wang
was averse to this, and proposed to remain

and fight it out. The other Wangs not

among the four leaders were likewise opposed

to this proposal, but from different motives.
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as they had already made arrangements for

Coming over.

On the 1st of December Gordon, at General

Ching's request, met La Wang, who had been

the first to propose surrender, and told him

what he thought of the Tai-ping prospects

and the little chance of success. He said that

he wanted to make the Imperialists and rebels

good Mends, That since the rise of the

rebellion the Imperialists had much changed,

and did not dare, from the fear of foreign

governments, to perpetrate cruelties as here-

tofore. La Wang, in reply, said he would

see with General Ching what he could do

about the city, and that he had no fear of

either Mo Wang or of Chung Wang knowing

of his having seen Gordon^ for he had enough

men well armed to keep both in check.

Gordon went in person on the 4th of

December to see the Foo-tai commanding the

Imperialists, and made final arrangements for

making Md Wang a prisoner as soon as the

city should be surrendered. He had hardly

returned to his quarters when General Ching

sent him over two Frenchmen who had just

come into the lines. They said that at two
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o'clock that afternoon all the chiefs had

assembled in Mo Wang's palace, and after

dinner they offered up prayers, and adjourned

to the great court, where, having put on their

golden crowns, robes, and other vestments,

Mo Wang mounted his throne and began an

address, in which he stated their diflBculties,

and expatiated on the fidelity of the Quang-

see and Quang-tung men. The other Wangs
answered him, and the discussion got higher

and higher, till Kung Wang got up and took

off his robes. Mo Wang asked him what he

was doing, when Kung Wang drew a dagger

and stabbed Mo Wang in the neck. The Mo
Wang fell over the table in front of the throne,

and the other Wangs seized him and deca-

pitated him in the entrance. They then

mounted their horses and rode off to their

armed followers, Mo Wang's head being sent

to General Ching.

That night the Imperial troops having taken

possession of Lou-men, or East Gate, the

rebels within the city at that quarter, shaved

their heads around the margin of hair in

Tartar fashion, as loyalists, and everything

remained perfectly quiet. Gordon went to

the Foo-tai, and represented to him the
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danger that would arise from keeping tlie

disciplined Chinese in a state of inactivity

;

and requested that, in recognition of their

services, a gratuity of two months' pay might

be given to each of the inferior oflBcers and

men. The Foo-tai refused, but after much

difficulty and wrangling, Gordon persuaded

the men to accept one month's pay as a

cum-shaw, or present. Next morning

General Ohing announced that the Foo-tai

had written to Pe-king, stating that he had

extended mercy to the wangs and the rebels.

On the morning of the 5th of December,

after the troops had left, having received the

gratuity, Gordon started for Soo-chow gates,

sending the steamers Hyson and Tsatlee to

"Woo-lung-chiao to meet him ; as, from in-

formation he found in some letters at Mo
Wang's palace, he expected to have been able

to seize the Firefly. From the top of one

of the gates he noticed a large crowd near

General Ohing's stockades, where the Foo-tai

was staying, but thought that the Imperial

soldiery were merely gratifying their curiosity

to see the rebel chiefs surrendering. He saw

La Wang in the city, riding towards the

Foo-tai's camp, to go through the ceremony
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of submission, and he tlien endeavoured to

while away the time until the steamers

arrived to take him in search of the Firefly.

Shortly afterwards a large body of men
came up, and, passing the gate, rushed

cheering into the city, as Chinese soldiers

generally do into vacated stockades, firing

their muskets in the air, and yelling. At this

exciting juncture, the Imperial General Ching

came up to Gordon, who observed that he

looked unusually pale for a yellow-skinned

Chinaman. He then volunteered the state-

ment that La "Wang, who had first proposed

the surrender of Soo-chow, had not presented

himself to the Foo-tai at all, to tender his

formal submission ; and that he thought he

had run away. He further stated that

La Wang had demanded the command of

2000 soldiers, and authority over half the city

of Soo-chow, the division to be a boundary-

wall. This the Foo-tai refused to do, while

he secretly had allowed some of Ching Wang's
followers to secure the gate left in his charge.

Gordon saw there was something wrong,

and after much equivocation on Ching's

part, he at length became uneasy about La
Wang, and rode off to the palace, or Yameen.
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He arrived there at dark, and found it com-

pletely ransacked. At the request of La
"Wang's uncle, he remained until two in the

morning of the 7th of December, keeping off

the Imperial plundering parties. Then he

sent his interpreter, and a soldier to get the

steamers Hyson and Tsatlee round to Wai-qui-

dong, a station about fiye miles from Soo-

chow. After the interpreter had started, the

soldier who went with him came back and

said that his companion had been beheaded

by the Imperialists. Gordon remained until

four in the morning at La "Wang's desolated

Yameen, and then went out of the city to

send orders for his armed steamers to come

up, as a threatening aspect was evident

among the troops shouting and firing through

the streets.

At this time the internal appearance of the

once gay and luxurious capital, presented an

appalling aspect. Along the main street

leading to the centre of the city, not an

entire dwelling was visible for more than a

mile. On each side as far as the eye could

see, heaps of bricks 'were piled in confusion,

without a vestige of wood or other building

material ; and as no signs of fire were visible,
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it gave evidence of having been destroyed

when the Tai-pings captured and devastated

the city four years previously. Most of the

houses left standing in front of the street

were mean dwellings, but at the rear were

many of great size, having numerous spacious

rooms, occasionally containing handsome
furniture. However, they had all been more
or less sabked, and the floors were strewn

with scraps of clothing rejected as loot not

worth taking away. Those of most value

were skin and fur coats used in the winter

season, which had been taken away in

bundles over the walls ; orders having been
given that nothing should go out of the gates.

A number of ponies and pigs straggled

through the deserted streets; and many of

the better class of houses had quantities of

rice in the husk stored in their upper storeys.

In the lower flats numbers of dead bodies

lay festering, and some in the streets, but not

so many as there would have been, had the

city been bombarded and captured by assault.

Gordon remained within the walls until

four o'clock on the morning of the 6th of

December, and with a sad heart made his

exit by the East Gate. Here the contrast
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between the perfect order of the outer walls

and mud breastworks and the utter deso-

lation of the interior was very striking.

Whether the guard of Imperialists did not

recognize his person in the darkness, or they

had strict orders to stop every one coming

outj was not known, but he was detained by

them for an hour, and then allowed to leave

for General Ohing's stockade. Here he

learned the truth regarding the fate of the

rebel chiefs who had tendered their submis-

sion after surrendering the city. Wten La
Wang, Kung Wang, Sieh Wang, and Sung

Wang had come outside the walls, they were

seized by order of Lee, Hung Chang, the

Poo-tai or Governor of Kiang-soo Province,

and beheaded, in spite of his promises to save

their lives at Gordon's request. The atro-

city of this proceeding caused the feelings

of all foreigners to rise in abhorrence of

treachery so gross.

The events culminating in that sanguinary

execution are briefly noted in Gordon's

journal as follows :
—" The Mow Wang would

not surrender, and was assassinated in his

own palace, and the other Wangs gave over the

city, Uh December, 1863. They were assas-
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sinaied by Li Futai on 6th December, on south

bank of canal goingfrom 800-chow to Quin-san.

(Note on margin of page.) This is no place

to go 'into the Wangs affair ; vide Blue Books

for account of ivhat is correct in Hart's letter

(Inspector-G-eneral of Maritime Customs in

Chinese service) ; vide printed list of engage-

ments " (This list comprises all the actions

against the Tai-ping rebels in the provinces

of Kiang-soo and Che-kiang, numbering a

total of seventy-one, in which Cordon and

force count for twenty-four; the remainder

undertaken by Ward the American, who was

killed in action ; British and French Admirals

with seamen and marines, Admiral Hope
wounded; Captain Roderick Dew, R.N.,

with H.M.S. Encounter and naval force;

Burgevine and Ward' s force ; General

Staveley and military force ; Major Holland,

M.L.I. , with Chinese disciplined troops, who
were defeated, &c.), " and cities which surren-

dered after treachery at Soo-chow." (This foul

deed caused Gordon to resign his command,

but he was induced to resume it in order to

prevent further anarchy.)

Meanwhile Le Hung Chang, the Foo-tai

or Governor of Kiang-soo, who is now
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Governor-Greneral of the Impeiial province of

Chee-lee, and considered to be the greatest

statesman in China, despatched a glowing

report of the successful operations against

the Tai-ping insurgents, in which he claims

the chief victories for himself and the Chinese

generals, while Gordon is mentioned only as

assisting the Imperialists. The following

extract is a translation of what was published

in the Peking Gazette, the organ of the

Government :

—

" The Grand Secretariat has received the

following decree :—Li Hung Chang reports

that the army under his command has cap-

tured the city of Soo-chow, and exterminated

(the rebels within the walls). The rebels

had been reduced to great extremity, and

those of them who were desirous of return-

ing to their allegiance, together with the

Imperial troops, entered the city, destroyed

the rebel army, and so recaptured the pro-

vince of Kiang-soo. The reading of this

report has afforded his Majesty sincere

delight and gratification.

" Soo-chow, the capital of the province of

Kiang-su, was four years ago captured by the

rebels, and has remained in their hands ever
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since. Tte army, acting iinder orders from

Li Hung Chang, captured in succession the

lines of rebel works outside the city gates,

and (so) struck terror into the enemy in the

city, that urgent offers of returning to alle-

giance were made. On the 30th November,

the Chung "Wang, seeing that the attacks

of the Imperial troops were daily becoming

more vigorous, and that the rebels in the city

were in a state of disorganization, fled under

cover of the night with more than 10,000 of

his death-deserving adherents ; handing over

the city to the old rebel Mu Wang (Fan Shao

Kuang), with orders to defend it to the death.

On the 3rd and 4th of December the naval

and military forces under Ch'eng-Hsio-Oh'i,

Li Ch'ou-pin, and Huang Yi-sheng, attacked

the different gates of the city, keeping up day

and night an incessant attack, which became
more vigorous the longer it lasted. Gordon,

also, established himself close to the city

walls, and opened a cannonade against them.

On the 4th December the Mu Wang ascended

the walls to direct the defence; when at the

head of his men, and in the act of issuing

orders, a rebel leader, named Kao Ying-Kuan,

who with others had entered into a conspiracy
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with a rebel officer, named Wang Yii-Wei,

against him, took Mm off his guard and
stabbed him to death. After killing more
than 1000 of Mu "Wang's associates, they

threw open the gates, and came out to give

in their allegiance. Ch'eng-Hsio-Ch'i, with

the troops under his command, entered the

city, and having posted his soldiers, searched

out and killed above 1000 of the surviving

rebels. Li Ch'ou-pin attacked and killed

great numbers, who were escaping by the

Pan-Haen, and set at liberty several thousands

of prisoners. The recapture of the provincial

capital was thus effected."

(In the foregoing untruthful report, the

redoubtable Hung Chang omits aU mention

of his treachery in beheading the rebel chiefs

whom he had promised to save. His version,

also, of the circumstances under which the

Mo Wang was assassinated differs also from

the one given by Gordon ; and as our faith

in the integrity and word of that pious hero

is above all contradiction, we prefer his

version as the true one. Indeed, it may be

remlarked that the Chinese, even of the

highest class, are so much given to exagge-

ration, or perversion of facts, to suit their
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own purpose, that they believe the false

before the true.)

Theo the decree furnishes a list of honours

and rewards conferred upon officers engaged,

the principal of which are as follows :
—

" His Majesty directs Li Hung Chang to take

advantage of this victory to march with his

troops on Chang-chou; which city, having

been captured, he will join his forces with

those before Nan-king, sweep that place clear

of rebels " {lit. sweep the dens, and take

possession of the pools), "and free the river

of their presence. His Majesty commands

the Board of War to confer suitable honours

on Tseng Kwo-fan, Minister of State, and

Governor-General of the two Kiang, who
sent a contingent to the recapture of this

noted city. Li Hung Chang, since he entered

office as Governor of Kiang-su, has displayed

great prudence and calculation, and his skilful

tactics have been completely successful ; he

has again and again captured cities, and

gained honours on the field of battle ; and

now the recapture of Soo-chow by his

troops renders him still more worthy of

praise. As a mark of his sincere approba-

tion, his Majesty is pleased to confer upon
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him the honorary title of ' Guardian to the

Heir Apparent,' and to present him with a

yellow robe. Huang I-sheng, and Li Oh'ou-

pin, in addition to receiving the hereditary

rank of Yiin-ch'i-Yu " (a title with fourth rank

button attached), " are recommended to the

notice of the Board of War. Oh'eng-Hsio-

Oh'i receives the same rank as the above,

and, in addition, is presented with a yellow

robe. Gordon specially appointed a general

in the army of Kiang-su, was in command of

troops who assisted in these operations ; his

Majesty, in order to evince his approval of

the profound skill and great zeal displayed

by him, orders him to receive a military de-

coration of the first rank, and a sum of

10,000 taels." (According to the rate of

exchange at the time, equivalent to 3300Z.)

This money he refused to accept, as he

considered it tainted as " blood money," for

him to hush up the treacherous act of assas-

sinating the rebel chiefs after submission.

At this time it came to my knowledge that

his means were at a low ebb, in consequence

of haviner assisted some of his oflBcers, who

were " hard up." Be that as it may, his re-

fusal of a gratuity from the Chinese Govern-

s
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ment, under the circumstaiices, was the first

public event in his career which indicated his

natural indifference to wealth, and was com-

mented on by every one as remarkable. The
chief effect it had at the time was to silence

his detractors, who had designated him " a

mercenary soldier." I was one who advised

him to accept the pecuniary reward of his

services; but he replied that his pay was
suflBcient for his wants, and his promotion to

Lieutenant-Colonel of Engineers was enough
for his ambition.

A few days after the murder of the Wangs,
Major-General Brown, who succeeded Briga-

dier-General Staveley as Commander-in-chief

of the British Military F.orces in China, went
up to Soo-chow, and remonstrated forcibly

with Lee Putai, with respect to the late

atrocities. He announced his intention of
permitting Gordon to act in future only in

perfect independence of the Chinese local

authorities. Under this arrangement Gordon
agreed to resume his command of the Dis-

ciplined Chinese, especially as it would have
been dangerous to the foreign community in

and around Shanghai if they had been dis-
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banded when the Bnglisli and Indian troops

had lessened by departures.

The next entry in his journal, after the

fall of Soo-chow, states that—" The force

returned to Quin-san, which was continued as

headquarters, and remained there during the

winter of 1863. Started in snow and hail,on

the l%th February, 1864. Marched to Woo-

sieh. Gamped near pagoda outside city, at

the foot of which the bodies of Firefly officers

were found. On the 29th of February (leap

year), attacked stockades of East and South

Gates of Ye-sing. Captured them with severe

loss to rebels, who evacuated the city on the

1st March. The force proceeds towards Li-

yang ; takes stockades at Huchias, and receive

surrender of Liyang. March 9th, 20,000 are

here surrendered. The place very strong, and

well provisioned. TEE HOUR GLASS
BROKEN."

In the middle of January, 1864, a French

officer, with a party, were sent on a recon-

noisance into the districts devastated by the

rebels, and furnished the following graphic

but harrowing description of the country,

towns, and people they passed on their

route :
—" We have just returned to Shanghai

s 2
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from an expedition whicli lasted nine days,

during which, time we had almost been con-

stantly on foot, up to our knees in mud and

water, eating and sleeping anyhow. The
country is mostly planted with rice and

intersected in all directions with small canals.

At about ten leagues from Shanghai, as we
gradually approached the rebels, we found

the ground obstructed with Chinese corpses.

The towns were entirely depopulated, and

often burned. Sometimes four walls, which

represented a house, would be found to con-

tain the bodies of men, women, and children,

and the roads were literally strewn with

corpses. Kah-ding, but recently a fortified

town of 500,000 inhabitants, had nothing

standing but its fortifications. Scarcely a

thousand Chinese remained among the ruins.

Wherever the rebels pass they leave their

bloody traces. At first they took up arms

from political motives, but then they became
mere bands of robbers, who rob and murder
indiscriminately, without any political pretext.

They had but just left one town which we
entered, and we found bodies of women and
children still warm, and wet with blood.

We were to stop here for the night, and I
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set about hunting among the brick ruins for

some house that still remained standing where

I might find a bed, for the weather was wet

and very cold. At last I found one, but

turning over the coverings of the bed, a sight

met my eyes that paralyzed me. A man and

woman lay there, assassinated in the most

frightful manner. A cord had been tied so

tightly round their waists that their intestines

protruded through the open wounds. It was

horrible. This is what insurrectionary war

is in China. The rebels do not wear their

hair in long queues like the loyal Chinese, so

that when on their predatory expeditions,

they adopt the cruel plan of murdering every

one who has his head shaved."

From the foregoing graphic description of

the miserable condition which the country

was in at this inclement season, it required

all the vigour Gordon possessed to under-

take further expeditions with the Disciplined

Force in suppressing the rebellion. Never-

theless, he deemed it his duty to take the

troops into the field, as a spirit of dissatis-

faction prevailed among them while in a state

of inaction. On this point he was in com-

munication with Sir Frederick Bruce, the
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British Resident Minister at Peking, who

sent a despatch, to Earl Russell, then Secre-

tary of State for Foreign Affairs, containing

the following passage :

—

" I received a private letter from Major

Grordon, objecting to the precipitate disband-

ing of the disciplined corps under his com-

mand, on these grounds, namely, the proba-

bility of a considerable part of the force going

over to the insurgents ; the renewal at

Shanghai of the state of anxiety and danger

in which it was placed two years ago, and

the repetition in its neighbourhood of the

scenes of pillage and massacre from which

the unfortunate inhabitants suffered so

severely at the same period. He advocates

the continuance of the aid given to the

Chinese Government, that will prevent an

officer from being placed in a position as he

has been by Governor Li Hung Chang ; and,

in conclusion, remarks that corrupt as the

Mandarins are, they pursue a regular system

of government and administration, whereas

the insurgents have no system of civil

government whatever. The proposal that

this force should be employed as a protection

for Shanghai and the recovered districts is
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in accordance with the vifews I expressed to

Major Gordon in a letter dated the 22nd of

JSTorember, 1863, of which I enclose a copy

;

though but for the misconduct of Governor

Li Hung Chang, I should have been glad had

its co-operation been continued until the line

of the Grand Canal from Hang-chow to

Ghin-kiang was cleared of insurgents."

Further correspondence on this subject is

too voluminous to quote more ; therefore, as

Gordon states in his journal, " This is no

place to go into the Wangs affair," we shall

leave that controversal topic.

That the most heart-rending destitution

had long prevailed in the districts overrun

bj the rebel hordes was by this time well

known, from the scenes witnessed by Gordon

and his ofl&cers in their march through that

desolate territory. The absence of all but

military government no doubt conduced to

the miserable condition of the people ; the

silk raised by the industrious peasants was

chiefly appropriated by Tai-ping leaders. No
doubt it found its way into the foreign

market all the same ; they did not hoard it,

but sold it for money or for fire-arms and

ammunition. Abundant proof now presented
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itself that rebel rule was one of the most

grinding tyranny.

With the fall of Soo-chow the chief diffi-

culties in Gordon's way to conclude the

campaign had vanished, shown in the eva-

cuation and surrender of towns held by the

rebels, given in his list of engagements as

follows :

—

"Wu-sieh
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direction towards Li-yang, after wliich lie

proceeded northwards to King-tang ; the

garrisons of both places shaving their heads

in token of submission. These operations

had been somewhat extensive ; the move-

ments were rapidly executed, forty miles in

one day having been accomplished between

Yeh-shing and Li-yang. Unlike previous

operations, they were all accomplished with-

out bloodshed. The rebels at Li-yang, 20,000

in number, according to Gordon's journal,

after having surrendered, proceeded to make
arrangements for returning to the province

of Quang-see, in the south of China, from

whence they had come at the outset of

the rebellion originated by Hung Siu-tsuen,

an impostor who blasphemously assumed

inspiration from Christian sources under the

title of Tien-wang , signifying " Heavenly

King." As Gordon's journal notes empha-

tically, by these movements was " the hour-

glass broken " through his skilful strategy

and generalship in execution.

From the narrow waist, as it were, of this

military measurer of time Gordon now pro-

ceeded to strike at the rebels occupying

strongholds in the northern expansion of
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the battle-field. These were garrisoned by

veterans practised in the guerilla warfare of

the Tai-pings from the commencement of the

rebellion, and hence were southern Chinese.

Not only did they give a stubborn resistance

to the northern disciplined force, but defeated

it in the first onslaught, in which Gordon and

several of his oflficers were wounded. The
following brief entryin his journal records this

engagement :
—" Fah-Gheaou now liberated

with 15,000 men, and goes towards NanMn.
He had been at the post of ruling Li-yang for

two years, and was surprised at our march

(i.e. from Ye-sing). G. (Gordon) starts with

1000 men to capture Kin-tang, expecting a

surrender. Puts guns in position at South

Gate. Breaches and attacks, March 21st.

Rebels very quiet till moment of assault, when
they show out strong. Repulse attach with

great loss to us, who fall back."

Gordon having got the city of Li-yang into

a state of quiescence, marched on the 16th of

March with the 1st, 2nd, and 5th Regiments,

and a proportionate force of artillery, en route

to the city of Kin-tang, in possession of the

rebels, situated about thirty miles to the

northward, near the western lake of the Delta
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group. By nightfall they reached a devas-

tated village some twelve miles from Li-yang,

where amidst the ruins a few houses still

remained standing with roofs, which afforded

shelter for the troops in preference to tents

pitched on the ground saturated with rain.

The line of march was on the main road

between the two cities. On the right lay

the spacious waters of the lake, with several

bold hiUs giving variety to the level scenery

;

on the left was a broad creek, through which

a flotilla of boats, bearing supplies of food,

guns, and ammunition slowly rowed at a

regular pace. The land lies low, and had

all the appearance of having been a well-

cultivated, fertile, grain-producing district;

but it was then fast returning to that state

of swamp from which the industry of ages

had reclaimed it. Mulberry-trees lined the

banks uncared for ; reeds and other aquatic

productions occupied the place of cereals

;

old walls and ruins marked the dwellings of

a once numerous, peaceful, and industrious

population, of whom there now remained but

a few half-starved, cadaverous-looking crea-

tures, prowling about with hollow cheeks,

sunken eyes, and tottering gait, picking up
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such herbs as were visible ; while skeleton

after skeleton, white and bleached, lay all

along the way, felled either by the murderous

rebels, or plundered and burned out of their

dwellings, as they died from starvation. All

along the remainder of the march to Kin-

tang the same devastation, death, and ruin,

was present. There was no indication of the

soil having been cultivated for some seasons,

and this was a district which had been in

the undisputed possession of the Tai-ping

insurgents for more than four years.

Unlike most of the cities in the hands of

the rebels. Kin-tang had no outworks of

defence, neither did the walls seem to be

altered or fresh fortified from their original

plan, like Soo-chow, Kah-ding, and others.

On the morning of the 21st of March the

boats with the guns were rowed into a basin

to the east of the city, and about 500 yards

distant from the walls, without any opposi-

tion on the part of the garrison, beyond a

few musket-shots, expressive of their dis-

approval of the proceeding. The heavy guns

and mortars were placed opposite the angle

of the wall to breach it, while the smaller

guns and mortars were arranged so as to
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enfilade the terre-plein. The usual display

of flags and shouting on the part of the

rebels was entirely absent. There the grim

black walls stood without a single colour,

musket, or spear visible; neither were any

long-haired sons of Han to be seen ; but

there was an ominous silence within the

walUs that foreboded either surrender or

preparations for a determined fight.

At noon the heavy guns opened fire on

the solid masonry, bringing down ponderous

masses of stone, bricks and clay, at every

discharge until, at the end of two hours, a

breach was formed practicable to ascend.

No reply was made to the bombardment, and

not even a movement, on the part of the

defenders. The advance was then sounded,

when the 1st Regiment marched over a

bridge across the city moat, and portions of

the 2nd and 5th Regiments by boat. The

companies vied with each other in the ascent

of the breach ; but scarcely had they set foot

on the top of the wall when the brave fellows

of the " forlorn hope " were overpowered

by overwhelming numbers, firing musketry,

hurling bricks, stones, fire-balls, and every

kind of missile procurable at the front rank
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until they rolled with the • advancing main

body to the bottom like a broken wave.

Three times covered by the artillery, which

did great execution, the assaulting party ral-

lied and rushed up the breach, but with the

same result.

Unfortunately at this stage of the engage-

ment Gordon, for the first time in the cam-

paign, was wounded, not severely, but suffi-

cient to disable him, and had to be conveyed

to the rear. Getting into his boat, he pushed

forward and ordered Colonel Kirkhajtn to

come up with the reserve companies of

the 5th Eegiment. The breach was again

mounted, but in vain. The defenders still

held their ground, firing and fighting des-

perately, when Kirkham was also wounded
and placed hors de combat. Major Brown
now assumed the command, when the breach

was again cleared by the artillery, and re-

serve companies of the 2nd Regiment coming
up, he rallied the officers and men, and, carry-

ing Gordon's flag, made a gallant attempt

to establish his party in the breach. The
struggle for mastery lasted for several mi-

nutes, victory waving in the balance, when
the elements decided the day by a typhoon
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of wind aad rain. . The force, bowever, en-

camped in the position secured for the night,

and counted their casualties. Those among

the wounded were General Gordon, Colonels

Kirkham, Tumblety, Williams, MacMahon

;

Captains Mansell, Brinning, and Willson

;

Lieutenants Creamer, Raddimore, and another,

Major Toute, was the only officer killed. Of

the force, ninety rank and filk were wounded

and fifteen killed. During the night the

rebels made a sortie, and attempted to sur-

round Gordon's camp, but they were received

with such warmth of fire that they were

forced to retire into the city.

After this repulse Gordon notes in his

diary, " 'Receive news that rebels have broken

out of Ghangchou Fu, and advaiicing on Quin-

san. Only two hundred men there. O. goes

lack. Falls on rebels' rear near Kwangyu,

managing one hundred and fifty miles in two

days, and draivs thevr attention off. Owing to

a blunder near Waisso the rebels gain victory

with their cavalry, and killed three hundred

men and some officers. March 3 1st, Squares

against cavalry very good to drill at, but

better to make use of. If the men had formed

square no danger. 0. gets more men up and,
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attacks Waisso. April 11th, Drives rebels out,

and 3000 of them get killed by people and Im-

perialists. G. (Gordon) marches on Ghan-

chu-fu.
'

'

" In the meantime " lie learns tliat the

rebels have defeated the Mngpo disciplined

force, who " were attacked at Hang-chow, and

repulsed two attacks of the Franco-Chinese on

the 9th ofMarch, troops under D'Aiguebelle ;

who for some very wise reason, only known to

himself, made his breach at a gate, so as to

breach two walls instead of one {vide Hang-

chow). The Chinese say that the fall of Rush-

ingfu caused fall ofHang-chow on2lst March.

Politeness to allies would say differently."

" 2Srd April, 1864.

—

G. takes with assist-

ance of Imperialists stockades off West Gate at

Chanchu-fu with little loss. Breaches city wall

near South Gate on 27th April. Assaults

ticice, is repulsed with loss, and then sets to

work to make engineer approaches. Kintang

surrenders 2hth April, leaving Ghanchu-fu,

Faijan, and Nanking, the only toivns (held by
the rebels) in the upper part of the HOUE-
GLA88 ; and Wuchu-fu and Chang-ching, the

only towns in the lower part of the HOUR-
GLASS. The trenches (dug before walls of
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Chancliu-fu) heing ready, the breach is again

opened on 11th May, and the place captured

with but little loss."

The concluding entries in Gordon's journal,

and list of engagements, dispose of the cap-

tures, defeats and surrenders at the close of

the campaign in the followingbrief manner :

—

Hai-ning
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Amoy neighbourhood (in the soutlierii province

of Foo-kien)

.

" Finale.

" To Sir James B^ojpe, Admiral, and Captain

Dew, suppression of rebellion is due, not half

enough of credit given to the latter."
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CONCLUSION.

. 5>
SOBEIQDET OF " OHINESE GOEDON ETSE AND

PEOGEESS OF EBBELLION—EOBEETS ON REBEL

CHIEFS— GOEDOn's EEMAEKS SHANGHAI

THEEATBNED—HEAVy SNOWSTOEM PEOTECTS

IT

—

GOEDOn's SUEVEY—INTENSE COLD

—

STIFLING HEAT—NO BAEEACKS—TEOOPS IN

TEMPLES—MESS HALL

—

GOEDON' S NOTICE FOE

WOEKMEN—BUBBLING WELL EEFUGEES

GOEDON VISITS THEM—HOEEIBLE CONDITION

—BELIEF—THE END.

Thus far we have Gordon's Outline Journal,

whicli may be taken as the most accurate

account yet given of the Tai-ping campaign.

The modest estimate of his own share in

ending the rebellion is characteristic of him.

But history will record, what the Chinese

Government at the time recognized, that to

him was mainly due the safety of the empire,

and the restoration of peace and order, after

T 2
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so many years of civil war and insurrection.

- He was made a mandarin of a high order in

the service of the emperor, but he refused all

pecuniary rewards or recompense, and left

China a poo""er man than when he entered it.

Among his many titles and honours, the one

by which his name will be most distinguished

in history will be that of " Chinese Gordon."

When we take into consideration the rise

and progress of the Tai-ping Rebellion, pre-

vious to its suppression, it is the most for-

midable that has occurred in modern times,

or indeed at any time in China, which has

been scourged with sanguinary insurrections

from remote antiquity. History records

numerous rebellions in Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America, many of a fiercer character,

and some ending beneficially for the people

at large ; but this was the most inglorious of

all, from beginning with an impious mockery
of Christianity to ending in the wholesale

slaughter of innocent men, women, and

children. For twelve years the Tai-ping

rebels devastated the richest and most

populous provinces between Canton and

Peking, for 1000 miles from south to north,

and east-^rard to Shanghai for 600 miles,
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occupying the "wealthiest cities without

establishing the smallest foundation of a

government, or one of their number capable

of being a ruler. On this head I received a

letter from the Eev. Issachar Eoberts, an

/\.merican missionary, who joined the rebels

at Nan-king, from whence he fled for his life

on board the British gunboat Bevard, at

anchor off the city. The letter has been in

my possession since then, and has not been

altered in its spelling, as follows :

—

" Nan-king.

" From Eev. I. J. Roberts.

" January 22nd, 1862.

" From having been the religious teacher

of Hung Sow-chuen in 1847, and hoping

that good, religious, commercial, and political,

would result to the nation from his eleva-

tion, I have hitherto been a friend to his

revolitionary movement, sustaining it by

word and deed, as far as a missionary con-

sistantly could, without vitiating his higher

character as an ambassador of Christ. But

after living among them fifteen months and

closely observing their proceedings, political,

commercial, and religious, I have turned over
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entirely a new leaf, and am now as much,

opposed to them, for good reasons I think,

as I ever was in favor of them ! Not that I

have ought personally against Hung Sow-

chuen, he has been exceedingly kind to me.

But I believe him to be a crasy man, entirely

unfit to rule, without any organized govern-

ment, nor is he with his ' cooly kings

'

capable of organizing a government of equal

benefit to the people, of even the old imperial

government

!

" He is violent in his temper, and lets his

wrath fall heavily upon his people, making a

man or woman ' an offender for a word,' and

ordering such instantly murdered without
' judge or jury.' He is opposed to commerce,

having had more than a dozen of his own
people murdered since I have been -here, for

no other crime than trading in the city, and

has promptly repelled every foreign effort to

establish lawful commerce here among them,

whether inside of the city or out ! His re-

ligious toleration and multiplicity of chapels

turn out to be a farce, of no avail in the

spread of Christianity, worse than useless.

It only amounts to a machinery for the pro-

motion and spread of Ms oionpolitical religion,
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making himself equal with Jesus Christ,

who, with God the Father himself, and his

own Son, constitute one Lord over all ! ! Nor
is any missionary who will not believe in his

divine appointment to this high equality, and

promulgate his political religion accordingly,

safe among these rebels in life, servants, or

property. He told me soon after I arrived

that if I did not believe in Mm, I would pensA,

like the Jews did for not believing in the

Saviour ! But little did I then think that I

should ever come so near it by the sword of

one of his own miscreants, in his own capital,

as I did the other day.

"Kan Wang, moved by his cooly elder

brother (literally a cooly at Hong-Kong) and

the devil, without the fear of God before his

eyes, did, on Monday, the 13th inst., come
into the house in which I was living, then

and there most wilfully, maliciously, and -with

malice aforethought, murder one of my ser-

vants with a large sword in his own hand, in

my presence, without a moment's warning or

any just cause. And after having slain my
poor harmless, helpless boy, he jumped on his

head most fiend-like, and stamped it with his

foot, notwithstanding I besought him most
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intreabingly from the commencement of his

murderous attack to spare my poor boy's

life!

" And not only so, but he insulted me my-

self in every possible way he could think of,

to provoke me to do or say something which

would give him an apology, as I then thought

and think yet, to kill me as well as my dear

boy, whom I loved like a son. He stormed

at me, seized the bench on which I sat with

the violence of a madman, threw the dregs of

a cup of tea in my face, seized hold of me
personally and shook me violently, struck me
on my right cheek with his open hand ; then

according to the instruction of my King, for

whom I am ambassador, I turned the other,

and he struck me quite a sounder on my left

cheek with his right hand, making my ear ring

again ; and then, perceiving that he could not

provoke me to offend him in word or deed,

he seemed to get the more outrageous, and
stormed at me like a dog to be gone out of his

presence !
' If they will do these things in a

green tree, what will they do in the dry ?

'

To a favourite of Teen Wang's, who can trust

himself among them, either as a missionary

or a merchant ? I then despaired of mis-

sionary success among them, or any good
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coming out of the movement, religious, com-

mercial, or political, and determined to leave

them, which I did ou Monday, January 20th,

1802.

" I. J. R.

"P.S.—Kan Wang seems disposed not only

to be a murderer, but robber also. He re-

fuses to give up my goods, clothes, books,

and journals ; and though. I have waited ten

days, and he and others have been corre-

sponded with on the subject, yet he retains

all, sending me off so idestitute that I have

not suflScient clothing to keep me warm from

the chilling blasts of a cold winter ! And
what is still worse, he refuses my two ser-

vants and assistant preacher the privilege of

coming out of the city and returning with me
to their families. And he and others inside

have been trying every device to get me back

into the city, in all probability with the design

of either making me a prisoner or a corpse !

And that without any just cause of offence

on my part, and none whatever on the part

of the assistant and servants. The most

sotted heathen cannibals could not act with

more cruelty and impropriety.

«R.
" Benyard steamer, January 30th, 1862."
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When I read this letter to G-ordon, lie re-

marked that it corroborated all he had seen

and heard concerning these cruel religious

impostors, and trusted that he would have

an opportunity in assisting to arrest the

further movement of the rebellion. At that

time he had just commenced the survey of

the country around Shanghai, when I had

many opportunities of conversing with him

about the Tai-ping rebels and the progress

of the insurrection. Although he was then

not more than twenty-nine years of age, his

remarks impressed me with their gravity,

and pity for the poor people plundered by

the rufl&an rabble. In expressing his opinions,

however, he did not give vent to any strong

language, as many young oflficers were in the

habit of doing ; nevertheless, he spurned the

assumption of divinity by Hung Siu-tsuen,

who originated the rebellion, as that of a

blasphemous impostor, just as he held the

false prophet in the Soudan. As it was his

pithy saying, " Smash the Madhi," though

not in the same words, it was his desire to

" Smash the Tien Wang."
At that time no regular force was formed

to contend with the Tai-ping rebels near
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Shanghai, consequently it was the all-absorb-

ing topic of the day how to defend the settle-

ment from their incursions. They first made
their appearance in a northerly direction,

near Woo-sung, the outpost, burning and

sacking the towns and villages, while they

brutally murdered many of the innocent in-

habitants. They continued advancing to-

wards Shanghai, when on the third day their

flaunting flags were seen within a mile of the

outskirts ; while at night lurid flames flashed

over the horizon from the buildings and farm-

steads set on fire. All was commotion in the

settlement. Only a few Indian troops and

Enghsh soldiers could be assembled to form

outposts for defence, while the municipal

police patrolled the streets, armed with rifles

and sword-bayonets, and the foreign resi-

dents had to guard their possessions with

revolvers and other weapons in their hands,

mustering their Chinese servants for defence,

which was adopted at the North China Herald

office.

This anxious state of matters continued

for a few days and nights, during which the

ships were crowded with wealthy Chinese,

who offered high recompense to the captains
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for refuge from the Tai-pings for their families

and treasure. It was the depth of winter,

which is as cold and severe in the latitude of

Shanghai as in the north of Europe, when a

snow-storm of unprecedented severity in the

meteorological annals of that locality was

hurled on the place from the Tartarian moun-

tains, which providentially protected the

settlement and suburbs. It commenced to

snow heavily in the afternoon, and continued

without interruption, day and night, iov fifty

-

eight hours, covering the ground to the depth

of thirty inches. The consequence was that

all traffic on land was stopped, and impeded

by ice in the water-ways. The thermometer

continued below the freezing-point all the

time, falling to 9° Fahrenheit,

As soon as the snow set in, the rebels re-

tired to some towns a distance off, and formed

entrenchments. The snow and ice held fast

for three weeks, affording time for the arrival

of reinforcements, and the construction of

defences around Shanghai, which were effec-

tually constructed before the rebels appeared

again, when they were driven off, as recorded

in the early chapters of this narrative. In

alluding to this event at the conclusion, it
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affords an opportunity ofmentioning G-ordon's

expressed conviction that the snow-storm-

was an " act of Providence," to protect the

place and people from the horrors of destruc-

tion and massacre by, the Tai-ping hordes,

who were reported to be concentrating their

forces from Soo-chow and Hang-chow, on

the walled city of Shanghai, and the foreign

settlement, where untold wealth was stored.

JTotwithstanding the inclemency of the

weather and the perilous position of a small

party of engineers exposing themselves to

attack from a well-armed enemy, Gordon set

about his task,- with competent officers and

men, to survey the country around Shanghai

with alacrity and zeal, as if it was to be a

pleasant performance. As there are no hills

in the environs of that city on the plain, from

tvhence to take angles for a base of operations,

they had to ascend some of the campanile

turrets of the foreign " hongs " in the settle-

ment, for the purpose of triangulation. The
one at our establishment was between forty

and fifty feet in height, and it will give the

reader some idea of the almost arctic air at

that elevation, when it is known that water

sprinkled from the top was frozen when it
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reached the ground; but Gordon, though

slightly built, had a hardy constitution, and

suffered no serious effects from exposure to

extreme cold.

In like manner he was proof against the

oppressive heat and malaria arising in that

marshy region, where the atmosphere during

the south-west monsoon is so saturated with

moisture at ninety to a. hundred degrees of

Fahrenheit's scale that respiration is impeded

by humidity, and the slightest exertion,

especially when exposed to the sun's rays,

prostrates the most robust person. Never-

theless Gordon continued his arduous labours

at all seasons with unremitting energy during

winter and summer, scarcely separated by

two months of spring and autumn. At the

close of the rigorous winter of 1862 the

dense fall of snow on the high housetops

began to melt under the glowing heat about

noon, but its effects were arrested by the

expiring blast of the north-east monsoon,

which congealed the dripping water into

gigantic icicles from ten to fifteen feet long,

and proportionately thick at the base. Then
as the lull came between the two monsoons
these watery stalactites would resolve into
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the liquid element, and at one bound the

unchanged ice "would be driven by the cur-

rents in the multitude of channels, open up

the rice and cotton fields for cultivation.

Shrubs and trees of all kinds then rapidly

assumed their leafy verdure, when even those

of the palm tribe shook their pendant leaves

from the last snowflakes, and raised them in

harmony with the heavens.

At this season Gordon made rapid progress

in the field with his survey, but it was neces-

sary to come frequently to Shanghai to plot

the measurements or report to the General.

In doing this there were some diflSculties to

overcome, especially in the absence of any

proper barrack accommodation for himself,

officers, or men ; consequently most of them

h^d to reside in native houses, or to receive

the hospitality of the residents. The British

and Indian regiments of the line were well

cared for by the Chinese authorities by

allotting spacious temples for their accom-

modation, and turning out the bonzes or

priests, to find quarters elsewhere. Not only

was room thus provided for some of the men,

but the officers' mess was supplied with the

choicest viands and wines, until they were
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stopped by the General. It was a strange

sight to witness these feasts, which we have

done on the " guest nights," when the band

would play in the vestibule where the devotees

were wont to prostrate themselves before the

image of Buddha, and perform the how-tow.

That idol still remained on his pedestal, sur-

rounded by images of lesser deities, but of

gigantic stature, looking down on the assem-

bled officers who had usurped the seats in

the sacred edifice, and were actually singing

songs and laughing loudly, so as to awaken

the echoes of the sombre hall dedicated to

the worship of ancestors and the gods in

Hades. John Chinaman, however, did not

deem it any degradation to his creed for

foreign soldiers to be quartered in his

temples. On the contrary, he rejoiced in

the presence of brave warriors who came to

conquer the cursed Tai-pings, and was proud

to do them service.

At such convivial meetings Gordon rarely

or ever appeared, although the accommoda-
tion in the temples for the troops came under

his supervision, likewise the Chinese houses

in which the non-commissioned officers and

men were quartered. On visiting these he
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foimd tliat most of them were insanitary in

their condition, many having only mud floors

and leaky roofs, which were unhealthy and

uncomfortable, especially in wet and wintry

weather. On sending his sappers round the

settlement to get native labourers, they re-

turned saying that men could not be had, as

they were all employed in erecting new build-

ings and extending old ones for the increas-

ing requirements of the European mercantile

residents for storing produce and merchan-

dise, and rooms for their servants, all of

which had doubled in extent since the advent

of the British forces and the influx of native

refugees. On this point he sent the following

letter to the newspapers :

—

" Owing to the difficulty of procuring a

sufficient number of Chinese artificers, and

the large amount of work required to ren-

der the buildings occupied by H.M. troops

weather-proof before the approaching winter

sets in, I am induced to appeal through your

columns to the mercantile community of

Shanghai, and to beg them to assist me in

the following manner, viz. :

—

" 1.—By their discontinuing for three

weeks the construction of any large buildings
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that may be in progress, and whicli absorb

many artificers, or by sanctioning tbeir con-

tractors to diminish, the number of workmen

to such a minimum as will prevent their

unfinished works being injured.

" 2nd.—By using their influence with

these contractors to induce them to send as

many workmen as they possibly can to the

Government Contractors, it being clearly

understood that these men they send will be

duly paid the best wages.

" I trust the community will see the neces-

sity of affording the above assistance, which

will go far towards mitigating the discomfort

which such a winter as last year would

occasion to the troops, if the buildings they

now occupy are not made weather-proof

before it sets in.—I have the honour to be,

sir, your obedient servant, C. G. Gordon,

Ga'pt. Royal Engineers. Shanghai, 2nd

October, 1862."

This notice had the desired effect, and

there was no difficulty in obtaining native

workmen to repair the insanitary buildings

occupied by the troops. Moreover Gordon's

communication led to some lengthy papers

on the general subject being published in the
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S. 0. E., on the evil effects of the extreme

heat upon the forces exposed to the mala-

rious climate. The writers, both military and

medical, took into consideration the heavy

mortality, from epidemic causes chiefly to

which the gallant troops, British and French

—together with the civil communities

—

foreign and native—as well as the naval

forces afloat, had been exposed in Shanghai

during the summer then terminated. From
the various registers of general sickness and

mortality, all accounts stated that it had

been without example in the experience of

the oldest inhabitants.

But Gordon's sympathies were not confined

to the better accommodation and sanitary

condition of the troops, his heart was always

open to alleviate the sufferings of the re-

fugees who had been driven from their

homes in the country by the ruthless Tai-

pings to take shelter under the shield of

British protection. On one occasion while

discussing how relief could be best given to

these poor creatures, he said that he had

just heard of some dreadful cases of destitu-

tion among a number of refugees, at an old

temple near what was called the " Bubbling

TJ 2
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"Well," a few miles from tlie settlement. He
then asked me if I would accompany him to

have a look at the place, to which I assented.

" On arriving at the well we got out of our

sedan chairs, and stood for some time looking

into it, and watching the gas bubbles coming

to the surface, which gave it the name.

Then we speculated on -what could generate

so remarkable a phenomenon, and having

previously learnt that it was ascertained to

be carburetted hydrogen, we conjectured

that the bubbles came from a fissure in some

carboniferous strata far down below the

superincumbent alluvial deposit of the delta,

so that probably Shanghai and its environs

are upon the margin of a great coal-field.

Suddenly we were aroused from our geolo-

gical meditations by the dissonant sounds of

Chinese musical instruments issuing from

the temple opposite. Entering its precincts,

we beheld a Buddhist priest in high canoni-

cals, sacrificing a paper horse to his deities,

which was consumed by fire, evidently for

the purpose of furnishing some defunct

Chinaman with a steed to journey through

the next world.

" Everything about this small temple was
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unusually clean for China, and the bonzes

particularly comfortable-looking priests,

apparently well fed, and gorgeously clad in

embroidered silks and satins, while the

decorations and images were of the richest

description. "We waited to witness a part

of the ceremony, and were rather favourably

impressed with the manner in which the

chief priest read from a scroll in Chinese the

service for the occasion, and the grace with

which he made his genuflexions before an

altar glittering with gold and silver, under

tli« light of quite a galaxy of brilliant tapers.

There was nothing gloomy about the place

or the service, while' the performers and the

audience seemed amazingly delighted with

the ceremony. With these favourable impres-

sions, we strolled round to the rear of the

building, where two other temples were situ-

ated, one of considerable size, painted red,

and known as the Ked Josshouse at the

Bubbling Well.

" We entered the smallest temple first, and

beheld a sight that, in the frame of mind we
then enjoyed, struck us with sickening

horror. In the middle of the hall sat^a

gigantic, grimy-looking image of Buddha, on
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an altar covered witli the dirt and dust of

years. Around this pedestal lay a group of

dead and dying men, women, and children in

advanced stages of decomposition—poison-

ing the foetid air inhaled by the few wretched

people on the verge of death.

" Passing through this temple, we crossed

a courtyard and entered the great red joss-

house, which presented a sight that would

entitle it to be named " The Chamber of

Horrors." Here stood erect on each side of

a spacious gloomy niche four hideous colossal

figures of war deities, scowling from their

pedestals with ferocious aspects. In the

centre of the building, as usual, sat a gigantic

image of Buddha, but with another deity at

his side, standing up and clasping his hands

with a benign expression of countenance.

But the appearance of the human beings

lying about on the filthy earthen floor was
infinitely more repulsive than what we wit-

nessed in the smaller temple. This was the

great Lazar-House at the Bubbling Well.

" Here lay some twenty men, women, and

children dead, dying, and diseased; huddled

together worse than the filthiest beasts of the

field, apparently left to perish without food
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or raiment. One man lay dead at the foot of

the altar as if he had fallen on his face in

agony, and the flies and maggots were feasting

on his carcass. Another was a woman who
had died more calmly, with evidently her

daughter hanging over her mother, as if to

say, " Here let me die." Two other dead

bodies lay covered with some matting and

rags in a corner. Out of the remainder who
had scarcely life enough in them to crawl to

the door, were two children who attended

upon their relatives or friends, but not a

particle of food was there. One party, strong

enough at first, had put up some mats so as

to separate themselves from those who had

died, but it was apparent that they were

doomed to follow soon. The spectacle

altogether was of that ghastly character

which only haunts those who have nightmare

dreams, and could not be found anywhere else

in the world but China—the most wretched,

diseased, and filthiest of nations.

" The horrible stench which prevailed

drove us with a sickening sensation irom the

building, before we had time to relieve these

objects of compassion as we should wish to

have done. As we reached the road and
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looked back upon this gloomy edifice, we
thought what a frightful place it must be for

any of its occupants possessed of sufficient

consciousness to think of its horrors

—

throughout the livelong day to be gazing on

those hideous images and putrid corpses, and

passing long, weary nights in darkness, with

hunger and thirst gnawing, at their vitals,

vainly trying to sleep, and listening to the

groans of the dying, occasionally broken by
the death-rattle of those who had just

succumbed

!

" And- yet this ghastly Lazar-house was
within three miles of Shanghai, close to the

road which is considered by the foreign

residents as the fashionable drive. Here,

early in the morning and late in the afternoon,

could be seen fine equipages containing the
" beauty and fashion " of the settlement, and
dashing equestrians mounted on splendid

chargers. As they rode and drove past that

spot we were sure that they had no knowledge
of the fearful sights we have faintly described,

otherwise something would have been done
before this to alleviate the sufferings of these

famished creatures, and -get the proper

authorities—Chinese or foreign—to bury the
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dead. It is witli this purpose that we have

brought the matter before the public, and we

trust that it will have the effect ofameliorating

this evil, which is a disgrace to humanity and.

a reproach to Shanghai. A few bags of rice

and the leavings of the rich man's table

judiciously distributed among the Lazarites

at the Bubbling Well Temple wotild spread

gladness amongst these Parias of China,"

As we anticipated, the publication of this

account of Gordon's visit to the House of

Refuge next day in the 'S&rth China Herald

elicited the sympathies of many charitable

foreign residents and the British military

force. Subscriptions were sent to the office

for purposes of relief, one donor forwarding

a hundred dollars anonymously under the

signature of " A Frequenter of the Bubbling

Well Road," and Brigadier-General Staveley

sent a similar sum, while the officers and

others sent -smaller amounts, until a sufficient

fund was collected. Immediately we applied

the means to the most urgent ends, and forth-

with went out to this temporary temple of

terrors with servants carrying a large quantity

of cooked rice, fish, vegetables, bread, and

tea. Reaching the b^iilding, we found that
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the six dead bodies had been removed, three

of them buried in shells by the municipal

authorities, and three by the Tee-jpou or

Chinese official whose duty it was to remove

them. This resulted from Gordon having

communicated in the proper quarter what he

had witnessed on the previous day.

So far so good, the dead were cared for,

but still the living inmates of the Lazar-

house were in the same state of starvation as

before. This was abundantly evident, for the

instant they got the food provided for

them rationed off they devoured it like

ravenous beasts. We have no desire to

dwell upon the sight—the dull, idiotic chuckle

of some, the frantic joy of others, who
greedily devoured the eatables. The tea they

did not care for ; it was " Fan, fan ! " (rice)

they screamed out that they wanted, showing

that their appetites were not palled by
disease. Instead of twenty, as we previously

supposed to have taken refuge in the two
temples, upwards of forty emerged from the

various holes and corners, and of these only

five were men, the remainder women and

children.

On inquiry as to how they came there, our
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interpreter ascertained that in every instance

he found that they were refugees from their

desolate homes in the environs of Shane-hai,

which had been plundered and burned by the

Tai-ping rebels. They were all strangers in

the immediate neighbourhood, and many
evidently belonged to the better class of

farming people. We also found, on inquiry

amongst the inhabitants living close by, that

this frightful state of death and destitution

in the Red Joss-house was quite exceptional,

and had only recently desecrated the temple.

For many days an abundant supply of

cooked rice, cakes, and vegetables was dis-

tributed judiciously from the foreigners' fund

by their servants. At last the case was
brought before the Chinese officials in the

walled city through the representations of

Gordon to the Taou-tai, or chief magistrate.

Ho sent a deputation of responsible men from
an old charitable association in the city, who
offered to undertake the task of relief. This

association was favourably known to the

community for its energy and discrimination

in the distribution of a large income received

from Chinese subscribers, aided by many
well-wishers among foreigners. Accordingly
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the management of the Bubbling Well Charity

was handed over to them, with the most

satisfactory results. Not only did they con-

tinue to feed those who had come for shelter,

but many others afterwards, and when the

cruel rebels were crushed, they were assisted

to return and restore their homes.

This episode in Gordon's checkered career

occurred about six months before he was
appointed to the command of the Disciplined

Chinese Force. His mind was then com-
paratively serene, being free from the care

and anxiety consequent on the Tai-ping

campaign, which afterwards clouded his

noble brow. He mingled more with the

civil community of Shanghai than he did at

any other time during his career in China.

Those with whom he came into contact noted

the mildness of his manners and the pleasing

expression of his features, especially about

the eyes, while his smile was more charac-

teristic of a fair lady than that of a fierce

soldier; he was as a lamb on peaceful

occasions, and a lion in the battle-field.

Many remarked that he was more suited to

adorn a drawing-room than to command
troops in combat

; yet to my knowledge he
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refused all invitations to evening parties

given bj the foreign residents in the settle-

ments ; and on any occasion when the limited

list of ladies in Shanghai were assembled, he

seemed to avoid their society—so different

from the young bachelor captains and sub-

alterns who delighted in flirtation. Some of

these officers being questioned if they> knew
the cause of Gordon's shyness in female

society, jocularly replied that he had been

jilted by a fair lady. Be that as it may, he

said that his time was better employed than

spending it in " spooning."

Before he took his .departure from China

at the close of the Tai-ping campaign, it was

mooted by some of his friends and admirers

that a valedictory address should be presented

to him for his valorous and victorious con-

quests over the enemies of law and order, and

the restoration of Shanghai to its flourishing

position as the chief foreign commercial

emporium of the Chinese Empire. Indeed,

it was averred by some merchants in close

communication with the native authorities,

that when the rebellion had reached its

climax, and the Imperialists were trembling

for their lives, if Gordon succeeded in con-
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quering the rebels, the British Government

had only to ask for the cession of Shanghai,

when it would be granted and become an

English colony like Hon^-kong. To all such

overtures he declined ' making any reply

;

while he considered the return of the indus-

trious and peaceable peasants to comparative

prosperity as ample reward for his exploits

in the cause of humanity. Nevertheless, the

time has arrived when numerous projects are

afoot to commemorate his heroic achieve-

ments, and it would only be an act ofjustice

to his memory that, the foreign residents in

China should erect a statiie.of ; him in Shang-
hai, arrayed in undress uniform as an officer

of the Royal Engineers, holding a cane in

his hand, as a magic wand of victory, and
the pedestal inscribed with English letters

and native characters,

CHINESE GORDON.
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CAPTAIN GORDON, E.E.

From a Photograph taken at Shanghai in 1862, and given by him to the

Editor at the time.












